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‘‘ In the whole world there is no study so hciieTieial and

so elevatin^jis that of the rpanishads. It has he(‘n the

“ solace of iny life, it will be the solace of my death.”

These words of the (xerman sa<»[e were cheerfnlly endorsed,

only last year, by a living scholar and thinker of (considerable

repute* and authority. Tlie Philos<>j)liy of tlie Vpamsihuda
scarcely needs reconiniendation. I*hiloso])hers from Plato to

Schopenhaner are unanimous in their testimony to the elevat-

ing, alleviatin']^, influence of the I ^uldnta. An A.i[>;e of Positive

Science alone r(c(inires to be put in mind of these (‘xpressions.

It Inis been tlie ambition of my heart, from the first-

hand experience I have had oT the truth of these rc'-

niarks, to present the main Idea of this sublime universal

‘ Philosoiihy of the Absolute ’ in as sim])lo and popular a form

as the nature of the subject would jiermit. The deservedly

jx^pular book of Thomas^|Kempis, ‘ The Imitation of

dirist,^ fascinabul my attenfTbn, and Bowdon’s ‘Imitation of

Iluddha’ sug^^ested the plan of this work. There was the

same mighty s])irit bnaithing in the child of Galilee, the princ(‘

of Kapilavastu, and this Jirdlnmmt of Southern India,

lie has as much right to an ‘Imitation’ as the

other seers of anthpiity ; the need for an ‘ Imitation of

S'ankara ’ is t>erhaps greatest in the present day.

T Jim not unconsccious of the defects of my performamce. It

lacs the simplicity of Kempis. The nature of the subject is my

only excuse
;
and if the book gives plain, serious, earnest,

matter for thought, Jit Hrst sight, I should consider it no

small satisfaction. Then again the detached nature of the

information is another difliculty in the way. Loss of context

might occasionally tend to obscure the sense of a pjissage. I

have, however, tried to remedy this defect by stringing the

pieces together in a kind of fictitious context from (uid to end.

Many of the passages could have been given in much better
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lanp;nage, for, several of tliem have been translated before by

abler hands ; but I have niy reasons for attempting fresh

translation.* Where commentaries have been available, I

have carefully consulted them, and, l)y giving a free rendering

of every text, 1 have done my best to combine the spirit of the

context and the strength of the commentary in my translation.

Among commentaries those of 8'ankara liave always had the

preference. In one more respect does this work differ from

that of Kempis or rather that of Bowdon. The collection

here is not entirely from the works of S'ankara, but from all

works bearing on the Philosophy taught by S'ankara and his

followers. 1 have divided the whole collection into sections

and sub-sections with a view to exhaust tlie main topics of the

Absolute Philosophy. Texts from tlie U/janishadu and other

works are often referred to in writings. That almost

every important reference of41118 kind may easily bo traced

to its place in this collection, where it should be found in its

entirety with translation, a careful Alphnbetical Index has

been appealed at the end. Another Index puts together the

principal points of this Philosophy, and directs even tlie most

casual reader to whatever inmrmatioii this book can give on

the question and its bearings. Words not Englisliod in the

text have been collected together for explanation in an Index,

to which the reader may conveniently refer.

With the chapter of genesis thus finished, we may take

closer view of the child that sees the light. Many a reader

would, however, be curious to liear something of the god-

father of this^infant. A few words c,an satisfy the emriosity,

for, it is matter of secondary conse(iuence in a work of this

kind to concern ourselves with the yet disputed (piestion of

the history of 8'ankara. We are here concerned with the

mighty spirit underlying the shell bearing that name, with the

* For instance, just turn to para U4. Prof. Max Muller renders it thus at

page 137 of his ‘Three J.ecturefi on the Vedanta “This is the light of lights,

when it shines the sun does not shine, nor the moon and the stars, nor

lightenings, much less this fire. AVhen Brahman shines everything shines

after him, by his light all the world is lighted,”
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awakeniQg, enclianting music of the harmony through which

It relates itself to posterity and time. It is not certain when

S'ankara lived
;
some place him after, some before Christ.

He was a Br^hmana^ native of some obscure town on the

coast of Malabar. He is reported to be an incarnation of god

S'iva. He found the Light while yet eight years of age, and,

with the permission of his fond mother, lie renounced the

world and became a Sannijmin. Through Renunciation he

transferred the sphere of his activity from the narrow limits of

his simple homestead to the wide expanse of interesting

humanity and the world. He solved the national problem

of the day tlirough his Philosophy which exercised a

powerful, potent charm over the mind of India. The

victorious termination of his universal philosophic war

made him tlic one Achdrya^ the one master-pliilosopher

of the land. He founded foifr mighty ‘seats of learning

{Mathasy in tlie four corners of India. These are extant to

tlie present day. The body whicli encaged this mighty spirit

was dissolved at the early age of thirty-two.

He has composed several works in poetry and prose, the

latter all commentaries. Fascinating, weird music; lucid,

chaste, powerful, balanced expression; universal, uusectarian,

fearless, loving exposition;—these arc some of the characteris-

tics of liis varied literary style. He was a real master of the

Pliilosophy he preaclied
;
he can express it in half a verse, or a

(piarto volume of many hundred pages. He would readily

break a lance with any adversary, atheist, materialist, ritua-

list, magieian, ascetic, Yoyi^{)x Tdntrk. His writings largely

reflect the spirit of the age he lived in
;
but the magic of the

master whose wand can weld all difference into the liomogeiie-

ous unity of his spell is unmistakable throughout. The glory

of his literary activity is his gloss on the Vpanishads, the

Bkagmd-Gitd and the Bmhim-sntras, to say nothing of the

numerous poems, large and small, which survive on the lip of

many a follower of the Vedanta to tlie present day. The

permanentcharm of his name lives undoubtedly in the Absolute

Philosophy he taught then and fur ever to India and the
B
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world at large. These, divested of the stirring aud the

miraculous which inseparably gather round the life of every

great spiritual teacher, are the bare facts of the history of the

greatest philosopher the world has ever seen.*

One thing is clear from the records we have of this great

teacher. India was divided into a number of religious sects,

the people were torn into a number of castes, and the dry

forms of ritualism were crushing all spirit out of the true

Ideal of the Veda. This Ideal lay in the Advaita, in the para-

vidijSi^ the last es(>teric initiation spoken of in the Upaniahadu,

The keepers of this Mystery were daily growing jealous

of all who, without the lun^essary training, tried to lift

the veil in idle curiosity. Those who caught glimpse of the

Truth liad not tlie strength to bear its glare. Tliey interpreted

it in the language of physical «speech, and mistook the Ideal in

the disgusting orgies of the Left-lmud-patli {ninia-marga).

Tlio Lord of (Jompassion emerging from the jirincely home at

Kapilavastu, found the Light (Bodhi) in the Ideal which was

thus reserved by tradition Ibr the aspirant who had passed

through the nec(\ssary Ibrms of practical Vedic life and

ritual. Hi; proclaimed this openly to the world, without

distinction .of caste or colour, creed or religion. He

preached the law of supreme moral purity and love. In the

simple yet sublime universality of his teaching there, however^

was no distinct provision for those forms of life and religion

which satisfy the wants of ordinary physical intelligence,

“ Tut no faith in momentary things, look u})on everything

as not-self, timd Nirmui in the equality of love and peace

this was the essence of the Lord’s teaching. Herein, obviously,

was no place for the ordinary masses, for the traditions

of the nation. This Ideal was, of course, the true Ideal of

the Veda^ concealed in the UpanisiHuh. This is the Ideal

perliaps, of all philosophy whatever
;
but every Ideal carries

* I have in mind M.ison's compliment calling Hegel ‘ the last of the

World’s great metaphysicians.’ In ray estimate of S'ankara and his work,

1 have not lost sight of the great names of philosophy and metaphysics.
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with it its own success or doom in the nature of those

who receive it.

Chaotic India witli tliis liigh Ideal before the people

called th^s to look down upon what formed a most

necessary training in the mode of life and religion they

had lived through the Veda and its tradition, stood the

most imminent danger of sinking in hopeless demoralization,

stood the most alluring chance of running on the path of

utter denationalization and ruin. The distinction between

a fool and a philosopher lies more in the wisdom the

latter has learnt in the school of experience, than in the

external freedom of life he shares in common with any inmate

of the madhouse. The Ideal of ' free living ’ conduces to peace

and well-being when found as the fruit of a process of regular

spiritual development. Proposed at the v(‘ry threshold of life,

it must lead to atheism, immorality, and consummate liypo-

crisy. Such, indeed, is human nature. Till the spirit attains

the exhaltation whence it can take correct measure of things

above and below, high ideals get clogged in the materiality of

ordinary give and take
;
empty words take place of the Idea

which continually escapes ; and mistake in ]n‘es('ntjition of the

Ideal confirms a. hundred-fold the v(‘ry wrong which it was

conceived to destroy. This is am])ly borne out ]>y the fate of

Pnddhism after the Lord’s Nirvana.

India was thus on the point of having her past wiped

out from history, and with her jiast the permanent service

she renders to the world as a perennial stream^ of spiritual

wisdom and philosophy. This is clearly inferrible from

the furious wars this 7>y^^y///?^«rl^^-philosophe^ and reformer

waged against the atlhcrents of Bacchanalian Tdntric<-Y\iQ^

on the one hand, and with the obstinate worshippers of

dry Formalism on the other. Even the political outlook was

neither cheerful nor cheering. With the Kahatriya prince of

Kapilavastu for guide and teacher the whole of war-like India

was in a kind of revolt against itself, against the jealous

Brdhmam and his spiritual prerogative. An internecine war was
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most imminent. Tiie sjnrit of revolt having touched religion

and society political order was bound to succumb. Consider-

ing the religious, social, iwlitical situation, the laurels of time

are, in my opinion, fully earned by this BMmaiyi-

reformer for the peaceful revolution he worked through

his Philosophy and example.

With the Enlightenment of the nineteenth century about us^

we are, almost unconsciously, led into a comparision of those

times with these. And the situation is largely suggestive,

the points of resemblance strongly inviting, and the mind

of the Master worth careful study and Imitation. There is,

indeed, sore need of The Imitation of S'ankara all the world

over. Let the reader have the picture and its eloquent

suggestion before his mind, let him imagine the Master

pointing the way to Reform’and Peace, and let him seriously

construe, in some calm moment, these faltering accents of

mine, ihto the inaudible expression of the Masters mighty

melody.

The value of S'ankara’s work is not tlins historical only.

The philosophy he taught and explained is pre-eminently

Universal. There is no shade of opinion, no method or dis-

covery of science, no department of experience, which may
not find its proper place within the ample folds of the Abso-

lute Philosophy. It is the source of much needed peace and

happiness to mankind, it is the law and life of every great

action, it is the balm of all evil. One toncli of it ‘ makes

the whole WQrld kin.’ It puts new life in action, new mean-

ing in words, new vitality in forms, new things in thought.

The Absolute Philosophy is the gospel of Nature

Nature not as understood by dogmatic materialism, but

Nature the source and support of all life and all love. It

throws a bridge across the wide gulf of country and

country, nation and nation, caste and caste, individnal

and individual. Thus it melts all shadow of separateness

into the substance of Unity. Says the Master ;
“ In that

Thing, the iiraer being of all, the biilow-les^ ocean
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of native bliss and light, what moans tliis nightmare of se-

parateness, creating distinctions of Brahmam, and CMndMa,
and so on.” All philosophy has from of old been defined as

the search after the one in tlie many, and if any one has

snccessfiilFy solved the problem of ‘one in many,* in its

social, religious, political application, it is this one

man of his age, S'aukara. Let this universal aspect of his

teaching be never absent from the reader’s mind.

And in this let spirit address spirit, let not words

delude the reader into that false logic whicli cannot rise

beyond the subtleties of physical speech. (consult your

consciousness at every step, and try, as a follower of

S'ankara well puts it, to “ unify the facts of consciousness

“ with the teachings of philosophy and tlie teacher’s explana-

“tions.” AVords without the cpiTcsponding idea, not in the

outer objective world, but in the inner subjective conscious-

ness, lead to that mad Metaphysics wliich is the ridicule of

Positive Science. On tlie other hand, words always tied to tlie

physical /rtc/, create sucli artificial limits in the ever unlimit-

ed field of knowledge as make Philosophy look down with a

sneer upon Science and Agnosticisfu. Trutli lies between

these extremes. In the compromise between fact and idm
is the source of all knowledge, all language

;
too much

attachment to oue side only of the eipiation is the fruitful

source of false logic and dogmatic reasoning. The law of

correspondence is scientifically, also philologically true.

Language is but au expression of Thought, of the Spirit that

ever tries to reflect and regain itself tlirough foryis of langu-

age. Every word, every expression has corresponding ideas

on all planes of nature—up to the spiritual. You cannot

interpret spirit in terms of matter. It is impossible to inter-

pret some fact even of the intellectual plane in language

bound to the physical, except by distant analogies and

partial comparisons. And how much more must this be true

of the plane of distinction-less, character-less universal spirit.*

* This word Spirit is used throughout in the strictlj philosophical sense

of Essence, the being of things ; not the realistic essence apart from things,

but the abstract Being wherein all beings partake and exist, to ftpeah
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The only language of describing this Universal, this All without

any definite parts or properties, is the language of contradic-

tion. It is and is not, it is everywhere and nowhere, it is

everything and nothing, it is being and iion-being. The

‘ Law of Excluded Meddle * cannot grasp It, for It' is tlie law

of laws, the logic of logics, the science of sciences. The ul-

timate fact of the Thing is ever beyond speech, and is best ex-

plained, as Yiijnavalkya taught an impertinent impil repeat-

edly questioning him on the nature of Brahmaju by the

language of utter Silence. Let the reader be thus put on his

guard against the use or rather the misuse of language.

And those who at present or at any time desire a better state

of things, social, political, religious, may, thus, well derive a

lesson from the way in which S'ankara applied his Philoso-

phy to the problems of his. time. Simple as Truth is, it

continually escapes because of its simplicity. We realize its

glory only when the hand of some master is stretched forth to

point to it with authority and vigour. S'ankara showed that in

seeking physical unity, in doing away only witli the external

distinctions of caste and creed, tlie metbod of all real prac-

tical reform was applies! at tlie wrong end. All reform must

proceed from the centre, must Avork itself out from within.

No empire, political, social or moral, can ever stand on mere

physical foundation, on brute force, on the outer body alone.

The principle of unity whii^h must be sound and substantial

to mean strength lies deeper. Sameness of object, identity

of purpose might hold men together and carry them beyond the

narrow circle/)! individuality for a time, but that this exhalta-

tionmay be permanent, that object and that pur])Ose must be

more than skin-deep. Until this is so, efforts at reform and

regeneration tend only to compromise and hypocrisy, whatever

gilded title they may go under. Physical ditfereuces must be

sunk in intellectnal unity. But even tin* Intellect is such a

treacherous, untrustworthy guide, such a foolish, stupid leader,

we are not sure where it will follow in the lead of passions and

emotions, and feelings and likes and dislikes. Of Intellect

addressing Intellect in the present day there is no end ; the
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results are very meagre, not to say disastrous. Mankind must

necessarily soar higher, must find That wherein are drowned

the dilferences of Intellect.

This, says S'ankara, is the Absolute, the Unit, Brahman^

Atman, S2)irit, Idea. Poets and philosophers, the genius and

the man of wisdom, sages and prophets, charm by the

power they acquire from glimpses of this Unit, in moments

wlien they soar on the wings of Imagination beyond the

physical and the Intellectual. Tlie material degeneration of

the Komaii Empire, tlie Intellectual imbecility of the forms

of heathen religion, led to a chaos which only the magic of the

Spirit who had vision of this Unit could instantly call to order.

The success whicli attends this bond of Christianity is before

us in the present day. It was reserved for S'ankara to preserve

the coherence of the forms of Vcdic, worship. They were already

worn thread-bare under the intellectual hammer, and were fast

dissolving under a ray of Light from the one Enlightened Unit

of the preceding age. He recognised the Truth of the Lord’s

teaching, even to the extent of earning for himself the

opprobrious title of a Buddha under Brahmanic garb. But

he gave convenient in'oniineiice to the difierence of intellect

and intellect, mind and mind, and made quiet room

for distinction in Unity. He added the most necessary

supplement to the Ideal of Lord Buddha and effected an easy

compromise by showing that all distinctions of sect and belief,

class and creed, had each its own place and use in the

economy of nature according to the spiritual development it

indicated. And yet there was no distinction whatever in the

inner thorough unity of all in Brahman. Thus he infused fresh

life in and gave resisting power to the dying past of the

nation, and once more placed on solid foundation, the most

ancient and, at the same time, the most universally refined

spiritual civilization the world possesses. If history repeats

itself, mankind had, in the present day, better learn from

history, than waste its trust on intellectual toys and physical

non-sense. Through the Unit beyond mind and l)ody lies the

way of victory and peace ; in the Unit is the lulfilment oi all
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life and existence ; from the Unit is the law of all activity

whatever. Individual differences, personal jealousies, all the

imps of passion and emotion, that trifle with great responsi-

bilities, wantonly destroy the glorious gems of Futurity, can

never confidently be laid at rest till mankind gaihs and rea-

lizes this Ideal of the Absolute Philosophy.

Let ns for a moment try to discern the secret of S'ankara.

The Light revealed to weak eyes by the Enlightened Ijord

Buddlia tended more to blnr than enlighten vision. The

esoteric philosophy, in jealous possession of the Veda and

its keepers was not essentially difierent from the Light thus

proffered
;
the difference lay only in the presentation. Minds

like Gandapada and V}4sa had already found and proclaimed

to the world the Absolute Philosophy of the Upanishads^ of

the Vedanta—the End of the Veda, Epics like the MmA,-

yana and the Maha-Bharata had already pointed out the path

of Unity in diversity, of inaction in action. 8'ankara only

enlarged upon the materials thus available
;
but the way in

which he applied this philosophy to the situation reflects

immense, undying glory upon the ])rophetic vision, universal

reason, loving heart, and successful tact of the one master-

mind whi(!ii saved the country from running headlong into

political chaos, intellectual ruin and spiritual i)erdition.

He at once perceived that the Absolute Philosophy was wide

enough to embrace within its bosom every variety of relative

thought and life, every shade of distinction and opinion,

without disturbing the one-ness of the All. By thus mak-

ing room for the objective religion which the people always

reipiire, he saved Idealism from that oblocpiy and con-

tempt whicli hypocrisy and evil born of wrong application

would naturally have heaped upon it, and would thus have

driven it away from the country or held it up,, as in modern

Europe, to the permanent ridicule of the world and its wisdom.

For once and only once in the history of Philosophy has

Idealism thus been successful in practically solving a very

intricate national problem ;
and herein lies, in my opinion,

S'aukara’s title to ‘ the greatest philosoplier the world has
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ever seen.’ And in this historical proof of the snccess of

Idealism is the hope of its future# India and the world at

large must find salvation and relief from all the ills of the

present, in a fresh application of tliis philosophy to the

situation. * And this not once but for ever and anon in all

time to come. * That is the key we have to thank S'ankara for.

The distinction between Philosophy, and Experience which

leads to philosophy, is as old as the world, disasters throwing

up schorching deserts of sand in tlie field of thonght arise

from exclusive application to one or other of the two.

Buddha’s attempt was of this nature
;
he severed philosophy

from experience, and the fate of Buddhism after the Lord’s

Nirvdjim amply attests the consequence.^ S'ankara clearly

understood this, and laying hold of the esoteric and exoteric

Vidjjd spoken of in the Vpanishafh he cfTectod an easy com-

promise between Philosophy and Experience, between Ileasoii

and Emotion, between Morality and Conduct, between Class

and Class, between Society and Salvation. I know there

are Orientalists denying this division of esoteric and exoteric

knowledge in Vedk philosophy. f The distinction is, however,

I am persuaded to believe there is uo evidence to support the story of

S'ankara inciting or ever working towards downright merciless massacre of

Tluddha’s followers. The story bears evident marks of its being an invention

of those who may not be in sympathy with the TlM/a/wnio’ revival under

S'ankara. Tin* causes of the decline of Buddhism lie, as I have tried to

show, more within than without the Lord’s teaching.

f Vide J'rof. Max Muller’s Psychological Religion; also Three Lectures on

the Vedanta philosophy
;
etc. Certain writers of the so-called Reform-party

in India think the was a Protestant schism from the ideal of the

Veda, and that their own new-fangled hobbies being protests of the same

kind are, similarly, not beyond the pale of orthodox Hinduism. This involv-

es a faUe major. There never was a Protest against Hinduism or the Veda

save through Buddhism and Jainism. Even Vallabha and Ramanuja never

led a schism. The former taught the Absolute Philosophy of S'ankara

through Love, making way for devotion in place of gnosis and reflection.

The latter materialized the Idea still further by imagining two Ideas in

and out of a third, making way thus for pure objective worship and devo-

tion. In either case they were more concessions to the requirements of the

ftge, than protests of any kind.

Q
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tlearly hinted at in the para- and apard* tidyd^ in the

para- and apara- Brahman of many an Upa7iishad-text,

And bat for this distinction the philosophy of S'ankara,

perhaps all philosophy whatever, had no ground to

stand upon. Unless experience were a school of wisdom,

leading to graduation in that which is beyond experience,

there were no sense in talking of Philosophy or of the

ultimate truth of things. S'ankara emphasised this dis-

tinction and showed the value of experience, the use of

formal religion and objective worship, the necessity of

distinction in unity, the truth of one in many. AVithout at

all tarnishing the glory of the liigli aspiration of this Philoso-

phy, he re-established in full fresh vigour the ancient ideal

in the heart of the nation, pointed out the way to supreme

peace while yet in the world, and left to posterity an nnfailing

source of the most sublime synthesis of })hilosopIn . morals,

religion and experience.

'foo much of exotericism ends in rigid formalism, in a life

savouring too much of tlie sweet world and its fashion-

able ways. Exclusive attention to tlio esoteric tends to

the wordy vagueness of metai)liisyc8 or the jugglery of

low magic and C(puilly degrading spiritualism. When
all exoteric forms of life and living, religion and science,

are seen and experienced through the esoteric Idea
; when,

in short, the whole variety of experience (including all

the known fields of human activity) is looked upon as so

many grades of a course of training leading ultimately to the

Idea which w ever going out of and returning into itself at

every step and in very being ; the reconciliation of exoteric

and esoteric is complete in the inexpressible unity of Truth.

In' this consists the practical value of Absolute Idealism.

Twelve years back, I remember to have given a paratloxical

sub-title to my small book on the Edja-Yoga
;

I called it

‘ Practical Metaphysics of the Vedanta^ Subsequent study has

confirmed the conviction which thus expressed itself at the time.

In the mode of thought we are considering philosophy can-

not sever itself from science, morals from religion, spirit from
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life, the Idea from tlie fact, reason from emotion. Education

«

Art, Politics, Society, Family—none of the interests of huma-

nity—oau ever be considered apart from the Idea which they

must each and all embody and express, approacli and imitate,

realize and* retain. Lay hold of the Idea and by a process of

deduction descend to any particular you desire. This philoso-

phy is the philosophy of Universals. It does not begin with

particulars to end again in some confounding particular, it

descends from the universal to the particular.

Every atom is thus at once a universe to itself. It finds the

particular of its being from the universal it embodies

and lives up to. Not an act. not a thought, not a single

ruffle of human atmosphere is here present in vain, no

chance rules Nature, nothing ever remains in a state of

permanent eqnilibrium, nothing continues ever to move.

Ecpiilibrinm and motion is the constant law of Recompense

which, in a moment, in a single flight of Imagination,

in one life or many lives, repairs the apparent wrong of

every being, preserves and conserves every energy expended

apparently in a fruitless idle manner on any plane whatever.

Every being thus realizes the Idea in and through the Fact ;

in and tlirongh life and experience bound up with life. There

is no private sanctum or public church wliere you can weep

over your woes or sing your repentencc into the ears of some

merciful Being. Every atom carries its sanctum and its church

within itself, in the Idea which it embodies, in the Fact which

it is iu the realization it has at any moment gained of this

its real Self, through the tact it is. The Fact «ver drags it

away from the Unit, the Idea lifts it to It ;
this happens daily,

hourly, every moment. And according as the God one obeys

does he find the meed of his act in the course of time.

‘ Live in and through the Idea, yield not to the Fact, the

external exoteric shell of eternal Thought,’ this has been the

moral standard of this Philosophy. ‘ Look upon every being as

upon your Self says an Indian book ofchildren’s precepts. The

calm eq^uation of peaceful being thus found in busy, active life
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and its absorbing interests, is but another statement ofthe law

of the conservation of spiritual energy. Work and be not

affected with the work or its result
;
nse yonr-self without feel-

ing the friction of nse this comes of realizing the Idea.

Asceticism is not at all the moral or religions IdSal of this

philosophy. It is a philosophy of action, of straight active per-

formance of duty, of pure disinterested honest love. The madness

which intoxicates any two individuals with the sweetness of

reciprocal presence is the least of that TiOve which is the very

God of this philosophy, so to speak Full vision of the Idea, reali-

zation of one-ncss with the Idea expressing itself in any and

every

;

the universal, transcendent sense of tliat passive

self-gratiilating complascenco or (piiot tlirongh which every

individual is ever in love with itself; may be described as that

Love which is tlic Gospel of this Diilosophy. Forsake not

this e(iuanimity of one-ness witli ihe Idea, wliatcver its form

or expression, do your duty as duty is understood on the plane

you are acting, and the Eternal Law shall never disturb you

in the peace of silent bliss called Liberation or Kaivahja,

The Idea is for ever liberated. If the form,% of the Idea cease

to entice and dclmle away from Itself, liberation is at

once realized, the Idea at once gains itself, the process of

seU-realization is complete. ‘Fulfil the law of thy nature,

take no concern of the result ’ has been the burden of Krshna’s

Revelation to his dear friend and pupil Arjuna. S'ankara and

his followers preached their Philosophy to the same end.

Thus it was the strength of this Idea that supported Haris-

chaudra whq abandoning a wealthy and prosperous kingdom,

sold his wife, child and finally himself for the fulfilment of a

promise, made in dream. Thus did Rama tear himself away,

without a pang, from his innocent sweetheart, lest through

his person may reach some blemish to the ideal of his race

and kiiig-dom. Thus did Arjuna fight thousands of his

friends and relatives on the field of Kurukshetra in obe-

dience to the call of duty ;
thus Kfslma, ever busy in a variety

of ways, remains an ascetic, the one God of the Indian Nation.

Thus didPrat&paandS'ivaji or heroic women like the queen of
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Jhansi yet in her teens fight the battles of Hinduism ; thns

did the Rajapnt race earn glory in sacrificing themselves

at a moment’s call to the canse of their country and religion.

Life in India is permeated through and throngli with the

leaven of fhis Idea. In modern ‘ civilizcnl ’ times we look at

it from tlie wr6ng end, and find everything amiss. Instead of

grasping the Deductive Universal and descending from it to

particulars, we begin with the Inductive particular and end in

confusion, misunderstanding, and abuse.

And the main j)rinciple of the Absolute Philosopliy is not

as absurd or difficult as it is often misunderstood to be. Nor is

it philosophy for the few, for the study
;
the poorest intellect

can understand it, the most fashionable drawing-room may

bo enlivened with it. It reipiires only the eye to read the

Idea, so to speak, into every act, every word, every thought

;

into every thing, every experience. Not that yon learn some

new chemistry which will place you in possession of the

‘ Universal solvent ’ or bring you a reality of the Alchemist’s

dream. You only get the eyi' which opens to a higher

Ohemistry, a higher 8(uence. The Philosopher’s stone and the

ynmortal Elixir are in your possession, for you now realise the

immensity of law, the silent wonder of infinite knowledge, the

distinctionless unity of life and love.

Every one is perfectly sure of his ‘ Self’ and of the love

and duty he owes to his ‘Self.’ This j)hilosophy only

re(iuires that this love and this duty be extended to

embrace all ‘ selves’ in one ‘ Self.’ The wildest boor in India

understands this, the most fastidious of the country values

this, every aged male or female devotes the remaining part

of life to contemplation of this. We may try to explain

this central idea in a few words'. S'ankara bases his Idealism

on the undeniable evidence of individual consciousness. The

consciousness which is the self of one is the same throughout

all selves
;

* what differs is the form, the oilter manifestation

of inner consciousness. This pure consciousness is called Sat

* Xvery nameable thing is described as a self in this philosophy,
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(Being), Brahrmn (the All), Atman (Self), Bhum& (the Un«

conditioned) and so on ;
in truth, It is the Unnameable, the

Inexpressible, the one Residuum after negation of every po-

sition. This formless, immaterial consciousness is the one

fact of all phenomena, it is, in fact, an abstract, a synthesis,

of all being ; or, more adequately still, it is only a name to

express the sum total of all possible individual units in what

we call the limitless kosmos. Every manifestation is a mani-

festation of this Idea
; the world of experience is only the

form the Idea takes in going out of itself to return again

into itself. This going out ofand returning into itself is the

very being of the Idea, and the peace of its realization is be-

tween this efflux and influx, tlie daily, hourly law of all ex-

istence and activity. ‘He who stands firm whatever may
come or go ’ is the real knower of Brahman. The state of this

place of peace between action and inaction, between life and

death, between being and nou4)(*ing, is simply indescribable,

inexpressible. Find this falcrwnu and you have got the

Archemcdian lever whicli can lift the glo])o of this earth.

The Idea must be realized to be understood, whence

it is usually described as self-realizable, and the bliss itself

is often called self-realization. Knowing and being, know-

ledge and belief, go liaud in hand, are one in that Unit whose

only expression is the speech of Silence. From this nature of

the Idea it is evident that all manifestation is so much illusion.

It is illusion in that it draws the Self away from the Idea which

only appears or re-appears as the phenomenon. Thus it is not

difficult to jmderstand how every Self has its own world, how

it can make or unmake this world. This is matter ofdaily expe-

rience. There are as many worlds within worlds as there are

beings in what we know as the World. No effort of language,

no stretch of imagination can embrace the whole world under

some common description. Every being has its World large

or small, rich or poor, pleasant or sorrowful, light or dark,

according as it chooses to make it. And the same applies

to what passes for Duty, Morality, Honour, Learning, etc.,

in this imaginary world. One awakened to the Idea sees
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it all like a ladder on which the Self slowly climbs

to self-realization, extending its vision at every turn,

gaining itself with every ascent, and approaching the

in-expressible silence of seeing itself in every Self as

it nears thd giddy top. Tims is the world an illusion out

and out.
*

With the Idea running out on lines of manifestation are

presupposed the necessary conditions of all manifestation

whatever. Time, space, causality is all that is meant by

manifestation, the Idea as soon as you conceive it as becom-^

2/^^ presupposes these three which do not exist in the Unit.

The phenomenal world is an illusion of these three forms, and

all that belongs to the phenomenal is therefore subject to

the law of Necesity. The cause-less, time-less, spacc-Iess Idea

beyond Illusion is ever free. It is free to create or destroy

its own world, to work its way to self-realization or to wait

awhile on any rung of the ladder of experience which leads to

self-realization.

And even happiness or bliss is for ever centred in self-

realization. Every being feels happy or otherwise on linding

or not finding a rellection of himself. He always desires

what is ill him, loves what is loveable in him, and feels

happy on finding liis ideal, his Self, in whatever seems

to please him. He is free to enlarge the idea of his

‘self’ up to the inexpressible universal Idea. All misery,

fear, doubt, narrowness are born of his imagination. Realiza-

tion of the Self within him as one with the Idea is^the real aim

and object of existence. For until this is done, no peace is found

in the forms of Fmkrti ( illusive matter ) which bind the

Idea and create that variety of thoughts, feelings, likes and

dislikes which ever interferes with the peace and well-being

of the world. The highest moral good is Self-realization to

which end experience, illusion though it is, provides the

necessary training. Empty your ‘self* of all contents what-

ever, run it beyond all possible limits, raise it above all kinds

ofrelation thus through experience gain that education which
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leads to the realization of the Idea.* It is there yonr pnlse

beats with the pulse of nature, your heart responds to the heart

of the Universe, and you find yourself in all and all in yourself.

“Then has he access to all worlds, he has gained the empire of

self.*’t Uddalaka taught his impertinent son puffed up with

the exoteric learning he had acquired, that esoteric truth

whereby knowledge of One can lead to knowledge of all.

The one Idea being realized as present throughout nature,

every being is realized as one’s own Self. Action is deprived

of its sting of jealousy and hate. The Self then melts,

indeed, as a lump of salt in the sea, never again to be

regained, as the BrkaMranyaka puts it. The bliss which

accompanies tlie eye that perceives the Idea through every

fact and being, every thought and act, is simidy indescrib-

able, immeasurable, infinite. If we experience some abrupt

yet agreeable tickling of momentary surprise even at ordinary

slcight-of-hand magic what deep silence must surround the

blissful wonder of that Magic which disillusions you into the

indescribable one-ness of the All.

And the means to this realization is reflection and

reflection alone. The forms of religion, tlie physical exercises

of Yoga, point to the aspirant yet unable to realize the

Ideal, the way to refiectiou and gnosis. Reflection reveals

the Truth at a mere hint, through a casual remark, from

a chance expression, by sympathetic awakening from the

words of some book or teacher: ‘Tliou art That.’ ‘You

become what you think,’ says YAjnavalkya. In the pure

heart is reflected the spirit of the All, and the Enlightened

henceforward forgets even the fact of his having become

Readers of Philosophic literature will like to be told that what Scho-

penhauer calls the Will has here been described as the Idea and its sy-

nonyms* What he calls Idea is called form, innnifestatiou, Illusion

of the Idea. Thouj^h the Idealism here expounded agrees largely with

Kantean modes of thought, his Action of a thing-in-itsclf is here con-

signed to the oblivion it deserves. Hegel’s Absolute Philosophy is not

quite out of mind in this presentation of the same phase of thought.

.
j* Bphad^ranyaka.
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the Light. He acts witliont concert, without premeditation,

without hesitation or doubt. ‘He lives the present out

with smiling heart, taking no thought of the future or of

the past’ says Vasishtha to his beloved pupil Kama, In

doubt and fear is the death of all philosophy, all high aim,

all disinterested morals. Scepticism never yet created one

single grain of sand for the innumerable gorgeous edifices it

demolished. ‘The ignorant and sceptic meet mth certain

destruction * says 8hri Krshna
; and in the absence of all

intellectual doubt is the test of the last initiation into the

mnctim. sanctorum of this Philosophy of Brahman.

In a popular work of this kind this brief outline of the

principal points of S'ankara*s philosophy is sufficient to pre-

pare the reader for duo appreciation of wliat follows. (Juri-

ous readers will elsewhere find nloro on the same subject, I

have tried to divest the subject of its S'astric garb; and much
as some pedants may grudge the liberty thus taken, I for

one would consider it a serious misfortune for the Admita.

if it had to be dressed up in its peculiar garb to be })resentable

or distingnishablo in the light of present-day thought. It is

these pedants who “always at their best while talking of

Brahman^* as S'ankara puts it, are '^without the heart hav-

ing at all become It,” that have brought the Absolute Philo-

sophy into disrepute by encumbering it with words from

which the spirit of love and compassion, the spirit of uni-

versality and e(inality, has been parched up in its passage

tlirongh the scorching desert of their heart. S'ankara preached

universal love, active honest work, constant repose* in the peace

and silence of the Id(^a.

This philosophy and the manner in which R'ankara appli-

ed it to the situation of his time, has been the true saviour

of India, It is destined to be the saviour of the world. If

the sympathetic reader has gathered enough from this brief

introduction to interpret, assimilate and apply the ideas con-

tained in the following pages, I have every confidence he

will never part from this collection, he will certainly set
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apart a qaiet morning or evening hour to its grave contemp-

lation everyday. It has been so with me, and the immense

benefit this reading has done me is my only excuse in thus

earnestly inviting my fellow-men to this elevating study.

NadiAD

:

VijayMaa'ainiy 1951,

2Hth Sepfemher 1895,

MANILAL. N. DVIVEDI,
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TIE IMITATION OF SANKARA.

{Being a collection of numerous texts on the Adoaita*)

l.-THE PROLOGUE.

1 .

^HAT wlierciii disappears The whole ot* that which affects

the mind, and that wliich is also the background of

all ;—to that Self I bow,—all eternal consciousness, the wit-

ness of allforms of the Intellect.’*

U(jiule/sasahasri.

11 .

jyjANY indeed are the teachers who appease themselves with

the Self of their pupils; I lay myself prostrate before

S'ankara who alone allays many a heart-burning of those who

betake themselves to liim.f

Miscellaneous,

*
^ f

I

t I

inwrnt^:
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III.

J
expound in half a verse what has been told in a million

volumes ;—Brahman is the Truth, the world is illusion,

the soul is none other than Brahman*
Miscellmeou$>

IV-VIIL

A CTION leads to incarnation, and incarnation to pleasure

and pain. Hence arise all likes and dislikes which again

propel to action resulting in religious merit and demerit.

These put the ignorant wanderer, again, into the bonds of

incarnation ;—and so on and on, for ever, rolls the wheel of

this world. Nothing but ignorance is the cause of all this
;

the remedy lies in the destruction of ignorance. Knowledge

of Brahman is the way to find (iual beatitude in the destruc-

tion of this ignorance, for knowledge alone, not action which is

Oinly a part of ignorance, is competent to accomplish this

result. Nor is it possible to do away witli likes and dislikes

as long as ignorance is not done away with. This is therefore

undertaken with the object of destroying ignorance as well as

its effect—this world,—and also of explaining the real philo-

sophy of Brahman.]
Upade^asdhasri.

5f5i nm: il

aai Tijfl aa; toi: u

(RitsirCT 5:1:

1
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IX—XII.

JpROM the senses finding each its own gratification in the

objects peculiar to each, there arises no real happiness but

only a temjjorary allaying of the heat of the mind. It is vain,

therefore, to grope for any real happiness in the world of

objects. The deluded deceive themselves by imagining every

dose of evil to be so much good
;
but in birth, death, and limi-

tedness, the wise never fail to perceive the evil that conceals

itself under the inviting form of objects. They find no happi-

ness in things subject to such results. The smallest happi-

ness, in the real sense of the word, is nohow possible in any

thing ;—oh I I should become that Self which is all bliss, all

existence, all enlightenment.*

hma^purim.

XIII.

J^NOWLEDGE of the Divine dissolves all bonds, and gives

freedom from every kind of misery including birth and

death, t

B'utCihataropanishad,

^I^eigr^r^: H

9iT^??(ciTr ii
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XIY.

rpHE Creator tlic Protector the Destroyer

(Rudra\ the Consumer {agni)), the Sun, the Moon, the

Thunderer the Wind {Marut)^i\\Q Sacrifice, and so on,

the sages describe the One eternal Ens, as they look at it

through the multifarious forms of the intellect ;—all my best

worship to that Divine Essence, the destroyer of that ignorance

whose form is this world/

S'ankardchdrya,

ll.-BRAHMAN.

XV—XVL

rpHAT should be known as Brahman beyond the gaining

whereof there remains nothing to gain, beyond the bliss

whereof there remains no possibility of bliss, beyond the

sight whereof there remains nothing to see, beyond becoming

which there remains nothing to become, beyond knowing which

there remains nothing to know/

Atmabodha,

fftml ii

t iramimiTt amr gs i

W'TWiqt (Ti;^c!T?viR^5 ii

5T 5^4^: I

H |r»i ii
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XVII.

rpHIS is fall, and so is tliat ;—fall comos oafe of the full,

—

taking away the fall from the full, the full remains for

ever.’

Ihpanishad.

XVIII.

TTE is eternal among the eternal, conscions among the

conscious
;
He, ever one, produces the variety of ideas in

the many;—knowing that Divine One, realizable by Sdnhhya

or Yoga^ as the Supreme Cause, all bonds dissolve themselves

into nothing.!

S'utaha taropaniskad.

XIX.

.

JJE who, in the beginning, sent forth the Creator {Brahma)

and favoured him with the storehouse of all knowledge,

the Veda I, desirous of liberation, betake myself to Him, the

ever-effalgent light, revealing his eternal Self through the

intellect.!

8'vetaha taropam ishad.

t OtRiRf

R^r R|Rf RiTRTR I

cTcRirror

RRRltl: 11

J RT ST^rof rJT Rr I RflRlfR I
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XX.

A S in the snn, all light, there is neither day nor night, so

in the Self, all light, their is neither knowledge nor

ignorance.*

Upadcsa&ahasri,

XXL

^pHE ever iinchangcal)le is devoid of sound, touch, form,

taste or smell. It is witliont beginning or end, ever

beyond tlie prime cause of all evolution {dz., the Mahat)\

—

knowing that, one escapes the all-devouring jaws of death.

f

Kathopanishad,

XII-XllI.

rpHE eye has no access there, nor has speech nor mind
; we

do not know It (the Self), nor the method whereby we can

impart It. It is other than the known as well as the un-

known
;
so indeed do we hear from the sages of old who ex-

plained It thus to us.t

Kenopanishad,
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XXIV.

rjpRY to realise (witliin tliyself) that wlieiice arise these

beings, by whicli they stand snstaineeb and unto which

they return and become naught ;—that indeed is Brahman, *

Taittiriyopanish ad.

XXY-*XXVI.

the emperor (Janaka) thus explained Y^jnavalkya;

—

When tlierc is, as it tvere, a second, there alone does one

see, smell or taste somethig other (tlian Self), there alone does

one speak to or hear, think of or touch or know something

other (than Self) ;—but when the seer is all alone by himself,

he is as still as an undisturbed collection of water,—this in-

deed is Brahmaloha, the condition of universal empire. This

to tlie self, is tlic highest end, the best riches, the supremest

world, the greatest joy ,—the rest of beings live only by a

particle of this bliss.f

Brfiaddraivjahopan ish a d.

*

I (I
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xxvii-xxviir.

Jj^ATHER, son, mother, nay even the worlds, the Gods, the

Vedas are all naught in this (Self)
;
the thief is no-thief,

the foeticide no-ftcticidc,the chandala m-chdndala,\\\Q Poulkasa

i\o~Poulkcisa. i\\Q minana \iq-S'ramana^ the ascetic no-ascetic
j

—It has no relation with good or evil. One who has become

It is beyond all desires of the licart. It should not be suppos-

ed that (even in slcc})) It docs not see, for It does not see

though ever seeing ; the sight of the seer is never lost, being

eternal, tlicre is nothing other than Itself which It can make

the object of Its seeing.*

B r haddrawjakopanishad.

XXIX.

JJENC'E it is described as “ not this,’’ “ nut that,” and so on

by negatives only.t

BrhaddrnyaJwpanishad^

XXX.

ri'^HAT is real bliss which has no conditions
;
in the condi-

tioned there can be no hai>pi ness the Unconditioned

alone is bliss
;
try to realize the Unconditioned (in thyself.)^

Cl< Jinndogyopa nisJml,

^ II

tTms?qfl:vi^!lfr^q?r il

t 31«TW 311^511 "JlItlMftt II

J qi ^ qt5q pnT% *[5? g# *[,m ftf3t|iiRiii«!j:
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XXXI.

is the Unconditioned wherein one does not see another,

one does not hear another, one does not know another

;

that wherein one sees another, hears another, knows another, is

the conditioned. The Unconditioned is immortal, the condition-

ed is mortal. Oh master 1 where is this Unconditioned to he

found ? In its own glory, or even nowhere.*

Chhdndogyoptmishad,

XXXII.

JJEXCE is described the Self
; Self alone stands above,

below, west, east, south and north
;
everywhere all is

Self. He who thus sees, thinks a»d knows, enjoys Self, plays

with Self, has Self alone even for a second, finds perfect bliss

in Self, becomes the lord of all, gains access to all worlds and

beings. Those who understand otherwise, betake themselves to

other masters, enjoy only the mortal world of conditions, find

no access to all beings and all worlds.

f

Ckhdndogyopanishad.

* m
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XXXIII-XXXV.
^HAT soul which is ever awake even in sleep, sending

forth the variety of ideas, is said to be all pure Brahma%

all immortality ;—all the worlds are held in it (as it were, in

suspension), there is nothing which transcends it. It is this.

As the one fire pervading the universe appears in so many

forms in the variety of objects, so the inner self of all, ever one,

appears to take on so many forms, but is ever beyond them.

As the sun who enlightens everything has nothing whatever

to do with the numerous ills the eye may perceive, so the

inner self of all, ever one, has no connection whatever with

the joys and sorrows of the world, being ever beyond them.*

Katkopanishad,

XXXVI—XXXVIII.
^HAT is the real witness' self), all consciousness, who

unites in one grasp, the actor, act and the variety of

objects apart one from the other. I see, hear, smell, taste and

touch,—in this form does (the witness) unite all in one continuous

consciousness, even like the lamp suspended in a theatre. The

lamp in the theatre takes in the master, the audience, the actors

and all, without distinction, in one sweep of light, and conti-

nues to shed the same light even when all these are not there.

f

Panchadasi.

* ^^ 5n»rffr ^rii pRt PiftRin: i
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XXXIX.

^HE seer of thy sight thou shalt not see, the hearer of tliy

ear thou shalt not hear, the thinker of thy thoughts thou

shalt not think, the knower of thy knowledge thou shalt not

know—-this is thy Self, all-pervading, everything besides is

but mortal.*

Brhaddranyakopanishad,

XL.

T^ITHOUT the glass there is no possibility of a sight

of the reflection ;
whence then could there be any

possibility of the knowledge of name and forms without

assuming that wliich is existence, consciousness, and bliss ? t

Panchadak.

<T'T:
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XLI-XLIIL

TTE pervades the earth and yet transcends it ; the earth

knows Him not ; the earth is His body. He controls the

earth from within ;—He is thy inner Self ever immortal. He

pervades water and yet transcends it ;
water l^nows Him not

;

water is His body : He controls water from within He is

thy inner Self ever immortal * * * He is the unseen

seer, the unheard hearer, the nnthonght thinker, the unknown

knower
;

there is no seer other than this, no hearer other than

this, no thinker other than this, no knower other than this ;

—

this is thy (and of all beings’) inner self, ever immortal ;
all

beside is mortal.

f

Brhad^ranyakopanhhad,

XLIV—XLVIII.

^HAT which is not spoken in speech but that whereby all

speech is spoken
;
that which does not think in the mind

but that whereby the mind proceeds to think
;
that which does

not perceive with the eye but that whereby the eye receivei

its sight ; that which does not hear with the ear but tha

whereby the ear hears ;
that which does not breathe the breatl

* The same is said of fire, air wind, heaven, sun, moon, start

light, darkness, space, skin, speech, eyes, ears, mind, breath,—all being

whatever.

1 sfuail imCt 5tft
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13

of life but that whereby life itself is kept up ;—Know thou

that that is Brahman^ not this that people worship.*

Kenopanishad,

XLIX.

TMMORTAL Brahman alone is all this
;

the east, west,

sQuth and north is all Brahman
;
this wide expanse of

the universe above and below is indeed all Brahman.]

Mimdakopanishad.

L.

JN the beginning, oh good one I was the Ens alone
;

all one

without a second.l

Chhandagyopanishad

.

I)

5T i
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LI.

DRAHMA. Indra, Prajdpati, all the gods, the five primor-

^
dial elements, and all that breathes, or moves about,

or flies above, or stands unmoved,—the whole (universe) exists

through Thought, depends on Thought, Thought is its

stay Thonght is Brahman.*

Aitareyopanishad.

LIL

This seif— is all intellect, all mind, all life, all

eyes, all ears, all earth, all water, all wind, all ether, all

light, all darkness, all desires, all peacefulness, all anger, all

quiet, all religious merit, all religious demerit ;
It is the All,

It is this, It is that.f

Brhad^iranyakopanishacL

LIII.

rpHIS Brahman is causeless, without a second, having no

^
within and without ;

this self is Brahman, the conscious-

ness of all.t

Brltaddranyakopanishad.

*** ntPwi ^ ^^ ^
nftrer w «

t a 9mm «w
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LIV.

G^rgi I this immutable gne is the unseen Seer, the

^ unheard Hearer, the unthought Thinker, the unknown,

Kuower ;—there is no seer beside this, no hearer beside this,

no thinker, no knower beside this. In this immutable (essence)

oh dear G^rgi 1 ns interwoven the dkdsa (the last essence of

all existence).*

Br/iaddrauf/a/topanishad,

LV.

he (YAjnavalkya) said oh GArgi ! the knowers of Brahman

thus explain the ever Immutable. It is neither with di-

mensions nor atomic, neither short nor long
;

It is not red,

not sticky, not light, not dark
;
neither air, nor ether. It has

no relation, no taste, no smell, n6 eye, no ear, no speech, no

mind, no light, no life, no month, no form, no break, no

without ;—It enjoys nothing or is enjoyed by notliing.f

Brhaddraiyjakopanishad,

LVI—LX,

J
explain to thee that real thing, knowledge whereof confers

immortal enjoyment ;—It is supreme Brahman without

beginning, beyond being as well as non-being. It is all hands,

all feet, all eyes, all heads, all mouths, all ears. It stands embrac-

ing the whole universe within its ample fold. It illumines all

* iT5f
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sensible objects though void ofevery sense, It sustains all though

void of all relation, It reaps the fruition of all activity though

void of every property It is within and without all beings.

It is immovable and yet ever moving, It is minutely un-

knowable, and yet constantly near though ever afar. Though

ever unpartitioned It stands as if divided ‘ in all beings
;

It is the sn Stainer, master and destroyer of all.*

BhagmdgitL

LXL—LXII.

^BJECTS transcend the senses, the mind transcends objects,

the intellect transcends the mind, the makat ( i,e. cosmic

intellection) transcends intellect {i, e, individual intellect), the

avgakta{i,e,thQ undifterenced first cause), transcends the mahat,

the Puruska{ix. the Self) transcends the avyakta\—beyond the

Purusha there is nothing which can transcend Him, or prevent

Him from being the last essence, the last resort (of all).t

Katkopanishad.

ll
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LXIII.

^HA.T is the First Great Puruska who, though without

hands or feet, is the swiftest of approach
; though without

eyes orears^ sees and hears everything
; though uncomprehend-

ed, comprehends everything knowahle.*

&utasvataro;panishad.

LXIV—LXVI.

^HE all-seeing is never born, never dead
;

It comes out of

nothing or sends forth nothing ;—It is unborn, eternal,

immutable, ever unique, never destroyed with the destruction

of the body. If the killer intends to kill or if the killed

thinks He is killed, both of them do not know ;—It neither

kills nor is killed. It is smaller than an atom, greater than

the greatest; It is present in the heart of all beings. The

glory of this Self is realized by him the whole of whose sensi-

bility returns to a state of placid calmness through absence of

desire ;—he alone passes to the other side of this ocean of sin

and sorrow.

t

Kathopanishad*

* 3nr(5f>iJ^ *rfr?rr i
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LXVIL-LXIX.

QTEEL cuts It not, fire burns It not, water moistens It not^

wind dries It not;—ever uncut, unburnt, unmoistened,

undried, It is eternal, all-pervading, immovable, unchange-

able ; It is the AIL It is said to be unmanifest,'' unthought,

unalterable ;~knowing It to be such thou needst not grieve.*

Bhagmdgitd,

LXX.—LXXI.
^RUTH alone conquers, not falsehood, the divine pathf

stands upheld by Truth ; sages with desires put out by

satiety pass over it to the great treasure of Truth. It (the

Truth) is all-embracing yet unthinkable, all light, minutest of

the minute yet ever manifest It is farthest of all yet ever

near in all beings, ever present in the hidden consciousness of

all which passes out in all acts (of mind and body). J

Mundakopanishad*

sf II

aniJR: ll

t That is Devayina the way by which the liberated pass through th

aun to higher worlds and rest in absolute unity with all
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LXXU.

^NB 80 freed from the bondage of senses transcends all

material relation, and becoming all supreme light,

regains his own Self. This indeed is Self. It is beyond
mortality, Ceyond fear. It is Brahman Truth is only another
name of Brahman.*

Chh&ndogyopanithad,
,

LXXIII—LXXV.

^HERE could hardly be any room for separateness in that in-

transmutable, formless, characterless, one Being which is

beyond the relations of subject, object, instrument etc., which
is every way full to the utmost like the waters surging above
all things at the great cyclic deluge. In it merges the cause

of illusion like darkness in light there, verily, can be
nothing like separateness in It, the highest essence, without

character, and ever one without a second.f

VivekachwldmanL

fw«r> finr fff: It

frT«rrfff: »
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LXXVI^LXXVIL

^HAT is the form of the highest Self wherein the world

of subject and object though existing does not exist,

and which though all akam has no touch with it. It is all

void and yet as if it were no void, the world is naught

in it, it continues to be completely void though full ol

numberless worlds upon worlds,

Yogamsishtha,

LXXVIIL

^HE whole of this cosmos is one self, there is no room for

the idea of body and its like. Brahman is all that is,

all bliss, whatever thou seest is all thought.!

Yogavdimhtha,

LXXIX.

light belongs to the sun, coldness to water, and heat

to Are, so do existence, consciousness, bliss, eternity,

immutable purity, belong, by nature, to self4

Atmabodha,

t f

i
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LXXX.-^LXXXI.

material canse of this illusion is none other than
r)Brahmaut the whole of the universe is, therefore,

Brahman^ and nothing else. Brahman being the All, causali-»

ty is mere illusion ;—the real Truth being thus known there

can be no room'for the slightest separateness.*

Aparokshdnubhuti,

LXXXII.

Self is the bridge, the support, of the whole universe

which, but for it, will be nowhere.t

Chandogyopanishad,

LXXXIII.

he is all bliss of every kin3, attaining this bliss it

realizes its nature which is all bliss.l

liiittiriyopanishad.

»

LXXXIV.
^HIS therefore is the last measure of all bliss.§

Taittiriyopanishad.

fn«if i
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LXXXV.
^HB one ever-effulgent stands concealed in all beings, It

pervades every knowable object and is the inner self

of all. It is the witness of all action, the all-embracing resort

of beings, the unaffected seer, all thought, uniquej and without

properties.*

SIvetakataropanuhad.

LXXXVI.

has neither form not instruments, He is not seen as

equal to or greater than (any thing)
; His transcendent

power is heard of as unimaginably multifarious, omniscience

and omnipotence constitute His very nature.f

S'vetdhaiaropaniskad.

LXXXVII.

T^EIfHER sun nor^moon nor fire enlightens it ; that indeed

^
is my sublime habitat ;

thence no return is ever possible.J

Bhagavadgitd.

iRufsar??:
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Lxxxvm.
^1 ^HE Lord cre&tos neither the objects nor the subjects which

make tip the world
; nor does He plan the relation of

ends and means ;—nature alone continues to act.*

BhagmdgitA.

LXXXIX.

JT is unborn, ever awake, free from dream, having no form
or no name. It is one continuous thought, all-knowing.

There is no metaphor whatever in saying this.f

Gaudapdddch&rya.

XC.

fpins oh Satyakdma is Brahman higher as well as lower,
(i. e, science and nescience all is Brahman),X

Braino'pamahad,

XCI.—XCII.

above so below, as below so above ; he passes from
death to death who here finds the least shadow of

variety. There is no variety in This, It should be grasped

* H *r ng: ii
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by the mind alone
;
he, indeed, passes from death to death

who- here finds the least shadow of variety*

Katkopanishad,

also Brhaddranyakopanishad*

XCIIL

A S a hawk or an eagle having soared high in the air wings

its way back to its resting-place, being so far fatigued,

so does the soul (having experienced the phenomenal) return

into itself where it can sleep beyond all desires, beyond all

dreams.f

Brhaddranyakopaniskad.

XOIV.

rj^IIE sun does not shine there nor the moon nor the stars

nor even these lightnings, least of all this fire
; every-

thing becomes enlightened in its light, the whole of this

shines through Its lustre.!

Kathopanishad also Mundakopaniskad,

t ?i^ms%T?rT^r?r ^rr^ci:^^ ^r^^rr-

Rni^r ^
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III.—SELF—IDENTITY.

xcv.

A particle of Its bliss supplies the bliss of the whole universe,

everything becomes enlightened in Its light
; nay

all else appears worthless after a sight of that essence ;—

I

am indeed this supreme eternal Brahman.^

XCVL

rpHE power of sun, moon, fire and even of speech having

exhausted itself to rest, the senses being all put out, that

which stands self-illumined, beyond all relations, sending forth

this universe of ideas, and all thought, is shown in the Sruth

to be the inner self of all.f

ScSir^jyasiddhi,

!T?wRr nTr*nf% i
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XCVII.

J am without character, withont action, without imagination,

without relation, without change, without form, without

sin, all eternity, ever liberated.*

Xtmahodha.

XCVIII.

JF thou objectest ‘how I should grasp this ?’ Pray do not

grasp it,
;
for the residuum after all grasping is at end,

is none other than thy-self.f

Panchadasu

XOIX.

T^HERE is the man who doubts the fact of his own
^ ^ existence ? for if such a one be found he should be told

that the one who thus doubts is the Self he denies.^

Sv^tmamirupam.

0
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C.

TCTO other knowledge is necessary in knowing ones self, for

^ the self is all knowledge ;—^the lamp requires not the

light of another lamp for its own illumination.*

Cl.

GETTING aside every thing which becomes the object of

^ knowledge in this world, there yet remains a residuum,

the real essence of knowledge. The knowledge that this is

Brahman is true knowledge of Brahman,^

Panchadasu

CII.

JT is the ear of ears, the mind of minds, the speech of speech,

the breath of breaths, the eye of eyes. The wise transcend-

ing these (/. e, the physical ear, mind etc.) and renouncing

this world of experience, rest in eternal immortality.^

Kenopanishad,

cm—CIV.

rpHIS Self in my heart is smaller than a grain of rice or bar-

ley or mustard, smaller than a grain of the S'ydmaka or

even than a part of its part. This Self in my heart is bigger

tnWfM:

g«i vittr: u
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than the earth, more extensive than the atmosphere, wider than

the shy, greater than all these worlds together. It is all action,

all desire, all smell, all taste ;
It pervades all that is ;

It ia

void of speech (and all other senses), ever indifferent ( to good

or evil). This indeed is the Self in my heart, this indeed is

Brahman. He becomes this Brahman^ after passing away from

here, who has faith in the Self, and has no doubt whatever.*

Chhdindogyopanishad.,

CV.

all this is Brahman^ this Self is Brahman.^

MAndukyopanishad.

CVI.

^^S the fool with eyes all bedimmed, sees the sun all dark,

though covered only with a cloud, so does It appear in

bondage only to the victims of illusion. I am this pure Self

whose form is all eternal consciousness.

t

Ilastdmalakastotra.
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evil.

TT is the one pervading all, but ever untouched by any, and
^

therefore ever pure, and all clear, like (the all-pervading)

Akdsa, I am this pure Self whose form is all eternal con-

sciousness.*
•

Hastdmalakastotra.

CVIII.

JT is without mind, without eyes, without any similar means

(of relating itself to the' objective), but all the same, it is

the mind as well as the eye of all minds and all eyes, nay the

means of means ;—Its form being ever incomprehensible by

the mind, the eyes, and the rest. I am this pure Self, all

eternal consciousness.f

Ilastdmalakastotra.

CIX.

J am indeed that Supreme eternal Brahman which is all

bliss, all light, beyond illusion, beyond conditions, realiz-
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able only in the idea ‘I am Brahman' the ever transcendent*

Fourth*t

Vijndnamuk$,.

CX.

TT is this infinite atom, all this is that Self from end to end,

It is the Truth, It is the Self ;—oh SVetaketu I THOU
ART THAT.t

^

Chhdndogyopanishad^

CXI.
.

A S a lump of salt melted in water cannot he experienced by

the eye, but only by the tongue, so indeed the ever-existent

Brahman shining in the depth of the heart cannot be realized

by the (external) senses, but by the light of that sympathetic

awakening which comes from the word of a teacher. THOU
indeed ART this BRAHMAN^ not the phenomenal that

appears around. §

Svdrdjyasiddhi,

* That is to say Vislwa, Taijaso, Prdjna are the three transcending

which is the Fourth, Brahman,
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rpHE ocean transformed, through the action of clonds, into

the form of rivers etc., ceases to be itself ; so indeed hast

thou forgotten thyself through the power of conditions. Oh

friend I remember thy full Self, THOU ART BRAEMANy
the ground of existence, the All.*

Svdrdjyasiddhi,

OXIII.

Tlj^HERE there is anything like duality there alone does one

see another, there alone does one smell another, there

alone does one hear another, there alone does one speak to an-

other, there alone does one think of another, there alone does

one know another. But when alj is one Self to him, what

should he smell with what ? what should he see with what ?

what should he hear with what ? what should he speak of

with what ? what should he think of with what ? what should

he know with what ? By what indeed should that be known

through which everything proceeds to know ? By what

should the Knower be known ?t

BrhadSiranyakopanishad,

Rrsn^fiftr ct^ f^5rr*ftqTFSarimi:jft u
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CXIV.

JT is not attainable by the most cohstant attendance at

lectures, many though hearing numerous such never know

what It is. Strange indeed is the speaker who speaks of It,

stranger still who obtains It, but most strange of all is he

who, being properly instructed by a competent (teacher)

realizes It (in himself and all).'^

Kathopanishad,

CXV.

0NE rare soul sees It like something strange, another

speaks of It in the same strain as of something extra-

ordinary, a third hears It as something uncommon, while a

fourth though constantly hearing knows It not in the least.f

Bhagmdgitd.

IV.-THE MEANS.

CXVL—CXVIL
^ILL study should not allay in thee the sense of separate-

ness, the mind cannot take on the form of that (essence)

and thou canst not realize Brahman, Four indeed, are

. wssjff a»qr-

apff 9r?n pssTjfira: li
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the gfrtekeepers at the eatrance of the palace of libera-

tion -

(1) Self-restraint, (2) Contemplation, (3) Contentment,

(4) Company of the wise.*

Yogamsishtha*

CXVIIL

JJE alone escapes from the web of illusion, this world, even

like the lord of beasts from the trap whicli holds him fast,

who, with all acts, all pleasures, attuned to the supreme aim,

puts forth strong personal effort in that behalf, f

Yogavdsisktha*

CXIX.—cxx.

^REES continue to vegetate, and so do live on beasts and

birds; he alone Ugcs whose mind lives not in consequence of

taking on a variety of forms. All holy writ is so much burden

to him who has no discrimination, all philosophy is so much
burden to him whose germ of desire is not destroyed

;
the

o
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mind is so much burden to him who has not acquired self-

control, the body is so muchburden to him who knows only

the cmdtman (non-self.)*

Yogavdshktha,

CXXL

^HERE can be no man more despicable than him who does

not put into practice the words of the trustworthy pro-

ficient who explains, with great pains, (the real truth), on

being questioned.

f

Yogavdmhtha^

OXXIL—CXXIIL

ALL desire is ignorance, the destruction of desire is liber-

ation, and this liberation oh Rftma I is easily brought

about only by ceasing to desire. The mind experiences bondage

from the firm conviction ‘ I am not Brahman,' it realizes

entire freedom, from the equally firm convietion ‘ I am

Brahman.’X

Yoffavdmhtha.

Ml W^l ^ II
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CXXIV.

TTE continually sees the Self who studies to unify philo-

sophy, and the teacher’s explanations; with the facts

of his own cpnaciousness**

Yogavdsishtha.

cxxv.

^HE light breaking in upon the mind should not be kept

off by having recourse to that false logic which puts

forth unholy guesses of every kind up to the obliteration

even of the facts of consciousuess.f*

Yogavdsishtha,

(;XXVL—CXXVII.

*^^^ith no confidence in the facts of his own consciousness;

and with the obvious endlessness of argumentation,

how would he who poses himself as a Professor of Logic,

3btain conviction of Truth? If argumentation is meant as a,

lielp to the intellect, you are welcome to argue in accord with

t ST f?nf%^<Trif?f sir^rsflsTr itswtt i
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the facts of your consciousness, but certainly not to atgUQ

without aim, in any line you choose.*

Pmchadak.

cxxvin.

^HE sense of this can never be gathered by ratiocination

alone, oh beloved one I it leads to real knowledge only

when used by one who really knows. This knowing is that

W'hich thou, oh child of truth ! hast already acquired ;—oh

Nachiketas 1 there indeed can be no better questioner than

thyself, t

Kathopanishad,

CXXIX-CXXXL

self is not realizable by study, nay not even by in-

telligence or much learning. The Self unfolds its full

essence to liim alone who applies his self to self. He

who has not given up the ways of vice, he who is not

able to control himself, he who is not at peace within,

t "I
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he whose mind is not at rest, can never realize the self,

though full of all the learning in the world. That which lies at

the root of all distinctions of caste and creed is its food, even

death itself is its drink ;—who (not so prepared) can know

what It is ? •

Kathojjanishad,

CXXXII.

JJOW can books enlighten that lump of clay fashioned in

the form of man, who does not in any manner realize

the Truth explained to him with all i)Ossible clearness.

f

NaiMarmyaaiddhi.
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CXXXIIL

B rejoice with those whom we recognise as centred in self-

realization
;
the rest we pity

;
with the deluded we do

not care to argue.*

Panchadasi,

CXXXIV.

rPALK as much philosophy as you please, worship as many

gods as you like, observe all ceremonies, sing devoted

praises of any number of deities ;—liberation never comes,

even at the end of a hundred kalpas^ without realization of the

oneness of self.f

Vivekackudamani,

cxxxv.

knows Vidijd and Avidyd together, passes beyond

death through avidyd, and enters immortality through

VidydA
Uopanishad.

*f5pg i
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CXXXVI.

^HE good is one thing, the agreeable another
; men find

them in a variety of objects and become bound, one way

)r other. He who attaches himself to the (supreme) good

reaps the hfghest bliss, he who persues the agreeable is

cheated of the real object (of existence).*

Katkopanishad,

CXXXVII—CXXXVIII.

JpHESE (j.e, the good and the agreeable), thou knowest,

are Vidya Amdyd.^ opposed one to the other in their

irery nature, and having entirely different results in store.

Dh Nachiketas I the various desires I propose to thee fail to

nove, thou art really devoted to mdnjdi, alone. Gropi'ng about

n (the night of) Adidyd^ fools flatter themselves with wisdom

ind learning, and continue to tumble about, without end, like

:he blind led by the blind.

f

Kathopanishad ; Mundakopanishad.

CXXXIX—CXLI.

J^HE lyre with all the beauty of its make, and the melody

of its music, serves at best to please the hearer, it cannot

ead to universal empire. In the same manner all the flow of

ipeech, all the stream of sweet words, all the skill expended

[
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on explaining philosophy,—all that the learned call learning,

has the belly, not the self, for its end. Vain is the study of

philosophy if it leads not to the Essence, equally vain is all

philosophy if the Essence is realized.*

Viveha^kuddmani.

CXLII.-CXLIIL

J^ISEASE disappears not with the mere name of medicine,

but by actually swallowing it
; talking of Brahma%

without proper realization, can never bring about liberation.

Till the objective is not dissolved (in the subject), till the

essence of self is not realized, no liberation can come from

speaking about Brahman ^—all the fruit of such activity is

only (waste of) so much breath.

f

Videkachuddmani.
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ill.—Tlxe Aspirant.

CXLIV--CXLV.

^HE knowing intellect skilled in grasping the pros and

cons of every theme, and cleared of all dross by the

means just described, is the true aspirant after self-knowledge.

Discrimination, non-attachment, self-control and its accom-

paniments, keen desire of liberation, these make one fit to

inquire after Brahman^

Vivekachuddmani,

CXLVI—CXJ.VIII.

r^HIS Self cannot be realized by want of (spiritual) strength,

by indifference, by austerities unaccompanied with renun-

ciation. The self of that kuower who applies himself to self with

the means described enters the great ^di—Brahma7i. Sages

having found It, stand ever content in gnosis^ remain centred in

the Self, being free from all attachrhent, and always at peace

within and without. They find the unconditioned and all-

pervading, and realizing It within, become one with the All.

With faith firmly fixed in the teaching of the Veddntay

with the mind entirely purified through renunciation and

gnosiSy ascetics, one with the immortal, become liberated in

55$!?^ *mi n
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SraAman (iVe. become eae #i& the moment of

dissolntion/

CXLIX.

the air or in water no mark is seen of the passage of

birds or fishes; so is entirely inscrutable the passage of the

knowers (of Brakman),^

B&nkardckdrya.

CL.

fjpHE eye perceives not sonnd, being dissimilar by uatnre ;

the material eye cannot see the (spiritual) self.J

NaishkarmyatiddM.
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GU.

the face in fal)y reflect^ in a deer glaes, SjO 19 ib,e

ho4y pf the true eeeker the Atn^n is teflected in the

intellect.* ,

Atmapw'dna^

CLIL

^SJB says : this Brahmavzdyd should be given to those

alone who observe all ceremonies, who have learnt and do

respect the Veda^ who have faith in Brahman^ who keep the

-E^/tarii-fire, who are full of faith, and who have duly passed

through the SirovrataA

• Mmdakopanishud,

CLIIL

TJE knows who finds a teacher ; he (then) delays only so

long as he is not free (from the body), for on being so

free he is one with the All.t

Chhdndogyopaniskad,

*
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.CLIT.

JJAVING obtained this priceles birth with all the senses

in their full activity, he who does not uuderstand the

good of self, destroys himself.*

Mahd^hdrata,

CLV.

^HE boat-^thk body—has been chartered by thee at the

heaviest price—all thy good acts,—to cross over to the

other side of this ocean of sin and sorrow. Pray pass on

while it does not break.t

MiBcellaneou$.

CLVL

^HOSE who destroy (their) Self, go, after death, to the

sphere called Asurya (without the sun), all enveloped in

thick darkness.t

Ihpanishad; Brhaddranyakopanishad,

SI ag a ii
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CLVIL
V

rpHE ignorant, the faithless, and the sceptic, meets with

destrtictipn ;
neither this world nor the next (belongs td

him) ;-<-he who Is all doubt can find no happiness whatever.*

Bkagavadgitd,

iv.—The teacher.

CLVIII--CLIX.

^ILL thy mind reaches*the stage of (intuitive) development,

follow what is assured thee by teachers, books and the

(logical) instruments of knowledge. When thus is burnt out

all latent desire and the Thing is realized, thou shouldst not

hesitate to give up all concern even with these, however

good or useful they be.t

YogavMiitka^

• CLX—CLXI.

JgY books {Sdstra) is meant.all that is offered by way of

explaining the facts of nature, by. great souls free from

likes and dislikes, with eyes trained to observation and

»n4 !r qtr 5r g# ii
•
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reasen. Those resolute souls who are full of the highest good-

ness, who are equal to all, and who are possessed of a tapt

peculiar to themselves, are the reallj wise.*

YogavhiMa.

CLXII.

J (thus informed) am yet only versed in the (words of the)

Mantras (the sacred hymns), I know nothing of Self. I

have heard from sages of your stamp that the knower of Self

rises above all sorrow. (With all*my learning) I am full of

discontent and sorrow, oh Lord l take me to the other side of

this ocean of misery.f

CLXIII.

rpHIS Brahman should be explained b^ the father to his

eldest son, or (by the teacher) to a properly (sympathetic)

pupil, and to no one else.t •

Chkdndogyo'paniskad,

. mm \\ •
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CLXIV.

&4ma I the cause of (Self-)realization is none other than
the pupil’s own intelligence.*

*

Yogatdsisktha.

• CLXV.

gELP should be raised, not destroyed, by Self ; for, Selfalone
is the friend and foe of Sqjf.f

Bhagmdgitd,

CLXVI-CLXVII?

(course) leads to success in one birth or many, by
gradual practice after the manner pointed out by the

eacher; the other leads soon to real gnosis through the Self,
ided even by moderate intellectual development, even like

he fall of the fruit from above.J

Yogavdsishtha.
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CLXVIIL

JJAVING supported Selfby Self, of one’s own accord,throngli

thinking^ one should carry this deer~*his own mind—

across the ocean of delusihn, this world.*

Yo^av6>%isktha,

CLXIX.. •

^ELL me what thou seest as other than religion and non-

religion, other than these effects or their causes, othei

than that which is past and that which is yet to come.f

Kathopaniskad,

• . CLXX.

O'AUNAKA, the rich householder, approached Angirasa in

due formality, and asked oil Lord! AVluit is that whose

knowledge leads to the knowledge of all that is ? He replied;

two sciences are taught by the knowers of Brahman^ the Higher

iyidya) and the Lower {Avidyd).X

Mundakopanishad,

(TTf \
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CLXXI^-CLXXIII.

^HE ultimate aim of all Veda, the final result of all

austerity, the object ofkeeping the period of studentship,

I describe tp thee in brief it is the syllable Aum. This is

immutable Brajirmn, this is the highest Essence, it becomes

whatever he desires to him who knows this, the ever-un-

changeable. This, indeed, is the highest support, the greatest

help,betaking himself to this he becomes glorified in Brahman,^

Kathopanishad,

CLXXIV.

rpiIE knower of Brahman attain^ to the Supreme; henco is

this (rli) said “ Brahman is being, consciousness, limit-

lessness.” He who realizes this, present in the heart (intellect)

as well as in the highest Ahdia, has access to the fruition of

all desire whatever, at one sweep, being one with all-seeing

Brahman.^

Taittiriyopanishad.
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CLXXV.

cosmos is all PuruBha^ all ceremonial , all austeri-

ties, the highest immortal Brahman, He ivho realizes

this in the cavity of the heart, easily scatters into nothing, oh

good one I the knot of Avidyd^ even in this life.*

Mundakopanuhad.

OLXXVI.

rpHE wise knowing, through the practice of subjective con-

centration, the all-effulgent one, extremely difficult to

see, concealed deep beyond everything, shining through all

acts in every heart, inaccessible, and without beginning,

transcends all pleasure and all pain.f

Kathopaniskad,

CLXXVII.

he who sees himself in all, and all in himself, attains to

the empire of Self, thus worshipping Self and looking on

all things with equal eye.t

Manu,

*
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CLXXVIIL

J^NOWING the great all-pervading Self through whom is

experienced the whole of dream and waking, the wise

never become subject to sorrow.*

• Kathopanishad.

CLXXIX—CLXXX.
surely as water showered on a table-land seeks the lower

ground, so indeed does one seeing variety in the attri-

butes (of Brahman), becomes attached to them (in future). As
water poured upon a clear even surface stands ever pure and
undefiled, so stands, oh Gautama! the Selfof the silent knowe)\\

Kathopaniakad,

CLXXXI.
rpilis (body) is the city, with eleven gates, t of the ever

unborn, all unfailing consciousness. He who knows this

well never comes to grief, and is liberated twice§ over.||

Kathopaniskad,

fir i

jtIhh a

X The seyen apertures in the head, the two apertures af the lower

tremity of the trunk, the navel, and the crown of the head, make up
e eleven gates.

§ That is to say, he is liberated by the act of self-realization even in

is life, and stands no chance of re-birth even after death.

^ ii
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CLXXXII--CLXXXIIL

these rivers flowing to and gaining the ocea^ lose them-

selves in it, lose even their name and form, and become

included in the name ‘ocean,’ so do all the sixteen forms of the

objective flowing to and gaining the"" purusha become lost in

him, lose even their name and form, and become included

in the ^purusha' This

(

purusha) is the immortal transcend-

ing all forms of the objective. This is thus summed up

That death may not overpower thee, know the only know-

able, the Purusha^ in whom are centred all forms like the radii

of a chariot-wheel in its navel.*

Pramopaniskad*

CLXXXIV.

T^NOW that one Self alone with which are bound sky,

earth, atmosphere, mind, and all the vital breaths ;

—

leave aside all other speech this alone is the bridge ( over

the gulf of this world) to immortality.

t

Mundakopanishad,
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CLXXXV.

T>rAHMANAS disown him who knows other than self as

a Brdhmana^ Kskatriyas disown him who knows other

:han self as a Kskatriya^ the people disown him who knows

)ther than seif as the people, the gods disown him who knows

)ther than self as a god, the spirits disown him who knows

)ther than self as a spirit, everything disowns that which knows

)ther than self as the thing,—all this “Self”—the BrdJi--

nanas^ the Kskatriyas^ the people, the gods, the spirits, every-

king,—is Brahman^

Brhaddranyakopanishad.

CLXXXVI.

jpHAT Self which is beyond decay, death, sorrow, which

requires no food nor drink, which is all accomplished

iesire, all fulfilled thought, should be looked for, should bo

nquired after. He gains access to all worlds, has all his desires

ulfilled, who, having known this Self, realizes It (fully in him-

elf and all).t

Chkdndoyyopanishad,

V^Vl^ (I
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GLXXXVII.

gAID Y^ljnavalkya to the Emperor (Janaka) :--The same
has been explained by the Rk as well : this, indeed, is the

eternal glory of him who has realized Brahman* It neither

grows nor is diminished by doing or not doing »any act, the

knower knows this very truth. Knowing this, he is not affect-

ed by any Karma whatever, all being as sin to him. The heat

of his senses cools down into that calmness of mind which

follows on absence of desire, all kind of latent attachment

leaves him, no conditions disturb him, ecstatic trance environs

him,—who knowing thus sees Self in Self, sees the All as Self.

No good or evil touches him, he transcends all good and all

evil. The fulfilment or non-fulfilment of any (secular or

temporal) act affects him not, he having reduced them all to

nothing. He is beyond all form, beyond all desire, beyond

all doubt. This is the real Brdhmana^ this is the real condi-

tion of Brahman*
Brhaddranyakopanishad*

CLXXXVIII.

0NE’S own sphere (of life) though inferior is preferable to

that of another even if it were superior. Death iu one’s

own sphere is most desirable, but the sphere of another is

beset with fear.f

Bhagmdgitd*
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CLXXXIX.

T know this (Self) to be the All, the Great Self, all effulgence,

transcending all darkness. Knowing this, one can transcend

even death ;—there surely is no other road out of this

(world).*

Svetdsvataropaniskad.

CXC.

J^IKE and dislike do not cease to affect him who yet relates

himself to the body
; these never touch him who has

disembodied himself.

t

Chhdndogyopanishad*

CXCI.
.

J^S oil is found in seso,mum-seeds, as ghee is fotlnd in curds,

as water is found in water-courses, or as fire is found in

the fl^mwz-wood, so is the Self seen in Self by him who tries to

realize it through universal love and perfect control over

mind and body.J
S'vetdsvataropanishad.
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CXCII.

JgRAfiMANAS and others desirons of knowing It, know It

by the study ofthe Veda^ by sacrifice, by ascetic practices

nnaccompanied with desire knowing It he becomes the

silent one.*

CXOIIL

JJAVING explained the Veda to his pnpil, the teacher thn?

enjoins him: Tell the truth, go by religious forms,

never disregard thy proper study, and having satisfied thj

teacher with wealth do not put an end to thy line.f

Taittiriyopanhhad.

CXCIV.

rpHREE are the stays of religion sacrifice, study, and

charity4
Chhd.ndogyopanishad,
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CXCV.

TTE who knows It (the immutable Aumkdra) thus, and he

who does not know It thus, both perform {Karma) by

It. Vidyd and Avidyd admit of innumerable varieties ; that

alone which is, done with knowledge, faith, and complete

surrender, becomes powerful (for good)/
’ Ckkdr^dogyopanhhad.

CXCVI—CXCVIIL
^HE beautifully-feathered couple bearing the same friendly

name squats upon the same tree ; one of the pair eats of

the tasteful pippal (tree), the other looks on without touching

anything. The purusha bound to this tree, continues to

lament, being overpowered to helplessness by the force of

delusion, but he passes beyond all sorrow when ho sees (his)

higher Lord, sought after by all, and experiences the great-

ness of His glory. Whfin the seeker finds the Lord, the

Creator^^the Self, the first refiection of Brahman^ all enveloped

in his golden glory, then, indeed, docs he, shaking off all

good and evil, attain to the height of evenness, being ever

unconditioned and unbound, f

Mundakopayiishad,

*
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CXCIX.

^HAT wherein are fixed all blood-vessels whateverj^ even

like the radii fixed in the navel of a chariot-wheel, is He,

the internal one, pervading everything, and appearing as

many (after the forms of the intellect). Meditate on this

thy Self as the syllable Aum ; may you be ever happy in the

realization of that which transcends all darkness.*

Mu.)\daho]^mhliad*

CC-^COL

QBEING the whole universe subject to the law of causation,

the Br&hmam understands that there is nothing which is

the causeless uncreate, and finding no use in acting (upto the

•ideals of the world) feels supreme contempt for everything.

He then repairs, with holy grass in^hand, to the teacher, well-

versed in sacred lore and full of the realization of Brahman^

to inquire after the Eternal. The knower explains to him

who with mind free from all egoism, and with the senses

turned within, repairs to him, thus questioning, that Brahna^

idy^ which reveals the eternal Burushay the highest Truth.f

Mmdakopanishad*
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con—cciii.

rpHE chief help to self-realization is, however, that reflect

tion which comes of one’s own effort ; all the rest, inclad-

ing (the teacher’s) grace and so forth are bnt subordinate

means to the enJ. Attend, therefore, carefnlly to the principal

means. If the teacher can raise the ignorant, without hia

personal effort, what is there to prevent him from carrying a

camel or even an ox, already broken, to the bliss of complete

liberation ?*

Yogav^sishtha.

V.-—Experience,

CCIV—CCV.

DEYOND desire, without parts, above egoism, being or

non-being whatever Thou art, Thou can’st not escape

from being the Creator. Thou destroyest, protectest, givest,

shinest, speakest, though ever free from egoism ;—wonderful

is the power of thy Mdgd (illusion).

t

Yogavdsishtha.
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CCVI.

felt a desire, I may become many and multiply. He

objectified himself and evolved all this, everything

whatever. Having evolved this, he entered into it; and

entering became all positives and all negatives,*..,.*. , all spirit

and all matter, all truth and all untrnth.*

Taittiriyopaniskadl,

COVII.

^HEN, It was all unmanifest, It, of itself, became manifest

only through name and form, endowing everything

with this or that name and this or that form. All things even

till now become defined by some name and some form. This

is all the import of His “entering’’ (in the objective evolved

from himself ).t

Brhaddrmyakopmishad,

I I II
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CCVIII.

T^ADHYANGATHARVANA thus described this “houey*”

to the Asvinikamd.ras ; the seer, no doubt, said what he

saw, for he described It as taking on a separate form with

every form* The ever-effulgent is understood to take on

many forms through illusion -solely for the purpose of self-

realization.t

Brkaddranyakopanishad,

CCIX.

rpHE one self-enlightened becoming everything from the
^

highest to the lowest, becomes the many in dream, and

as it were, enjoys all pleasures with women, laughs (a hearty

laugh with friends), or feels the sense of fear on seeing cause

for it.f

* Brahman being compared throughout the chapter to the « honey ”

which fills the comb, and is partaken of individually by every bee in every

individual cell.
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ccx.

JN dream there are no cbariotS) no horses, not even the

course on which the chariot may be run
;
and yet all

these ore created in a moment. There are no joyp, no plea-

snres, no delights ; and yet all are seen and felt at the

instant. There are no ponds, no, lakes, no rivers ; and yet all

are there at the merest thought. This power of evolving

any nomber of forms from itself is the Creator

Brahadd^ranyahopanishad.

CCXI-CCXIII.

rpHIS, therefore, is the Truth. As from fire well lighted,

fiery sparks flow off in all directions by the thousand, so

do all beings of every variety come out, oh good one I from

the ever Immutable, and are resolved also into the same. It

is the self-illumined, formless, Purusha, all within and all

without, unborn, without breath, without mind, above all

conditions, beyond the eternal cause of the phenomenal.

From it spring forth breath, mind, and all the senses, nay

Akdka, Vdyu, Tejm, Jala, and Prithivi, the sustainer of all.f

Mundahopanishad.
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ccxiv-^cxv.

I^AMFHOE and the like never cease to emit fragrance

^ thoagh kept in any place wiatever ; the whole of the •

phenomenal^may, in the same manner, be seen in that which

is all conscioast)ess. As the bracelet is in the gold, as water

is in the mirage, or even as a wall stands round the city seen

in dream, so subsists the form of every object in the subject.*

Yogm^mhiko,*

CCXVI.

TTE who generally knows everything, knows the same

particularly also ;
this omniscience is the only

austerity known to him. From him came forth this Brahman

(i. e., the Hiranyagarhha), all names, all forms, all nourish-

ment, t

CCXVIL

A S the statue pre-exists in the wood, and a statue exists

again in every limb of that statue, and so on ad

infinitum, so does this gigantic statue—the Kosmos—(exist in

the All)4
Vogavdsishtka,— r
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ooxvm-ooxix.

^HE wise realize everywhere that which is beyond sight,

beyond grasp, which has no relation whatever, which

has no form, which has no eye and no ear, ijo hand, no foot,

which is eternal, all-pervading, smallest of the small, ever

immntabie, the source of all being. As a spider spins oat his

web from within himself and draws it in (at pleasure), or as

herbs grow out of the earth, or as hairs grow ont of the living

man, so, indeed, does evolve the TCosmos from the ever un-

changeable (All).’*

Mundakopaniikad*

CCXX-CCXXII.

^HIS AsvattAa-tree, with root upward and branches ex-

tending below, stands eternally thriving
; it is the spot-

less, it is Brahman^ that verily is the Immortal ; all worlds

subsist in It, nothing can transcend It. This is That.

Through his fear burns fire, through his fear shines the sun,

through His fear thunders Indra, through His fear blows the

wind, nay through His fear runs to duty the fifth—death. If

«i«rt
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,
66 .

thon failest in this (world) to seo the Light before the
dUsolution of thy body, thou hast before thee a passage in.

(pother body) throngh worlds and creations.*

KcUkopaniskad.

CCXXIII.

consciousness bears witness to itself, or as separateness

bears out separateness, so is illusion sufficient, of itself,

to bear out itself and everything it contains. This indeed is

Mdyd, capable of bringing about things and events beyond
conception ;—it deludes all in the whirl of its illnsive^action.t

Svdrajyasiddhu

i

^ nj n ii
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THE IMITATION OT ^'ANKARA.

OGXXIV-CCXXV.

rpHE self-exiftent inflicted a curse on the senses in endowing

them with a tendency to objectivize;iti8 hence that tlWy

tend to ohjwsts without) and not to the subject within. Some

rare sage desirous of immortality sees the Self, turning his

eyes within. Children find pleasure in the objective, and

become bound in the expansive net of death ;
the wise knowing

immortality as the only thing stable, care not to dpsire any-

thing of the impermanent.^

Kathopanishad*

COXXVI-CCXXXIL

TlEArtNG the fruit of their own action in this world, rest-

ing in the cavity of the heart—the other half of the

Supreme—these two {Jim and Brakmaii) are described after

the illustration of light and darkness, by the knowers oi

Brahman, nay by those householders who worship the five

fires, as also by those who keep the three Ndckiketa-^XQ%,

That Ndchiketa-fiXQ, the bridge over which pass worshippers

desirous of crossing over to the other side, and that which is

Brahman the immutable Supreme, beyond all fear, we have

ftiww qiw I

H



tHR MKANS.

certainly been able thus to know, Self isi the rider on the

chariot of this body guided by the intellect charioteer^

drawn by the senses as powerful horses, controlled by way of

the mind serving for the reigns. Thus runs the vehicle over

the coarse of experience. The Self thud conditioned by the

senses and the mfnd is called the enjoyer (the subjective soul

those who know. He who is forsaken by the

charioteer ( intelligent discrimination ), and has no idea of

guiding the reigns—his mind—in the proper manner, has no

control over the senses, like a driver over restive horses. He
who has the intellect for his driver and the mind for proper

reigns, is able to reach the other end of the course, the highest

essence of the all-pervading. This, ever concealed in all, is

never manifest, but is grasped by the sharp intellect of those

who are trained to minute observation.*

Kathopanishad,

*
pRSiTi-
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THS 11IITATI6N Of ItfXNKARA.

ccxxxiii—ccxxxiy.

fpHOUGtit taving only three gum$ (forms), thou"^ art the

cause of all the worlds ; even Hari and Hara and other

gods fail, through want of insight, to measure the depth of

thy immeasurable power. Thou art the sustainer of all# the

whole of this universe is only a particle of thyself thou

indeed art the undifferenced first cause, the highest Prdkrti^

Oh divine mother I thou art that supreme science {Vidgd), of

power inconceivably immense, which sages desirous of libera-

tion, rising above every weakness, apply themselves to, with

the inner power of their senses held tight in perfect control.f

The Saptasati {MMendeyapurdm).

CGXXXV,

rpHOU art the light that shines through thh sun dhpelling

the darkness of ignorance {Avidyd) prevaililig within

;

thou art the vein that carries the fragrant honey of the flower

of consciousness to every particle of matter ;
thou art that

which becomes a thousand of that jewel which satisfies eve^y

* Mdyd-SWif the principle of energy underlying ell evolution.

nanym ft iwt ti
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desire of the needy
; thon, divine one ! art to those struggling

in the ocean of incarnation, the tusk of that boar who was
the enemy of the giant Mnra.f*

Artandalahari.

CCXXXVI.

rpHIS divine godess, the^power of supreme illusion

(Mah&m&yS), forcibly drags away the mind even of the

knower into the web of delusion.f
#

Saptasati {Mdr^andeyapurcina),

CCXXXVIL

JJE who while fully anxious of his body, desires to realize

Self, prepares to cross a river on the back of^a

crocodile mistaking it ^r a piece of wood.J

Vivekachuddmani,

t The giant Mura is fabled to have carried the earth into the ocean,

and the god Vishnu, tiidng the form of a boar, raised the earth on hia

tusk, and established her in position.

3f«Ht I
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OCXXXVIII-CCXXXIX,

Tj^INDING even the knower lean towards objects and

enjoyments, forgetfulness throws him off the guard,

like an adulteress her paramour, by clouding his intellect.

* As moss moved from upon the face of water Atands not away

even for a minute, delusion {Mdyd) envelopes even the Inow-

ing one, if he is off his guard.*

Vivekachiiddmanu

CCXL.

daughter- ih-Iaw, sieter-in-law, brother’s wife,

mother, and so on, docs the same woman appear on

account of the counter-entities she is made to represent ;

—

she herseff continues ever one.t

Panchadahi.

* Tft I

sritfir^ fwq ii
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CCXLL

rpfl^T the origin of experience is explained from evolution, ^^
' 9,ft^r the banner of (pots, etc., from) clay, (instruments •

etc., from) iron, or sparks (from fire), and so on, is only a

method of putting (the matter to the learner) ; there is, in

reality, no distinction whatever (in the All).*

* Gaudapdddchdr^a*

CCXLII.

TTE, who imagines a limit in the limitless, transcendant,

Self, has, of himself, put his self in bondage.f

* Yogavdsishtha.

CCXLIIL
rpHAT which is naught at beginning and end, is naught in

the present moment also ;
(thbgs) though fully resem-

bling unreality, are said to be real by, as it were, a kind of
^

metaphor.t
Gaudapdddckdrga.

COXLIV.

^HIS illusion of Mine made up of the (three) gunas (forms

of the intell^t) is intransgressible those who betake

themselves to Me, cross over to the other side of the stream.

§

. Bkagavadgitd.

urnwr'nm.-.
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THE IMITATION OF jS^ANKABA^

CCXLV/

^JgXPERlENCE known as experience tends to degrade, bat

known as import of the Word, Brahman^ it becomes all

perfect bliss.*

OCXLVL

JpEAR comes of attachment to duality, in him who, being
^

removed from the Lord, is overpowered, through His

illusion, with false imaginations and forgetfulness ( of self,

identity). It therefore beloves the thoughtful, one with the

teacher as his supreme lord, to lose himself in entire

devotion, t
Bh&gacata,

CCXLVII.

rpHOU alone eternally evolvest through the gracefulness

of thyself made up of being and non-being, having for

its embodiment the. wonderful variety ofen^ss o^ecte.t

• gfatywW jit smm: i
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THJEJ MEANS. . ,

(.^OXLVIIL

A S tbe rope, not understood as such, is mistaken, in the^
dark, for a snake or a line of water, and the like, so is

Ai/nan (mistaken for the variety of this*world).*

• Gaudapdddch(h'}/a»

OOXLIX,

J^XPERIENOE, full of likes and dislikes, is verily a dream

;

real while it lasts, all unreal on being awake.f

Atmabod/ia*

vl.—Karma.

CCL.

pORTITUDE, forbearance, self-restraint, no desire for

other’s wealth, purity, control over the senses, conscious

ntelligence, ( spiritual ) culture, truthfulness, absence of

Liiger,—these ten make up the characteristics of all true

eligion whatever.J

*
arPtrsaar Jisrr i
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THE IMITATION OF b'ANKARA.

CCLl-CCLIL

the caterpillar, getting to the end of the straw, talses

itself away only after finding a resting-place in advance,

so this Atfnan leaving this body, and finding another place in

advance, through Avid^d^ takes himself off*, from his original

abode. As the goldsmith taking little by little of the gold

expands it into a new form, so, indeed, does this Atman, leaving

this body, make a new and happy abode for himself, passing

through Amchjd, and takes on the form of the or the

Gandharvaa, or the gods, or Prajdpati, or Brahma^ or any

other being whatever.*

Brhaddranpaliopaniskad,

CCLIII—CC^LIV.

sacrifice which the eighteenf partake in is all

inferior Karma, it drowns itself and those who betake

themselves to it. Those fools who imagine any good in this,

are led again and again into the wlieel of decay and death.

Those men of stupid intellect who imagine S'raata and Smdrta

I Sixteen priests, the master of the house and his wife, make up the

eighteen.
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Karma as the height of religion, and know no good besides,

attain to heaven, and having lived out their good KarmUy

return again into this world or even into a lower one.*

Mundakopanishad, **

C!CLV.

rpHE Vedas deal with the three Gums ; Oh Arjuna I rise

^ above the Gmias, shake off all duality, be ever centred

ill supreme peace, abandon all anxiety for acquisition or

protection, and above all know thy Self.t

Bhagamdgitd,

COLVL

rpHEREFORE as here, in this world, dies out what may be

encompassed by action^ so is put out in the world next to

this, all that may be acquired through acts of formal religion.^

Chhdndoggopanishad.

5101 w ii
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THE IMITATION OF s'ANKARA.

CCLVIL

jpORMS of religion but forge so many bonds round the

individual
;
gnosis alone disperses them."^

MahUBhurata,

OOLVIIL

Jp
ORMAL religion has its use in purification of the intel-

lect, it cannot show the Thing. The Thing is realized

through reflection, not at all even by a million forms of

worship.!

Vixehachnddmani,

CCLIX.

ARMAN leads to tliat result alone which it can produce,

reach, evolve, or modify
;
liberation is not brought about

in any of these ways ; hence Karman cannot be the means of

liberation.!

Naiskk armyasiddhi.

i flKmT.c5fl I
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GCLX.

g"ARMAN never dispels ignorance, being under the same
category. Knowledge alone destroys ignorance, even

as light dispels darkness.*

’ Atniabodha.

CCLXI.

O'"
Dhanatijaya ! Fulfil every act, being ever centred in

Yoga^ abandoning all attachment whatever
; stand even

in success or defeat, for this evenness alone is true Yoga,]

Bhogaxadgita,

COLXIL

J^APPINESS or misery is not in any one’s giving, it is all

a misunderstanding of the intellect which shows either

the one or the other as coming from some one else. Nay, the

proud egoism even in the act, of the form ‘ I do it,’ is entirely

vain. Every individual is governed by his oton Karman.X

Miscellaneous,

^
wnvwHi.
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78 THE IMITATION OF S'ANKARA.

OCLXIII.

^HUS, therefore, remaining all unaffected, attend continually

to ev^ act which is part of thy duty ;
the soul doing

all acts whatever with supreme non-attachment realizes the

highest (Self).*

Bhagamdgitd,

CCLXIV.

TJE who sees inaction in action, and action in inaction, is, of

all men, the really wise, the true ascetic,—he has

fulfilled all acts whatever.^

Bhagamdgitd,

vli.—Upa'sana'.

CCLXV.

A EL this verily is Brahman^ for it is of it, in it, and^ through it. The self-controlled should devote himself to

this Brahman (in any way he likes.). The man is all Idea,

qwrsflfir ii
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THE MEANS.

whatever Idea the man clierishes in this world that he becomes

in the next. Fix thyself, therefore, on the Idea.*

Chhdndogfjopaniskad.

• CCLXVI.

son of Kuiiti I he becomes that, Hlling liis memory

^ with which, at the last moment, he gives up the body;

—

being led to it by force of the constant fixing of his mind on

that idea.t

BlmgamdgltCu

CCLXVIL

A Collection of water is not all that makes a holy place,^
a lump of earth or stone is not all that makes a God

these purify after much length of time, the good exhalt by

mere sight.t

Bhdgamta,

3i?T 3^ ^11 5^
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80 THE IMITATION OV sUNKARA.

CCLXVIII.

^EACHERS, interpretations of sacred texts, the force

of religious merit, none of these lead to the realization

of that condition which is revealed in the clear reflection of

the heart engendered from contact wdth the gOod.*

Yogavdsisktha*

OCLXIX-CCLXX,

^LARIFIEl) butter thoiigli present in every limb of the

COW conduces naught 'to her nourishment
;

it serves as

the best medicine to its producer on being worked out into

its proper form. In the same manner, the higliest effulgent

Lord, present in all beings, even like the clarified butter, is

never of any practical use to them, till properly realized

through the force of devotion,!

Yogamaishtha.

^i?3rq,ii
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CCLXXI—CCLXXIX.

TF you ask what cau be the difference betweeu Gnosis and

devotion ? pray hear ; reflection is bound up with the

iUng^ devotion with the dctor. Gnosis comes of reflec-

tion, no opposite desire can put it out ; it burns up every

trace of reality in the world of phenomena, in the very moment

of its birth.*

Panchadasi,

CCLXXIIL

rjlHlS body IS the holy Kilsi
; the river of Gnosis flowing

through and through the three worlds is the sacred

Ganges; devotion and faith stand fur the heavenly Gay^;

the much-coveted Pray^ga is, indeed, in deep concentration oti

the feet of the teacher ;
and this inner Self, the fourth, the

witness of every one's mind, is the God Visvesvara ;—if thus

all holy places stand together in this body of mine, what other

place could be holier to seek ?t

kdn-panchaka.

?|^551RJT5T: ^rff|n?^Ss??lTT?JTT
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82 THE IMITATION OF S'lNKARA.

CCLXXIV.

JpORMAL objects of worship are devised for the nse of

those who have not yet realized the essence of Benefici-

ence
;
going by miles is devised for those who cannot go by

YogmUiMa,

CCLXXV.

J
am even to all beings, I do neither dislike nor like any

one:—those who resign themselves to me with entire

devotion, are in me, and I am in them.f

Bhagamdgitdt

CCLXXVL

QAID Praj^pati : whence does come this fear I with the

^ thought, ‘ why did I fear V disappeared all fear
;
for, fear

comes of duality,

t

Brhaddranyakopanishad.

^ £Rt 'RTOIfR.H
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CCLXXVII.

JNSIST not on the order (of cteps in the process of Self-

realization)
; the inverted vision which, like hunger, is the

cause of much tangible suffering, must in one way or other, be

cured.*

Panckadasi,

CCLXXVIII.

J^TTEND to this, the essence of all Gnosis^ and attending,

digest it well:—Desire alone is bondage, its destruction

is liberation.

t

Yogavdsishtka,

OOLXXIX.

rpo all ascetics whatever, the condition of fearlessness

depends upon control of the mind, which leads also to

destruction of misery, perfect light, and inexhaustible peace.t

Gaudapdd^Mrya.

• ^ war«rr i
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THE IMITATION OP S'ANKARA.H

OCLXXX.

^HAT oh Rftmal is the mind which’ is between being^ and

non-being, which stands between spirit and matter, which

in fact swings to and fro between the two.*

Yogavasisktka.

CCLXXXI.

^HINKING evolves the objective, all the three worlds

exist in and through thinking, the Kosmos melts away

on its dissolution. This thinking should carefully be diag-

nosed.f

* Yo^avdsishtha,

COLXXXII.

A LL ideas come of thinking, they disappear on suspension

of thinking. Attune this thinking, therefore, to the

highest Self, thy inner consciousness.!

livekaohuddmani.
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CCLXXXIIL

rpHAT which leads to false vision, sets np the Andtman in
^

place of Atman, shadows forth a thing in no-thing ;

—

this oh RAghava 1 is that which we describe as ‘ thinking

Yogavdsishtka,

CCLXXXIV.

A BANDON all latent desire for the mnltitnde of enjoyments

(pressing round), nay give up even the desire for life (as

represented in the body), and finally rise above all sense of

being and non-being. Find thus full bliss in absolute trance.f

Yogavdsishtha^

CCLXXXV.

ATBNT desire* may be described as that indiscriminate

^ hankering after things which is forgetful of antecedence

and consequence on account of the overpowering impression

they produce.t

Yogavdsishtha.

t ?Tir ^
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THE IMITATION OF S'ANKARA.

CCLXXXVI.

mind was occupied elsewhere, and I did not see; my
mind was occupied elsewhere, and I did not hear

;
it is

through the mind alone that one sees or hears ; love, thought,

doubt, belief, unbelief, patience, impatieijce, intelligence,

shame, fear, all make up the mind.*

Brhaddranyakopanishad,

CCLXXXVII.

]y[IND alone is, to men, the cause of bondage or liberation

lost in enjoyment it leads to bondage, emptied of the

objective it leads to liberation.

f

' Panchadaii,

CCLXXXVIII.

^HE light of Gnosis breaks not in full force upon that puny

thing which is all beclouded with fear of the world,

with pride of learning, and with love of life.J

Smrti,

JTsrHT
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CCLXXXIX—coxc.

E father, being victim of some cheat, bewails the loss of

his son, taking him for dead, though he be full of life in

some far off land. On the other hand, he does not bewail

even though his son be dead, till the information has not

reached him. It is plain, the cause of bondage lies in the men-

tal creation of being.*

PanchadaH.

CCXCL

may drink the ocean dry, you may uproot from its

base the mountain Meru, you may swallow fire, but

difficult than all these, oh Good One I is control over

the mind.t
PanchadaH.

CCXCII.

A S fire, not fed by fuel, subsides into its place, so, indeed,

does all thinking die out into its source, on not being

led into modifications of any kind.t

In the Jivanmiiktiviveka.

* I
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THB IMITATION OI* S'ANKARA.

CCXCIII-CCXCVI.

TJ B 'who understanding the mind applies himself, again and

again, to subduing it, gains no success without the help

of some consummate plan, even like one who fails to subdue a

mad elephant without the iron hook. Application to spiritual

science, company of the good, abandonment of latent desire,

restraining the flow of breath, these are some of the most

useful means to control the mind. Those who, in face of

these, try to control it through .physical practices, lose sight of

the lamp, while vainly dispelling darkness with darkness.*

Yogaddsishtha*

JOCXOVII.

p ENOUNCE all conformity with the world, give up all

concern of the body, nay, have nothing to do with the

forms of religion and learning ;—thus wear off the false illu-

sion tliat wraps thy-Self.f

Vivehackuddmani,

St II
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CCXCVIII.

one desirous of coming onfc saocessful in debate applies

himself closely to the study of poems, plays, logic and

the like, so must he who desires liberation rejiect constantly

on himself.*
‘

Panckadasi,

CCXGVIX.

fjpHE God of the twice-born is Fire ;
the God of the Silent

one is his Heart ; poor intellects find their God in

idols i the even-eyed enlightened one sees God everywhere.f

Uttaraffitd,

vlii.—Free-will.

CCO—CCCI.

^HAT mean spirit should be avoided from a distance, who,

relying on the unseen (Fate), attributes bis conduct to the

unreal and false idea of some one necessitating it from behind.

He is verily a beast, constantly in another’s power, who thinks

he goes to heaven or hell os God may will itj

Yoffav&sishtka.

a: ii
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90 THE IMITATION OF stoKABA.

CCCIL

jgVEN the body being of illusion, where could there be any

room for necessity ? That the Srutis speak of necessity,

is only for the enlightenment of the ignorant.*

Apardhhdmbhuti. .

CCCill.

JN this world, oh child of the Raghns I every one can always

compass everything through well-directed {u c. free) per-

sonal effort.t

Yopavdmktha.

CCCIV.

JJ^ESORT to (free) personal effort, hear such word of

scripture as points oat some useful line of action ; the

rest, even though as old as time, should bo overlooked, with

the eye ever fixed on truth and truth alone4

* p: t
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THE MEAKS. n
cccv.

npHE wise, relying on necessity, should not give up free per*

sonal effort, for even necessity works^ through freedom.*

Yoffavdsishtha^

CCCVi.

HE who sets himself not at liberty by cutting up the tight

bond—his mind—with his mind, can never be freed by

any one else.t

Yogav&aisMha.

ix.—Jna'na (gnosis).

CCCVII.

N08I8 is, of all means, the only direct means of liberation;

liberation is never accomplished without gnosis as sure

as food is not cooked without fire.t

t iHItT inrfiwwr w# «
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THE IMITATION OF S'ANKABA.

cccvin.

98

^HE fact of the matter is seen by rejle^ion engendered

through some beneficent suggestion
;
it can never be seen

by constant washing, by giving gifts, nay not even by a

hundred Prdn$>ydmas,*

Viukackuddmani,

CCCIX.

rpHE state of Brahman is within reach of those alone who

are full of austerity, matrimonial virtue, and truthful-

ness. Those, indeed, find that entirely pure condition, in whom

there is not the remotest trace of fashionable lies or deliberate

falsehoods, nor any hypocrisy whatever.!

Framopanishad,

COCX—CCCXL

T^HEN entirely disappear all desires rankling in the

heart, the mortal becomes immortal, and fully realizes

Brahman even here. When here, indeed, burst all ties that

WNtrpmft'.
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bind the heart so fast, the mortal does no doubt become

immortal. This verilj is the teaching (of the whole of the

Veddntaj,*

Katkopanishad.

COCXII.

0 means other than reflection can produce (real) gnom ;

nothing but light can ever reveal the existence of things.f

Aparokahdnubhuti,

CCCXII1--CCCXV.

TJ EFLECTION may run as follow :—Who ami? How is this

evolved ? Who can be the creator of this ? What may

be the material cause ? And it may proceed to answer the

questionsthus:—Iamnot thebody—amere cluster ofelements,

—

nor even the senses ;
but I am something quite different from

m w H
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94 THK IMITATION OF S^ANKARA.

the one as well as the other. Things come out of ignorance, die

away on the rise of gnosis^ the variety of ideas is the creator.*

CCCXVI.

T> EFLECTION must be supposed to have borne fruit in that

man of good intellect, who continues to lose, from day to

day, all avidity for enjoyment.t

Yogav^sishtha^

CCCXVIL

J^EPTH such as of the ocean
;
firmness such as of the

Meru ;
and internal coolness such as of the moon

these arise in the man devoted to reJlection.X

II
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X,—The Sa'dhanas.

CCCXVIII.

rjjiHEybMT’ means (of Self-realization) beginning with non-

attachment, come about from keeping all forms prescribed

for the class (vdrna) one belongs to, by austerity, and by
satisfiying Hari with devotion.*

Aparokshdnubhuti,

CCCXIX.

0ONTEOL, give, sympathise; these three must be learnt

and practised : Self-control, charity, and sympathy.f

BrkaddranyakopanMad.

CCOXX.

^HOU hankerest after unrealities such as ‘ I ’ and * mine,’

thos'e who know wish thy activity were directed to the

highest reality. Thou never canst know the thing nor can J.

It is meet, therefore, oh mind I for thee to turn to self-restraint.t

Upadesasdkasri,

ST !T ft ii
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CCCXXI-COCXXIV.

CELF-restraint consistB in freedom from latent desire ; and

Control, in checking the activity of the external senses.

That is the height of Non-attachment which turns the mind

entirely away from the objective
;
that is the best of Indifference

which patiently puts up with all evils whatever. "Faith is full

confidence in sacred texts and their interpreters; and constant

oneness of aim in the mind’s fixing on the eternal mU is

called Pacification (of the mind). Oh my fate I when and how

shall I get rid of the bonds of this world—this firm and burn-

ing desire may be described as the Desire-for-Liberation.*

Aparohhdmbkuti,

‘CCOXXV.

^HERE these—Non-attachment and Desire-for-liberation

—are as yet in the initial stage, there can but appear a

mere glimpse of Self-restraint and the rest, even like a

glimpse of water in the mirage.f

Vivehachuddmani.

Prop wfTftat II

ar i

afsi a%«iat fafa?iiT ai jar aat ii

af^: ftam i

g as^'^ aaraiaftfH ii

aaiwaPi|f^: aw ^ wimtM t

at pat gf^^atatr at gjfm ii

t awt^arat aa i

ad af^stag aa aaf^Nataar li.
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COOXXVl.

rpHE deer, the elephant, the moth, the fish, the bee ;—each

of these five is led to destruction by (too much
indulgence in each of the five objects of the) five (senses,

respectively). How then is it possible that he should escape

who lets loose all his five senses in all these five objects, and

i« never on the alert, besides.*

Bhdgamta,

COCXXVII.

Bharata ! all beings whatever lose themselves in the

world through that illusion, oh destroyer of enemies 1

which lies in the very nature of the pairs of opposites

(making up the world) and which is born of likes and dislikes

(iuseparablj bound up with those pairs).!

Bhagamdgttd,

jar. ^ t

BRlft a ^ ST

13
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CCCXXVIII.

rjpHE wild ipare—hope—breaking away to the longest dis-

tance, and running back as often, keeps roving about up

to the very ends of the quarters.*

Yoga'casishtha,

CCCXXIX.

TTE alone ^ee^who looks upon another's wife as upon his

own mother, wlio looks upon another’s wealth as upon

60 much earth and stone, who looks upon every being as upon

his own Self.f

Smrti,

CCCXXX^CCCXXXI.

rpO the fishes—these men— in the pond of birth and death,

wallowing in the slough of the mind, bad latent desires

serve for the line to which the woman stands attached as the

treacherous bait. He feels desire for enjoyment who has

grfjft 11
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woman (about him)
; there can be no place for enjoyment

to the womanless. Abandon woman, and you abandon the

whole world
; abandoning the whole world, you find

Biiprerae happiness.*

YogatMishtha,

CCCXXXII.

J^EVER share the same bed or seat even with mother, sister,

or daughter
;
the host of the senses is overwhelmingly

jx)werful, it overpowers even the wisest

Smrti,

OCCXXXIII.—CCCXXXIV.

T^EALTH, ever on the move, clouds the intellect, nips the

line of virtues in the very bud, and betrays into the net

3?it II

M 3r»rT*i^ 3r>R!i«Fm g# ii

t flfr *r>ff i
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of misery. The man is warm and soft and all that is desi-

rable, to his own and to the world, only as long as he is not

sufficiently hardened by wealth, like water by the cold blast.*

Yogavisishtha.

cccxxxv.

ll/riSERY attends the acquisition of wealth, and misery

attends the protection of wealth acquired
;
there is

misery in its coming, there is misery in its going ;—oh I

upon wealth, the abode of misery out and out.f

Fanchatantra^

CCCXXXVI.

^HERE is no hope of immortality through wealth (and all it

may accomplish of good or religion.)t

Brhaddranyakopanishad.

*
I

^ ^ 3T% I

^1^ 5;^^ 5:^ u

t 3 m\\^ n
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CCCXXXVII.

^LL growing ends in fading, all rising ends in falling, all

meeting ends in parting ;—such indeed is the law of this

world.*

Yogavdsishtha,

CCCXXXVIII.

Ytljnavalkya ! what would your worship mean by the

All ? which is beyond hunger and thirst, beyond sorrow

and illusion, beyond decay and death? It is this dtmnn knowing

which, Brdkmanas^ renouncing all contact with world, wealth

and wife, go about as religious mendicants, f

Brhaddranyakopaniskad,

CCCXXXIX.

REJECTS of desire, even though they should abide long,

are sure to depart. What difference does it make in the

farting that men do not part from" them of their own accord ?

* ff555ri<^Tr: ^5^^: 1

swnr:
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If they depart of themselves, they leave immeasurable mental

suffering behind, if you part from them they confer on you

the endless bliss of self-restraint.*

Vairagyamtaka,

CCCXL.

T^EATH is the law of being; the wise describe the exception^
as ‘ life ’.t

Miscellaneous.

CCCXLI.

^HOU grievest wliere there is nothing to grieve, and thus

deludest thyself in parroting the words of tlie wise:—the

wise do verily never grieve either for the dead or for the

living.t

Bkagavadgitd,

t HfOT »

5^: w

t JTfri?5rr?k \

yTr!rg?JT?iTq[«r ’rpr^err: ii

vm^fTT.
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CCCXLII.

the embodied soul passes even in this same body from

childhood to youth and age, so does he pass on from one

body to another ;—the eiiliglitened finds no cause for grief in

the process.*

Bhagadadgitd,

CCCXLIII.

rpO the really enlightened, this great city—his body—is,

like a garden, opening up a passage to liberation through

enjoyment, thus all bliss and no pain whatever.f

Yogavdsishtha,

CCUXLIV.

Rh&rata ! beings come out of the nnmanifest, and

return into the nnmanifest; existing only in the interval;

—

where is there any room for grief 1%

Bhagamdgitd.

• 3fTf I

(T«?r ^ gsifir ii

ff II

t 3T£2iff!r#f »j?iwaiTf5r «nt«T i
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CCCXLV.

^HE mind only half informed, and not yet in full realization

of the spotless condition, feels the keenest torture in tear-

ing itself away from objects of enjoyment. •

Yogavdsishtka.

OCCXLVL

^ITH every connection the poor thing binds nearer itself,

driven an additional spike into its heart of heart.f

Mahdbhdrata.

cccxLyii—cccxfiviii.

“p^EOM man’s contemplating upon objects comes about

attachment to them leading to desire for their acquisi-

tion. Desire leads to anger which, through the temporary

madness it creates, leads to loss of the memory (of Self). Loss

of memory leads to obscuration of the light of spirit
;
and this

darkness is the way to certain ruin.J

BhagamdgitL

t unRT. f^ sr^: wg: finjin i

•ifpTror?.

J oinmt i
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CCCXLIX—CCCLI.

pULL of the waters of mental creations, boisterons with the

waves of latent desire, infested with the crocodile of at-

tachment, the resort of the birds ofimagination, carrying along

its mad stream the trees of fortitude growing upon its bank,

difficult to cross on account of the treacherous eddies of il-

la3ion,enclosed within the impassably high banks of anxiety ;
—

thus supremely terrible runs the river of Hope. The

lords of ascetics, with their minds puritied of all dross, rejoice

in eternal joy, having crossed over to the other side.*

Vairdgyasataha,

rpHERE is the greatest misery in hope, in hopelessness is th#

height of bliss.f

JgVERYTHING that depends on Self is bliss, everything

that depends on another is misery4.

Manu,

CCCLll.

4 mere cover of bark satisfies ns, ywi seek satisfaction in

wealth and luxury; the feeling, however, is the same

mmf nr i

HrfT^^g|??rcri^irf'rr ar^^^^arrir^t

rrwr: 'rr^nm n

t arnnarf iirf iRR i

fj-

14
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iu either case, and the difference is really no difference at all.

He, indeed, is the miserable man ofpoverty who has in him the

most insatiable desire; the mind being all contentment

what can make the rich or the poor ?•

Vaird>gyaiataka,

— •
^

CCCLIII.

my heart I to secure what favour dost thou enter this

slough of worry and distraction in trying to please the

mind of others ? If thou wouldst only please thyself, there

would, indeed, dawn of itself, on thee, the power of that jewel

which is known to fulfil every desire;—^what wish, then, of

thine will remain unfulfilled, on the merest thought of the

moment t?
Vair&gya'mtaka,

CCCLIV.

T^HAT can be said to the man who finds fault even with

him who values at its proper worth all rubbish ami

its belongings It

N&ishkarmyasiddhi.

* ^ 55?5!JT

n?iif rlK ?si '

^ffr«T3sfq«r uwtfir w it ii

qf? Pb ii
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CCCLV.

rpHEHE is no remedy, within knowledge, which can satisfy

each and all. Attend, every way, to thy own good,

what can the mauy-tongued world do to thee

^
hi the Jivanmuktiviveka,

V

(JOCLVI-CCCLVII.

T^HEN men desirous of doing good, give up even

wealth acquired with considerable pains, for the plea-

sure of others, I would consider it an nniiiixed good, brought

about without any trouble, if men should find satis-

fiiction in speaking ill of me. In this world where we stumble

upon poverty of spirit at every step, and which is devoid ofevery

kind of happiness, ifany being should find pleasure in speaking

ill of me, let him by all means indulge in his feeling, either

in my presence or behind back, for, in this world, all misery,

it is very hard to come across even a single moment of such

pleasure*!

Jnhnankuia*

vTJTrPr ii

qfr^TrTrtTftRrm^rPr i

Rrfr qr

5rqf?r ft qjf;# ifrfifqlq: u

iTrqf|T[ri.
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CCCLVia

JF the wise man of the world who carefully picks holes in

the character of others, expends the same skill on him-

self, what would prevent him from breaking through the

bcmds (of ignorance).*

Smrli,
'

GCCLIX.

JF thou feelest anger at him who docs by thee the smallest

evil, why dost thou not feel anger at the passion itself

which entirely spoils all the four chief aims of existence:—

Religion, Property, Enjoyment, Liberation.!

In the Jivanmuktivmka,

CGCLX.

JJB who, full of discrimination, sees one equal Self in friends

and foes as well as in himself, can feel as much angry

with any one, as he should with a part of himself.J

Tke Vdrtika,

avT St f«9tt ^f^stt^ ii

t 3l<t^iTft|St ^ 51 I

sr»lW'^(»tllt?iIt«lt BBIt II

I ^ Bqwi: I

fit; «r>i: ii

Brf^rsit^
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CCCLXI—CCCLXII.

J^IFE is as dear to all beings as it is to oneself
; feel com-

passion for every being taking thy own Self as the

measure.*

Smrti,

LET all be happy
;

let all enjoy perfect health
;

let all find

the good of their heart
; let no one come to grief.f

In the Jimnmuktimveka*

CCCLXIIL

rpHE triad of the Veda^ the Smkhijay the Yoga, the Pdau-

pata, the Vaiahnava ;—the three prasthdnas being inter-

preted into one or other of these, men look upon this as good

and upon that as agreeable, and so on. Of men thus betaking

themselves to a variety ofways,—straight, easy or difficult,—on

t gftR: Jjsg gf Ptn«Rn: i

*r«crf>r m n
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account of the difference of intellect, Thou alone art the ulti-

mate resort even like the ocean of all water whatever.*

PushpadantdcMrya*

OUCLXIV.

the ass carrying a load of sandal-wood is conscious only

of the burden, not of the fragrant wood, so, indeed, does

he carry them about like a mere burden wlio having studied

the SaMras knows not their real import and essenec.t

VttaragitL

COCLXV,

T accept them in the spirit they approach Me, for, oh Arjiuiai

^
whatever way men go they follow the path that leads

to Me.|

Bhagavadgitd^

*
»i3Trciim

t ii«jt

>Tii *t g i

t wf Ht II
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COOLXVL

A S water dropped from the sky seeks the ocean, worship

rendered to any deity whatever reaches the lord Kesava.*

Bhdgavata.

CCCLXVll.

rilHAT which is not to be, shall never that which is to bo

shall never 7iot be ;—why dost thou not drain this

draught which will eradicate the poison of anxiety from

thyself ?t

Vaird(jgamtaka>

(XX'LXVIIL

T^EAT means the shaft of love ? after youth has gone by ;

what means the lake ? after the water is dried up ;

what means friends and relatives ? after all wealth is gone ;

what means the world ? after the Essence is realized,!

S'anhardchdrya,

it
%•

4i4rf«R«T.
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COCLXIX.

n%

^HE ascetic with the matted hair, the mendicant with the

shaved head, the Yati with the hair rooted out, and many
an other of the same class, play a variety of parts, under the

cloth dyed yellow-red ;—^people though seeing fail thus to

see, and go through an amount of trouble for the sake of the

belly.*

S'ankardckdrya.

CCOLXX.

follows upon night, evening succeeds morning, the

blast of withering cold follows the season full of flowers*

and this over and over again ;—time plays with the life of

beings thus wearing out; and yet the whirl of hope does

never subside.f

Shankardch&rj/a.

iT g

t npfr anf nw:

qn®: n^swtg*

q gsqffttrmtg: ii

•r^rmRqiT,
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CCCLXXL

^NE beam meets another in the dash of the great ocean^

and becomes immediately seperated in the same manner ;

similar indeed is the meeting of beings with beings.*

Mahdhkarata,

xl.—Yoga,

CCCLXXII.

J^IBERATION is not on the other side of the sky, nor in the

nether world, nor on earth ; liberation lies in the mind

purified by proper gnosis.]

Yogamsishtha.

OCCLXXllI.

TJE alone is fit to inquire after Brahman.^ who has acquired

full discrimination, who is firm in non-attachrnent,

who has in him the qualities beginning with self-control, and

who, thus qualified, feels keen desire for hiowledge.]

Aparokshdnubhuti.

* wr ^ a«t!Tr<rt i

. »rfRrw?:.

t sr tTf^ 'mg: !T 'Ttar^ ^ i
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CCCLXXIV.

T have stndied enough of philosophy, nay I have talked and

taught it to my full
;
I am convinced there is no condi-

tion higher than that silence which comes of the abandonment

of all latent desire."^

Yogavdsishtha,

CCCLXXV—CCCLXXVI.

rpHAT is called the highest condition wherein all the five sen-

ses and the mind remain in full control and wherein even

the intellect does not pass out to other desires. This steadying of

the senses is called Yoga ; the Yogin is full awake in that

condition, for, Yoga is croaiing accompanied with giving up.]

KathopanMad.

COCLXXVII.

piRM and studious application to one essence, suspension of

breath, and control of mmd ;—this is a short statement

of the import of ‘ liberation.’t

Yogavdsishtha,

5t«t5t sr
II

5Tf I

/| miopit II

t nmt i
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CCCLXXVIIl.

rriWO, oh Raghava I are the paths leading to saspension of

^ thinking: Yoga which consists in controlling transforma-

tion of the thinking principle, and gnosis which consists in

the proper eye for^ experience.*

Yogamsishtha.

CCCLXXIX.

YOGtA is the preventing the transformation of the think-

ing principle.t

Patanjali.

CCCLXXX.

rpHE thing to be known can never be known till it is not

^
apprehended by applying Self to Self, of once’s own Self,

through reJlectionX

Yogavdsishtha^

(50CLXXXI.

CONTROL of speech, full independence, absence of hope

^ and desire, and constant love of seclusion,—these open

the first door to
i i

Vitekachudamam .

* fr ITTJT ^ rm \
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CCCLXXXII—OCCLXXXIV.

TT (fche mind) is controlled by practice and non-attach-

ment,*

PatanjalL

Experience ceases not even in the absence of objects, to

him who always thinks of them, even like the experience

which, as it were, comes out of nothing in dream.—Lead, there-

fore, the mind addicted to the ways of vice, to obey control,

by means such as unqualified devotion and non-attachment.

f

Bkdgamta,

CCCLXXXV.

^NOSIS, dissolution of mind, and destruction of latent

^ desire, these being the reciprocal causes, one of the other,

are most difficult to accomplish.!

Yogavdsishtha.

*
II

viura^r w ii
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CCCLXXXVI—CCCLXXXVII.

"Y^OGA ia not possible in him who eats mnch, nor is it

possible in him who eats too little. It is not possible
in him who likes to spend all his time in sleep, nor in him, oh
Arjnna I who forces himself to be awake all the while. Yoga
conduces to the destruction of misery in him who with mode-
rate nourishment, moderate enjoyment, and moderate attention

to business, takes moderate rest, and keeps himself moderately
awake.*

Bhagavadgitd,

CCCLXXXVIIL

jyjIND being nearest mind, those .who abandoning the true

secret, apply themselves only to the body, are described

as (lost) in Yoga.f

• VogavAsishtha.

CCOLXXXIX—CCCXCI.

J^VBR free from the intellectual ‘doubt’
; exercising per-

fect control over the mind through inexhaustible

patience
;

giving up all concern with objects of sense

beginning with (pleasant) sounds and the like
; free from love

and hate; fond of solitude; taking light nourishment
; keeping

*
jfrjflsfttT w i

5T siRwl II

>T«T^afr.
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tongue, body and mind within proper check ; ever devoted to

Yoga and deep concentration; firmly fixed in the sense of non-

attachment
; rising above egoism, obstinate intolerance,

vanity, desire, anger, and love of goods
; ever without self-

assertion ;—such a one is fit to become Brahman*

Bhagamdgitd.

CCCXCII

T^HATEVER comes to view in this world, whatever

raises you to the sky, whatever exhalts you to

heaven everything, oh Rama! is within reach after complete

destruction of all love and all hate.f

Yogavdsishtha,

CCOXCIIL

rpHE Yogin striving with unremitting effort, and being

completely purified of all dross whatever, i^ ripened

into the supreme condition, passing from stage to stage,

through numerous incarnations.J

Bhagavadgitd.

arffrt ^ I

Ptw: 11
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CCOXCIV.

TTB who is fall of Yoga^ completely purified of all dross, all
^

self-control, ever master of his senses, and above all

one with the Self of all and every being, is never affected in

the acting.*

Bhagavadgitd.

cccxcv.

p ENOUNCE all concern with the results of action^ and

through this Yoga find the peace of self-realization
;

ignorance of this Yoga leads to bondage through attachment

to results, from desires within.

f

* BhagavadgitL

CCCXCVL

PRODUCING Self from Self, and, as often, deluding Self

by Self, inner conciousness leads itself, of itself, to the

bliss of self-realization.}

Yogavdsishtha.

• I

6^iTT?H«tjfr3n II

t 3^: ?npetunftfir i
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CCCXCVII.

^^CTIONS do not pnt him in bondage who, oh, Dhanan-

jaya I has renounced all acts through Yoga^ and who

being cured of (the intellectual) doubt, through proper gnom^

has r«-gained his Self.*

Bhagamdgita.

CCOXCVIII.

J^ONE who has not renounced the mental world, has any

title to the name '‘Yogin.'’]

Bhagamdgitd,

CCCXCIX.

(F Yoga consists in restraining the vital breath) this could

easily be done through non-attachment, through constant

application to the Cause, through some well-conceived device,

through the abandonment of evil habits, or through realization

of the Absolute.t

Yogavdsishtha,

t H «i?i% ii

ntwm: ii
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CD.

WE are put in mind of the flame of a lamp protected in

some place not open to the breeze, and therefore not

flickering any way. The well-controlled mind of the Yogin

applying himself to the Yoga of Self is verily in that condi-

tion.*

BliagamdgitL

CDl—CDII.

WTHO, deep immersed iu the idea of Oneness, devotes him-

self to Me, present in all beings, is the yogin ever in

Me, though appearing everywhere and anywhere. Oh
Arjuna 1 he is the greatest yogin who looks with equal eye

upon pleasure or pain, always taking his own Self as the

measure.f

Bhagamdgitd,

CDIII.

J^ETAOH thyself from the thing tasted and from that

which tastes it, meditate on the taste alone

;

thns be

ever all Atman.X

YogaxAsisktha.

1ft

*
fi’ii ???Tr i

t »it i
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ODIV.

\^H0 attends to all acts whatever which fall to his lot,

without attaching himself to the result, is the real

Sannyasin^ the real Yogin^ not he who gives up the worship

of household-fire,* nor he who suspends all (iction.f

Bhagavadgita,

CDV.

JT is impossible for any embodied lieing to get rid of action

in its entirety
;
he has best renounced action who attaches

himself not to the result.^

Bhagaendgit^.

CDVl.

^HE mind being full, the whole nuiverse is filled with the

juice of nectar
;
the whole earth is covered with leather

to him who has put his foot in the shoe.§

Yogamsishtha,

* For, formal religion reejuires that one going into Sannyusa (renunciation)

must give up all concern with the Avorld and therefore with all worship, chiefly

worship of that fire which is kept in tlie house since marriage,

t ^ Jf: I

§ ^ wfti aUTWt I ,
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rpHE wise know that as ‘rennuciation’ {sanmjdsa) wliich
consists in renunciation of all action coming of desire

;

the informed call that ‘ abandonment ’ (ti/dyd) which consists

ii) the abandonment of all concern with the results of action.*

Bkagcaadyitd.

(’DVIll.

J
tliink tliose students will never find their effort end ill any
good result who without knowing spiritual yoga (Rdja-

yoga) address themselves only to physical exercises {Hatka^
yoga^).X

llathapradipika

.

ODIX—U13X.

^ITH patience and perseverance as its guides, the mind
may pacify itself gradually, and by slow degrees.

Turn the mind firmly to thy Self, cease to think of anything

I

t Ilutha is a wonl peculiarly derival; i/«=thc breath which flows through the
right orifice of the nose

; <A»=thc breath which flows the other way. The
one is symbolized by the ^un, the other by the moon. Hatha-Yoga means the
nnion of the two, the snshvmnB, the time most propitious for concentration.

J usrjftWcTPiJtT: ^^3 f5^«r: i
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besides; control it back into the Self from wherever this

nnstable slippery thing should run out of itself.*

Bhagavadgitd,

CDXI.

J)OmG and suffering being at end, peace alone survives

this expanded to the absolute limit, the wise call

‘ liberation.’

t

Yogaeasishtha,

' CDXII.

rpiME must elapse between sowing and harvest, nay even

in the growth of such wild grass as the holy Kum and

the like
; reflection on Atman ripens (into self-realization) by

degrees, and in course of time.t

PanchadaH,

flfre<TiTr II

>T»r^r.

I wIr IWT I

«n^si <wSt ii
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CDXIIL

^^TTACH thyself not to Karma
; but equally attach thyself

not to stupid inactivity and suspension of all Karma
whatever what you are, equal (in all conditions).*

Yogavd^sishtha,

(JDXIV.

rpHAT patience which would empty the ocean drop by drop

at the tip of a straw of tlie i^w^^^-grass, will, untiringly

sustained, establish control over the mind.f

GaudapddAchdrya,

CDXV.

^HE inner Self is the purusha as big as the man's thumb

ever present in the heart ;—him should lie patiently

separate from the body like its pulp from the straw.f

Kathopanishad,

I f5>JrssRic«?r i



y i.

^BANDON all forms whatever, betake thyself to Me—
the One; I shall point the way out of all misery and sin,

never grieve (over thy l<Jt).*

BhagavadgM,

ODXVII-CDXVIIL

^HE One, omnipotent, inner Self of all beings, manifests

himself as the manifold ;—none bnt those who see Him
\ in themselves, find eternal happiness. Eternal in the

eternal, conscious in the conscious, ever one, he sends out all

the variety of ideas to all ;—none but those who see Him in

themselves, find eternal peace.t

Kathopanishad,

(JDXIX.

^HOSE Yogim who never suspend effort find It in them-

selves ;
those who have not obtained sight of Atman^

and are thus unenlightened, never find It though ever trying,

\

Bhagavadgitd,

Mi Rf ii

«l?grt fSrTMTfit MTRI5 I

fiRiftreR

I RRMfr qqjR?n5»nMqil«i5TH 1

vrnqjftm.
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CDXX.

rjiHE interval between the miners passing from one idea to

another, all blank and free from any thinking whatever,

may be described as the native condition (of Self).*

Yoyaddsishtha,

(JDXXl.

TJE finds not peace who runs after objects of desire. He
indeed finds peace whose heart with all desires entering

into it eyer stands like the ocean. All waters fiow continually

into the ocean, and yet he never transgresses his limit.

f

BhagumdyitiL

(;dxxil

Jj^IX thy mind on that which is not smitten with the evil

e)'0 of the Devil of Multifariousness,—causing shaki-

ness of mind.J

Yogmdsishtha,

* mra ^ !IT I

.

.^tgsiTiT. I

5ri^frr!Ttr% ^ ii

•T«ITj(lsr.



CDXXIV-CDXXVI.

pEARLESSNESS, pnrity of heart, steady application to

the yoga of gnosis, charity, self-control, sacrifice, ful-

filment of duty, austerity, straight-forwardness, universal

love, truthfulness, absence of anger, renunciation, peacefnl-

nes3,freedom from jealousy, compassion for all beings, firmness

of mind, softness of heart, modesty, calmness, agreeable

awfulnesB, forbearance, fortitude, pnrity, forgiveness, freedom

from self-assertion, these, oh Bh&rata 1 are ever present in him

who is born to Life of the Higl^er Self.f

Bhagamdgitd.

WSI 311^^5 II

ifiwnan. II

>Rr; ^HT ^Tli: !nfimn%iri i
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ODXXVII.

JJYPOCRISY, impudence, self-assertion, anger, liarsh-

n'ess, arid ignorance, are seen in tliose who, oli Son of

Prtlia I ^ire ‘born to Life of the Lower Self/

BJiagavadgitd.

CDXXVIII.

XyHA T he ^/(?<?5and what he thhh, that he becomes,]

Brhaddranyako'panislmL

CDXXIX-CDXXXL

being ever lives of Prana or Apdna
;
all beings live of

the thing that transcends them, of the thing in

which they live. I shall explain *to thee, once more, the

eternal, esoteric, Brahman. ;
1 shall tell thee, oh (lantama !

what becomes of the sonl (who knows not Brahman) after

death. Some of these return into the womb of woman for

farther incarnation, others assimilate themselves with immov-

able things,—all in accord with the acts they hove done, the

Idea they have lived4

Kathopanidtad,

t anr li

I !T Hiotsf ncqf I

g 3rf^i% ii

Jl«n gw ni^r aficRf II

17
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(^DXXXII.

TN those who do not apply themselves to real Yoga, there

can be no sense of spiritual culture ;
nor firm realization

of the Idea. Want of realization of the Idea results in want of

peace, and want of peace in want of happiness.*

BhagavadgitL •

CDXXXIII—CDXXXIV.

^EITHER speech nor mind, nay not even the eye, can

realize It
;
liow can It be realized in any category other

tlian Being. It should he realized as (pure) Being, through

proper analysis of both (its conditioned and unconditioned

forms) ;—On him breaks the light of the Essence (beyond

Being as well as non-Being) who tlius re alizes Itf

Kathopanishad.

CDXXXV.

O UBJECT is coloured with object, and object is coloured

with subject
;
both, again, are coloured witli the sense of

‘egoism,’ on the destruction whereof is, tlierofore, realized the

oneness of Atman^X

Na islikarmyasiddhi.

fiT: II

t rr^T^T m =1 i

va >3
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CDXXXYL

J^GOISM is plainly not destroyed, till all forms and
conventions which hold thee hist in honda^^m, as in a

ca^^c, are not anniiiilated to the extent of leaving? absolu-

tely nothing for, remainder.*

Yoijnxasishtliii.

CDXXXVll.

l^EING, perception, pleasure, name, and form, these live

make up all objects whatever
; Ihe first three make up

Brahman^ the rest this world.!

Drydfhjavivcka,

CDXXXVIII.

^OME may cognize the ever blissful, the ilhiminator of all

illumination whatever, even ])y not cognizing It thus.!

Atnmivirana.

c,

3Ti?T ^ II
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ODXXXIX.

(C AID Yajnavalkya i—Oli love ! the husband is dear not

for himself, but for oneself, the wife is dear not for

herself, hut for oneself No one thing

is dear for itself, but for ourself ;—this Self should be seen,

studied, contemplated, assimilated ;
oh sweet Maitreyi’I

the study, contemj)latioii, and assimilation of Self leaves

nothing to know.*

Brhadciranya IcopanisfmL

CDXL-ODXLL

OAID Yajnavalkya: It may be seen after the following ill ns-

trations : Tlie ocean is the one resort of all water; the

skin is the ultimate sphere of all touch
;
the tongue is the one

ground of all taste; the nose is the one basis of all

smell : the eye is the one field of all form
;

the ear is

the one place of all sound
;
the mind is the one source of all

ideas ; the heart is the one fountain of all knowledge
; , . .

the AVord is the one truth of all the Vedas :—even thus is It

the one of all and every being. Put a luni[) of salt in

water, it melts into the water of which it came
;
you can never

grasp it afterwards ; it is all salt, every drop of water you

may touch. So indeed, oh dear one I is this great, endless

unlimited Being,—all thought. (The universe) coming of

* « fr^rr'^ ^ aft anm?! tO: srutf?

qfff: ftift ^ arr aft snqtl qjwrq sirm Riqi qirqi’i

srrar ftiir i qr aft qirnraflq fsfq

at m aqjTicar qft sraaq: sfia# afaaft
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this, melts’ away into this, and being thus lost, loses alldis-
tinction whatever.*

BrhadayawfakopaaUlmL

CDXLII—CDXLV.

r|^HB following may serve for fit illustrations Wlien a drum
is being beaten it is difficult to catcli all tlie noise that pro-

ceeds from of it
; the drum itself being seen, the whole of the

noise that follows the beating is grasped without mistake. When
the conch is being blown it is difficult to mark all the sounds

tliat blow themselves ont to all directions; the conch being seen

the whole of the sound that blows through it is marked without

fail. When the Iyer is being played upon, it is difficnlt to

observe the notes passing one into the other ; the lyre being

secu.the music flowing through itisseeuin a moment. As from

fire fed with wet fuel arise sparks and smoke and the like, so

is all this, oh dear one ! the mere spontaneous breath of the

j;reat the the J'cyV/’m/ffl, the Sdmreda, the

Athanaxeda, all history, all mythology, .all science, all jihilo-

^ ?T»Tr 3# !Tr??t ^ , ,

agf«if!i H ns
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Sophy, all poetry, all aphorisms, all commentaries, all

parables ;—everything is Its breath *

BrhaddrnyaJwjxhi ishad,

(JDXLVI-CDXLVIIL

good one ! oneform of clay furnishes the cine to all that

is made of clay ; all evobites being mere names, mere

play of words ;
tlie real ground of them all being all caly and

nothing else. One Jorm of gold reveals the nature of all

forms of the same metal ; all evolutes being mere names, mere

play of words ;
tlie real ground of them all being all gold and

nothing else. One form of iron leads to all forms whatever

of the same metal
;
all evolutes being mere names, mere play

of words ; the real ground of them all is all iron and nothing

else. Thus oh good one ! should l)e understood what I ex-

plained to thee (in the words Tiiou art That).!

( ldn'indo(jyo]mnhhad,

* Jim ^

!j»Tr Cm ^

n fi5fT jrfta: ii

'a

|fcTfT5:

II

t !i«ir m pnii

5?Tg; « i

«

?mr fCurC

II ’I II

5TIfl^C 5WII!jaiil?l^ II \ II
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CDXLIX.

T^VERY one derives his faith from the inmost tendency of

his heart
;
the man is all Aiith, he is that wliich he /ms

faith in.*

BJmgavadgifa,

ODL.

^HO thinks Brahman is naught becomes naught ; he is

all being who knows Ihvltman to be.f

To ittiriyopa nishad.

(DLL

whole world is there is no anywhere ;

—

betake thyself to tliis view of things, and ix'st iji 2)eace,

thus (re-) gaining thy real seJf.t

Yogarusishfha,
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CDLIL

13?

man attached to ‘being/ is al| hing^ tbrng^tpUl,

identification with the Idea; the moth fpll of the idea oi

the bee becomes the bee*, f

Vivekachuddmanu

CDLIII.

JDENTIFY the mind with that which leads to good in the

end, which is all truth, which is everlasting, which is

above illusion, and which is not struck with the eye of evil

desire.t

Yogavasislitha,

CDLIV,

JDENTIFICATION with being leads to being^ identification

with emptiness leads to emptiness, and identification with

the All leads to supreme fullness. Study to attain the condition

of this fullness.

§

Aparokskdmhhuti.

* The allasioa obviously is to the real on supposed habit of yellow bees

here. It is said they lay hold of one of the small worms found in putrifying

substances an d close it up in their cell. When the cell is opened by the

bee after a time, the worm flies out a bee.

»rcf?niii,i

§ *ir!Tf?!Tr ft ft i

5f?ra??ir ft am u
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ODLV.

is no condition either of bond^^e or,liberation; tjiera!

i^.no duajity and no uuity
; it. U ail heing^Brafman,

out and out. This is the absolute truth *-

Yoffacdsisktha,

CDLVI.

fJpHE wise should fuse all speecli (and senses) into the mind,

' the, mind into the Self that discriminates (ciz.y huddki)*

the discriminating Self into the great Self ( riz., the first dif-

ferentiation in the Self called 7?ia/mt—egoism ), and he should

fuse this great Self into the Self, all.peacc and tranquility.t

Kathopanishad*

CDLVII.

JJAVING destroyed sense with sense, mind with mind*

egoism with egoism, 1 stand supreme as the residuum

of all4

Yogavdsishtha*

j i%f?i ^ B’lar i

srawi^-ii.

18
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CDLVIII.

USE for bow the word of glory {mm), fix the arrow, thy

individual Self, on the string; and being all attention, take

such unmissing aim as would dissolve the arrow in the target

—

Brahman*

Mmdukoimnishad.

CDLIX—CDLXL

^URN the vision inside out by and find the wliole

world all Brahman \ for, this is tlie true ‘ fixing of tlie

eye not that which consists in fixing it on tlie tip of the

nose. The eye should not be directed to tlie tip of the nose, but

to that wherein stands dissolved the triad of subject, object

and instrument. True Prandgama (control of breath) consists

in that control over the functioning of the mind, which

follows upon realization of all objects on the material and

mental plane, as in and of Brahman.]

Aparohshdn ubh iifi.

^1%: ^ 11
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CDLXIT—CDLXIII.

rpHE emptying (the mind) of the whole of illusion is the

true rechaka (the process of emptying the lungs of the

air they contain); the full realization of the idea‘l am

l]rahman ’ is the true pnraha (the process of filling the lungs

with air drawn iir from without); and the firm steady snste-

iianee of the mind on this conviction is the true Kambhaka

(the retention of tlio air inhaled). This is the true Franaydmd

of the enlightened; fools find it only in torturing tlie nose.*

Apdroki^hdnubhHfi,

(U)LXIV—(DLXVr.

Him death never desires to overpower who wears not on his

heart the badge (^f that necklace which has tlio vices for

pearls held togeilier by the thread of iiiibndven ‘latcMit desires

Heath overpowers him not wliom auger, tlie fire {radaranaln)

burning at the bottom of the ocean, this l)ody, and parching

up the waters of discrimination, has no power to affect. The

oil-mill presses the mixed heap of hard s{‘samnm-seeds intn

an indiscrimimite mass -—death overpowers him not who is

not similarly pressed by tlie bodiless god, Cupid, into a mass,

all indiscriminate and contnsed.t
^ i .1

} oganmmfKu

^ 5^i'5fur
^ u

^ q II
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CDLXVIIi

^ROUSE the mind if it fall into lethargy
!
pacify it back

into its place if it run out
;

persuade it by proper

knowledge if it tend to the objective touch it not when it

has found the condition of evenness.*

Gaudapaddcharija,

(R)LXVIII.

^j,XOSIS, the fire which burns up the straw of desire and

hope, is all that is meant by the word 8amddhi^\ not at

all the attitude of silence and contemplation4

,
Yogamsishtha,

(‘]1)LXIX.

T ET the mind function out into the condition beyond distrac-^
tion ;

let it, then, take on the form of the idea ‘ I am

and let it lastly subside into entire forgetfulness

of all modification whatever. This is the real ecstacy of

gnosis,\

Aparokshamhhati,

mm mm u

•j- Rendered into English by the words concentration, abstraction, con-

templation, fixing of the mind, and so on. I would prefer the rendering

trance, ecstacy, and when we have the adjective Nirvikalpa attached to

Satnddhi I would add the adjective absolute to that rendering.

t : I

httk: =1 g : ||

§ 5*1 :

1
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ODLXX.
sees all acts whatever as being done by nature and

nature alone, finds himself ever unrelated to the act.^

Bhagavmlgitd.

CDLXXI.

fJpHE absolute sense of universal Being is realized only then,

when consciousness, void of all tliat it makes conscious,

loses itself in the Self, being purified of all relation even like

the idea of non-existence.

f

Yogavdsiiihtha.

(IDLXXII—ODLXXIIL

gogin who finds happiness has his rcsting-

place within, and receives light from witldn.\ and being

Brahman, finds supreme extinction in Brahman, Sages find

extinction in Brahman who, free from all dross, ever rise

above duality, being all self-control and universal love4

Bhdgavatagitd,

a?r ii

9 qiifir ii

5T5J i

flml'qr JfaiwH: wi: ii
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CDLXXIV.

^HEN all thinking is put out by complete identificatioa

with the idea of noii-existeuce, then indeed does

consciousness, the coniiuon substratum of all, ripen into the

absolute sense of universal Bein^.*

Yogadasishtha.

(^DLXXV.

JJE is said to be firm in the Essence who content in Self

with Self, clears, oh Son of Frthal his mind of every

trace of desire whatever.!

• Bhagadadgitd,

ODLXXVI.

jj^ET love and its kind by all means remain; tlieir mere

existence can certainly <^ive no oHence
;
for Aoidgd,

tlie she-serpent now deprived of her poisonous fangs, is power-

less to do any harm.!

In the tTicanmukticiccka^

t nuftfir i

=*nra3ftar.

I nnw: ai«rrfts'KT«if^ i
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c:dlxxvii.

T^NJOYMENT well enjoyed through gnosis conduces to

supreme conteiitmeufc
; tlie tliief, admitted into company

with knowledge of him as tkie/, becomes more a friend than

a foe.*

Yogavdsishtha,

CDLXXVni.

rj^HE knower of the Essence, enjoying all pleasures of tlie

senses, and also realizing the bliss of Ih'ahnum^ may
derive both temporal as well as spiritual pleasure even liko

one having knowledge of two languages.!

Fanchadas'l*

CDLXXIX.

J
believe him liberated (for ever) who performs every act,

without tlie idea of liis doing it, taking it to be only a

part of the multifurious spontaneous action of nature (one

with his own self)-!

Yogamsishtha.

* ft i

«f: 5RT^3 a ^ II
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CDLXXX—ODLXXXL
JpIXED abode, desire of fine pots etc., for use, laying by a

store, the taking of pupils, sleeping by day, vain talk ';—

six degrade the ascetic into bondage. That mendicant

ftills in no time who consciously parts with his semen and

who begins to lay by a store of wealth.*

Smrti,

CDLXXXIl—CDr.XXXIII.

rpHE woman addicted to another, never ceases to taste the

elixir of heV lover’s company, even when all intent on

the discharge of her household duties. The wise finding

sweet rest in the supreme undefiled Essence, continue for ever

to enjoy it within, though going in the ways of the world,

without, t

Fanchiuhi^i,

ODLXXXIV.

J^ELATE thyself not with the fntnrc, nor with wliat has

gone by, live the present out with smiling hcart.|:

Yogai-dsistha.

g# I

. ^RT!.

t !ttfr I

II
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CDLXXXV.

fire well.Ughtedhnrn8
. the fuel to ashfes', so does the

. fire of ghosh reduce, oh Arjum t all Karm whatever to
the merest dost.**

Bhagavadgitd,

CDLXXXVI.

rpHE consciousness of ‘self Implied in the ‘ ego,’ the subject,
and the consciousness Qf ‘ belonging ’ implied in the

‘mine’ attached to objects when both these consciousness^
(so to speak) are emptied of all content whatever, then indeed
does one become i\it.hnower of Self.f

• •

Upaaeaasdlmri,,

CDLXXXVII.

'pHUS the «TO>M'-wood, tliis self, being constantjy wCrked
upon with this other piece of wood, contemplati(5n, -there

arises the flame of burning up all ignorance .what-

ever.! .

Atmabodka,

|ir=TFfir: ?t«ii ii

t*9iffJi9irOTfraf i
•

t airsnw^ awt^ i .

’

19
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CPLXXXVIII.

w eiyoys the ecstacy ofabsolute trance who, in consequence

of the ^sorbing pleasure of self-realisation, rises above

all such means as words* and objects, and e^r stands like the

jet of a lamp in someplace protected from ther breeze.*

prgdrsyaviveka.

CDLXXXIX.

fpHE liberated is ever that Being who is the goal of al]

philosophic reasoning, who is the conviction of everj

heartf who is the All, is everywhere, who is everything.f

YogavdsisMa,

CDXC.

is liberated even against his wish who gains that fal

consciousness of self which dispels the illusion identi

fying self with the body;“Ccn8ciousnes8 as strong and firm ai

the knowledge he had while under the illusion.^

Upademsdhas7i.

5^ It
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CDXCI.*

^APABLE of distingnishing good from evil, ever in
SQpreme peace gained through cured of its

native restlessness, • my mind stands,- oh* sage 1 in perfect
cfilm.*

YogaeSksishtha.

CDXCII.

JJALP of ignorance is destroyed by free exchange of
thought, half of the remainder is dispelled by applica-

tion to philosophy, the rest fades away in. the light of self-

reflection, t

Yogwdaishtlm.

OEXCIII.

JDENTIFICATION with ignorance resulting in obscuration

^
(of the light of Self) disappears 'with the rise of gnosis ;

the distracting power of ignorance awaits fulfilment of the

causes governing the present embodiment. J

Panchadaisi.

t fJm: afw *im: 1
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CDXCIV—eDXGVI. •

gow to me, thi^ Self, void of conacioasfiess and that which

• it makes conscious, void of subject arid object, of all

naihes whatever self-illumined for once and for ever. Hail

again to me, all re^t and peace> the high mountain of supreme

bliss, smilingunder the sky cleared of all clouds ofegoism, fresh

after complete extinction of the wild, devastating conflagra-

tion of hope. To the lamp of love burning bright with its

wick of spontaneous ideas* without any material oil ;—to the

light of iiner consciousness, tho self-sustained, sustainer of

the intellect and all that depends on it ;—right hearty wel-

come, right joyous greeting I

CDXCVIl.

he realises all and every distinction of being as

fused into one supreme unity, • then, indeed, doeg he

.get that expansion which easily makes him BraJmmi.]

Bhagamdgitd^

JTfwmlssra II

.

•:
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CDXCVIII.

SUBJECT, object, iDstrnmeut, time, space, categories,

^ being, non-being, phenomena, all areform& ofthat earth

which is the blessed Self *

• Yogd'c^sishtha*

CDXelX—D.

T IGHTNESS, health, peace, beauty aud grace, melodious

^ yoice, profuse fragrance, scanty discharge in obeying

calls of nature ;—these ’^^nify the first-rfniits of Yoga, The

resplendent ball (of gold) encrusted with dust shines in

native lustre, on being carefully • washed
;
the self having

regained it Self shines alone, in the eternal .bliss of supreme

fulfilment.t
, ,

* cataropanutmL

A®'

DI.

J the sword flashes out of its sheath before tlie eye iu

dream, transcending the scheme of all cansatiou, so is

the /MOioer all self-effulgent (transcending the. five sheathst

and standing aboV^ all causation).

§

JJpades'asA.haari.

^InmRis?.

jjjit: g4t 4t>ia|fh iwrt »

i Material, vital, sensual, tntellectuar, and seBii-spiritnal (anna, J>rd>u».

mf^mSf vijndmf dnanda).
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BIL

fJ’HOU mayest realize the distinction between this world and

Brahman to be as unsubstantial as the distinction

between void and Akat^a.*
'

*
,

DHL -

^HOSE are the enlightened great souls of this world who

happeil to be firmly fixed in eternal unborn evenness

;

the world can not even dream of it.f

daudapMiichdmja.

DIV.

QIGHT of the Supreme breaks asunder the knot (of egoism)

the heart, dispels all doubts, * extinguishes allin

Karma.t

Muiidakopanishad,

•t sfSr I ^ gftfJwr; T

' % ^ ^fTIFRT^^ !T II

•Diwi'iwft..
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DV.

fJ'HB bliu4e«t sensualist finds in his naother the irremovable

bar to the excess of his indulgence
; the man of the

sharpest intellect forgets himself in the ultimate resort of all

thought and all bliss, Brahman,^

Vivehachudamani,

DVI.

^HBEEFORB, the knotvei* of J5m^?waw'»flni8bing off all

learning, should wish to be strong in the Self, and finish-

ing off even this strength as well as that learning he should try

to become the silent one. Finishing off learning and strength

and silence he becomes the true Brdhmana^ the real knower

of Brahman, What, indeed, makes.the Brahmana? Whatever

may make the Br&lmana^ he cannot bo other than the one

thus described ; all beside is vain and worthless.f

Bfhaddranyakopanuhad^

DVII.

TDOWDER of the kataka-^i^oo^X putjnto water settles

down with the mud that makes it impotable. Gnosis,

. * uRffr i

t f?tsT?ist?«w trtP»?iw PffSr-

^ h stwt:^
. gfftTTtWTfiWU..

^

J Lwgelyussdin Benarw and other plwes when the wntere of the

Ganges turbid during the rains.
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constantly pat in, disappears vith the ignorance which ren<

ders*the soal all tnrbid, leaving it in the native parity of

it-Self> •

hmkodha.

•• DVIII-DIX.

TOOTHING moves him (to love or hate) who finds all

.

beings in himself and himself in all beings. What can

dejttsion or. sorrow mean then ? when to the ^nmer realizing

unity of the All, every particle has become his Self.f •

Isopanishad,

DX.

NOSIS having shown^ the absolute non-existence of the

objective, supreme peace of liberation is ' fhlly realiz-

ed in the mind’s being wiped clean of all and' every object

whatever,

t

Panchadaii,

* ami’ll iTHiwmrnli Pufea i

f II

suTwi^rw!.

jnit '*»
ii

wst ^ Htf: II .

I sireflfir al^lw »pr^ •

.
?fait <m PnjhtH|Nt: ii
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DXL

J^XPEMENCE in the light of gnosis dissolving every

impression it may leave behind,—this sleep in waking,—is

the real nature of those who know, liberation is only the

highest developnmnt of this nature.*

Yogaddsishtha^

DXIL

QAID Yi\jnavalkya :—This is not the Self, this is not the

Self ;
the incomprehensible is never comprehended, tlio

indissoluble is never dissolved, the unconditioned is never con-

ditioned, the unpained is never pained, never put out thou

oh Janaka I hast realized entire fearlessncss.f

BrhaddranyakopanislmL

DXIIL

fpHE night of all beings is wakefulness of the real sage
;
the

wakefulness of all beings is the night of the sileiit seer.j:

Bhagamdgitd,

Hsr^s^efr ^^ ^ ^ II

20
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DXIV.

rpHE bliss of Brahman I’^Bipeech. and mind fall back

baffled and abashed ;
all fear vanishes in the knowing

of that bliss.*

Taittiriyopanhhad.

Dxv:

^HE silent oue^ the knower ever resting in the Self, may

walk, stand, sit, lie down, or do anything at his

sweet will.f

Viukachudamani*

DXVL
T do not see, for, I have no eyes ;

without ears, how can I

hear ? I cannot speak, for, I have no speech ;
without

mind how. could I find the world of mind ?t

Lfpades'asdhasri,

DXVIL
rpHERE is none superior to me in self-knowledge, none in-

^
ferior to me in ignorance; who unknowingly knows

thus, is' the greatest knoioer of Brahman,^

Naiskkarmyasiddhi*

W

t 3f^g|r«r ^ i

3 f?r: ii

§ *1 I

i(3i3rr!f^,fSruTHrfir «f: 5 srufirr^n: ii
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DXVIII.

J^EITHER knowable nor unknowable; neither gpoken nor
nuspoken; neither liked nor dislikal; impossible of

retaining in any mental presentation
; nay not possible to

fix in contemplation even for a moment
; all bliss through and

through ; beautiful in the deep sense of ecstatic self-realiza-
tion ; this my-Self wonderfully dissolves the world in the
sudden flash of its abundant light.*

So&rdjyasiddhi,

DXIX.

gEPARATE, unique, one, multifarious, knowable, knower,
motive, mover,—these and other imaginings of the

same kind, where could they find room in mo all One ?t

Vpademsakasri,

DXX.

J^GOISM having disengaged itself from the body, and
having been dissolved in the light of Supreme Self, the

mind stands in blissful trance wherever it goes, whatever it

directs itself to.f

Drgdr'syamteka,

*
ST gBtqsft

=T iRfr sirMl ST jsreqfloi: I

ST srifSTl sf

t Sflsir I

fW ?rmT *1^11

J 'TWRTTtH i

Tm sr% iTTf «T5r wrw ii
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DXXI.

/TZNOW that to be the best Voffo) wherein the mind held

fast in steady application finds supreme rest, wherein

seeing Self with Self (in all things whatever) it loses itself in

the bliss of Self.*

BhagamdgitL

DXXII.

rpHE native form of the subject, highly transcendent like

Aka'm, self-illumined for once and for ever, unborn, one,

immutable, unconditioned, all-pervading, without a second ;—

1

am this, the ever liberated word of glory.f

Upadesasd/mri.

DXXIII.

All beings in Self, and Self in all beings thus sees he

who, with his Self full of Yoga, has acquired that eye

which is even to allj

Bhagamdgitd,

«



liberation.

DXXIV.

1B7

has had a dip in the holy waters of all sacred rivers • hehas given the whole earth in pions irift • ^ ^ !
a thousand sacrifices

; he has satisfied all the gods inlieaven •

he has lifted his Ancesters out of the circle of Ltli and death

’

he deserves worship of all the three worlds ;-the manwhose mind has, even for a moment, tasted of peace in theabsorbing idea of
^ ” *

Miscellmicout,

DXXV—DXXVII.

^EITHER love nor hate, neither ambition nor illusion,
neither pride nor the least tinge of jealonsy, no good'

spiritual or tomperal, no desire, no liberation;-! am’
none of these, I am all bliss, the bliss all eternal con-
sciousness. Holiness or unholiness, happiness or misery, in-
cantation or holy pilgrimage, scripture or sacrifice, none of
these belong to me

; not even the enjoyed, the enjoyer, or the
sense of enjoyment

; I arn all bliss, the bliss all eternal con-
sciousness. Death I fear not, caste I respect not, father,
mother, nay even birth, I know not, relatives, friends I

iiW jnpT5.u
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recognize not, teacher and.pnpil I own not

I

am all bliss,

the bliss all eternal consciousness.*

^’mkardchdrya^

DXXVIIL

J
am Brahman^ not at all of the world, never apart from

Brahman ; I am not the body, nor have I any body

wliatever ;^I_am the unconditioned, eternal, One.t

S'ankar&chdrya,

DXXIX.

rjiHIS mortal habitat brought about or carried off ])y

chance :—the accomplished, inasmuch as he has found

him-Self, recks not whether it stands or falls, even like the

* ST $ n

ST «fJTf ar ^t»if St WiTt ST ^t^-

f^t!ts?Tf?T: II

»r 2"!! sf qtq q sr 5:^

S( HS^ ST^ ;q jJirr: I

at? sirirst ^IKT ST sttTfil

fitllsf II

sr IT gt^TtST ST ?r srtftt^?:

ftftr^q strai ST 3Tai I

ST qs^sT fira 3#q
f^?tsrs??:q: Ms? flrqls?^ il

sTiwq^qt^.

t Trdqrt q q qi? mni^ 1

qr? q *1 Ttqttrq; 11

sTTisrf^tsqqq;.
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tlrnnkard blind witi intoxication who recks not whether the
cloth ho livoftrs rom&ins or falls away.*

Bhagamta.

DXXX.

being fall of nnity, sees not, as in sleep, tlie least
trace of duality, though seeing it in entire wakefulness

;

who though acting is, for the same rca8on,entirely at rest
he and no one else is verily the true knower of Self.f

Upades'asdhasri,

DXXXI.

feels not any attachment for the senses or objects

peculiar to the senses, nor for any action whatever, and
who has renounced all mental creation of every description

;

he has attained the highest pitch of Voga.X

Bhagavadgitd.

>Tr»TW?.

t ssrmRr ^ 'Tprfir 54 g grg[g?gfT: 1

tPTT ^ g: 5 Ptqg: u

HnfjOm.
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DXXXII-DXXXIII.

JJE is all taste and refinement, yet all insipid ;
he is merci-

less yet fondness itself towards relatives ;
he is cruel

yet all compassion ; he is beyond desire, yet deep in the whirl

of all desire. All care and anxiety without like the rest of

Mankind, yet all quiet and calm within, he stands as ‘if

possessed, though ever unpossessed.*

Yogaxidaishtha,

DXXXIV.

J^EGALING all content in the nectar of gnosiSy fully

satisfied in supreme fulfilment of every duty, there

remains nothing for the yogin to do
;

if anything remain,

he must be just so many removes behind gnosia,]

In the Jimnrmiktmukat

DXXXV.

rpiiE least of a thing is greatest if it comes without trouble to

any one, without seeking it of the wicked, and without

the least pang at heart.J

Mahdbhdrata,

#

t R5T I

I arfRi 'irgRTTH'TRr i

'5IIWR H^qifPr as^ ii



i^esatkhj..

DXXXVI.

lei

-fts monll Ofall. „oiie, «h Mailrejai will ,how il u

In the Jimmuktimeka.,

DXXXVII.

J
am I am the creator, I am fhe enjoyer";-tho8e
wjio thus know are lost ‘to gnosis as also to the-

purifying forms of external worship;—they are on the highway
to materialistic Atheism.t • .

<=> i

Vpades'asotkasri.

DXXXVIII.

QH G4rgi ! who performs the sacrifice, who nnJergoos
tlie severest penance even for several thousands of years,

all without knowledge of this Immutable Essence, meets only
with that gopd which is snre to cud.- Who passes away,
dear G9xgi! from this world, witliont knowledge of this Immu-
table Essence, goes away, alas! with the tight bond of narrow-

•
' T!

* 9$ 5 <5^ 5jl I

^ *18J ^TR^qt ^ bw? 11

•q4 -
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ness about his heart ; he alone who passes away iji the know-

ledge of this Immutable Essence is the real Br&hmana,*

Brhadciranyakopaniahad,

DXXXIX.

heart of tfio wicked never melts into goodness, though

he should be deep immersed in the Vjuddiita ; not a

particle of the Mainakaf is sceii to soften where he hides

himeelf from eternity under the waters of the deep4

JaganndtL

DXL.

^^LWAYS^ at their best white tarlkiug ©f Brahman^ but with-
’

out the heart having at all become It, being all coloured
'

with love of the world ;—these too, arc* ignorant fools of the

first degree, never free from the circle of death and birth. §

AparokMmhhieti,

1
—*—•

* qt m !i5T^ ^5^

9 ^ mr<T 5rrii"i: |i •.

f Son of the Himalaya
;
ho deserted his father and took refuge under

the waters of tlie ocean when Indi a began to cut off the winga

Diojintains with his thunderbolt.

X (kssitiflsf^ I

*
5t«l5rW:.

§ f5t3t Sfftfierfqt snfJror: I

•
'?iwifr(66m 5fi ?iri% ^ ii

•rrflws#;.
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PXLL •

does not know, kmw%
; who knom^ does not know

j

It is known to those who do not know, It is not known
to those who know,*^

.
‘

.
Kenopanhhad,

DXM. .

rpHE laddie helps to prepare a variety of viands, but it

never knows the taste of any one of them he knows all

the foitV Vedas, and Institutes of Daty without end, hut the

poor thing knows not the essence of them Vi\\-^BniJman.\

UttamgitL

DXLIII-^DXLIV.

^HAT deluded soul is verily a hypocrite wlio, holding the

active organs in full control,
^
sits mentally meditating

upon objects of sense. He, oli Arjuua ! is the' best of all who •

excersing mental control over the senses, leaves their activity

to work itself out in the way oi Rama, thus ever remaining

unattached (to the result)4

BhagavadgM.

* m i

•
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• DXLV,

A TTACHMENTtoany onfeofthemanyfieJds which the mind

. visits for exercise is the surest sign of ignorance;

greenness is certainly impossible in the' tree that conceals a

consuming fire in its hollow* •
.

'
‘

- Naishkarmyasiddhu

3XLVI-DXLVI1L

npHE swimmer, having safely carried many, to the other side

of the stream, is drawn into tlie whirlpool, aifti is carried

beyond all help. Those, on the other side, wKp feel grateful

for , his help* pity him, others j)ass on in indifference. The

knower caught into the whirlpool of words and technicalities,

those pity who having reached the other side of all words

and all forms feef yet grateful for his help.f

Atmajuiruna.

5rrf55m Jiwfjr: fret nf): ii

t m n?rr i

• '
•

II

'

nert *r i

»r5PAT ^
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DXLIX.

rjiHAT Wer of Self who yet deals in give and take has
• not padnated himself for Liberation.; Brahmm hS

vomitted him out for ever.*

Upades’qsdham.

: LL.

rpHE gods know hjm to be a Brdhmana^ who/ withoiitaiiy
upper garment or any clothing whatever, sleeping upon

no bed, and using nothing bat his hand for a pillow, ’ remains
ever at peaefe (withia and withoul>t

Smrii»

DLL

JJVjPN animals and ^Aechhas^ embodied or disembodied,' are-

all undoubtedly liberated in full, if they have attained to
the condition of this gnofiis.\

Yogavdsishtha.

*
?irT^?i'irTr=T(Tr i

St '9 ^9^ ^RTlsIr gern ii

t 3T3ntlJiTO’wg«Rti?'>f5rrf^!ta I

?iR(t ef^ hwt n

‘ '

t nmr ^ i

^ ^ 5^T 'fW II
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Dili!

(J^HE wise grieves nofc, having seen the unbodied Self pervad-

ing all mortal forms, ever great, all-embracing,*-

Kafhopapshud,

DLIII-DLV.

S is the. being of things, the void-ness of void, or the

being with forms
,
of forms, so is this universe of

chidak^m. That whereof comes the whole^ universe at the

e^id of sleep, and that wherein it dissolves itself at the ilioment

of rest, is this chiddkdsa. Misery overpowers not that ascftic

who ever remains in the condition which *
is being daily

experienced between the point* where sleep begins and the

point where wakefulness ends.f

.

‘
* YogaMsishtha^

t w I

OrfHf I

.
^ n

^ ST u
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DLVL

m

rpHE ring ofthis cosmos can hardly suffice for the enjoyment

of the high-minded hnower ; the flutter of a tiny fish

can produce hut a scant rnfiie on the surface of the deep/

JBhartrkari,

DLVII.

TTE who is harmonised in Self, who finds full bliss Tu Self, and

who is all content in Self, has • no call of duty (to

disturb him)/

BhagavadgitL

DLVIII.

ri^HOtJGH iMilnug part in all intercourse of every kind,

like all ordinary men, he soars constantly above all

beings, conscious or unconscious/

•Yogavastshtha^
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i)LIX. .

TF of he knows his self as the 'Self, .what dedfe, what

object, should burn his body hi the fever (of care and

•anxitey).* •
. .

Brhaddranyakopanishad, .

* DLX.

•T^ITH mind attuned to Me, with the whole of their, vital

enAgy fully harmonised in Me, ever enlightening one

another, ever talking of Me, they engage themselves in tliis

pleasing pastime of eternal contentment.

f

BlmgmadgitL

• ' DLXI:
.

^HINK of It, speak of It, enlighten one another in It

this is fntt devotion to- the idea of Oneness,•this, the wise

call study of Brahman.

%

Bancliadadi.

....
I nyKtWBw^wr

^ swiwmf ii

TO^fr.
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DLXll.

calamity, oh Lord of the Universe ! visit ns here, there
and everywhere, that we may have the benefit of thy

holy presence, and of the (coosequent) absence of the

necessity of re-entering this world *

Bhdgatata,

DLXllL

^HE irrevocable love which the indiscriminate have in

objects (of sense);—may that very love never fade from my
heart while it yet continues to be full of thy holy memory.!

Panckadas'i*

DLXIV*

fpitE sage reconciled in the perfect rest of Self, freed from

the ties (of egoism and ignorance), keeps up strong

loving devotion to the mighty one, Without any cause what-

ever, for, the Lord is all love.J

Bkdgavata.

cafmj^iT^cr: II

j»fl fR:

«
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DLXV.

^ BEAT souls, ever at rest iu the Self, all light, and stand*

ing at the height of development, are always as firm

within as mount Mern, though appearing as fickle without as

the tip of a feather.* . ,

DLXVI.

VTEITHER joy nor sorrow, neither movable nor immovably

. fixed, neither being nor non-being, nay not even the

intermediate between these opposites so is described the

mind of the enlightened.t

*
Yogavdsishtha,

DLXVIL •
•

npHB army engaged in close battle, in a picture, fights all

unmoved ;
the wise, though deep in intercourse with the

world, stands equally even in all conditions.J

* JifTOTin: Jtpir; I

!T »i«i itrOitmt fk|:

«

t ^5?R!iTgwr?frw i

wsr ««im irw ^ ii
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DLXVIII.

rpHE Vedas, the Smrtisj constant study of the Purdna$^
^

close application to the subtleties of philosophy what

do these avail I What, indeed, is the use of that whirl of cere-.

iqonM worship which at best lodges the weary soul in some

hovel of the village called Heaven I Conscious harmony in the

blissful condition of Self, the great-jomZaya-fire of the net of

misery born of the bondage of this world ;—all, saving this,

are but the toys of (spiritual) pedlary.*

Bkartrfiart,

DLXIX/

pONSOIOUSNESS imagining itself into the act, takes on

^
the result of that act ;

consciousness not imagining it-

self into the act, is ever free of the resnlt.f

Yogavdsishtha*

II

»t^'-
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PLXX.

T^HERE could that be invoked which fiUa all space?

where is the seat of that which is the seat of all ? Of

the ever clean, what can be the wash or the offering of honour?

To the ever pure, what the drink that purifies within i*'
^

S'ankardckdrya,

PI4XXI.

J
have no distraction, and therefore no trance ;

distraction or

trance are all incidents of the mind under power of

attraction,

t

Upades'asdhasru

PLXXII-DLXXIII.

^HE idea which consciousness, at first, imagines, of itself,

as its own form, that it continues to be even to the

present day. The same consciousness may, by yet another

effort of greater strength, take the opposite form, and so

on and on, in proportion to the effbrt it should put forth.f

Yogavdsishtha,

qf qqtf^J qqq; qqiflwltq: 11

t qq?aqRq% w qqq ^qr 1

qq?ft5fftq qqiftqq^ tt

5qq% q^q qk

qiWT nqrqqt qi| q^q q?nT jq; u

#qqrt^tq.
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DLXXIV,

t^BITHER teacher nor book, neither pnpil nor teaching,

neither you nor I, neither this nor that;—the light of

Self, intolerant of all doubt whatever, I am all pure bliss,

the one rmduum of the many thus denied**

S’ankaraMrya.

DLXXV.

TTE who relates not his ‘ ego ’ with the act as doevy nor his

mind with the result as sufferevy never kills nor does the

act even if he should destroy all the three worlds at a stro^^t

Bhagamdgitd. .

DLXXVL

rpHE patient Br^hmam having known It should harmonise

^
himself in the Self, he should not be deluded away by

words ;
it is mere waste of breath-t

Brkaddrmgakopanhkad.

t m HTff

S

t ^ ^

t f^tnq «irf f mm- 1.

5TT3«q(i?i55?9^m^T^
**
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DLXXVII.

rpflE wis* haviag found the path of gno»i$, indirect and

direct, from the study of boots, should cast them away

even like straw after thrashing the rice out of it.*

Panehadajii.

DLXXVIII.

rpHIS is the truth; I know no change, for, there can he no

cause to change, there being all oneness out and out. No

spiritujil merit or deinerit, no liberation or bondage, nor have

I any Varnn or As’rawi, for, I have not the body of which

these are accidents.t

Upades^asdkasri.

DLXXIX.

Q'ANKHYA, S'aiva, PAnchariltra, Jaina, Mim&nsfi., none of

^ these philosophies do I profess ; I am that pure con-

'wrrti.
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sciobsncBs, the subject of distinct self-experience, all
bliss, the one residuum of the many thus denied

S'anlatrdehAryit,

DLXXX.

JN the tlaties of Varm and A»ra.rm some, in madness others
take delight; in child-liko innocence some, in stupid in-

difference others find their meed; lover, re veler, ascetic, to
no one grade of life the knower confines his choice.t

Svar&jyaaiddhi,

DLXXXL

^ perfect fool in one place, all royal splendour in another

;

at times in fond delusion, at times entire peace and
quiet; often in the slothful indifference of the boa

; the sub-
ject of the highest encomiums in one place, in another all

*
«T aiWf ST

5T SN ST gf I
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contempt, in a third entirely ^Otmotieed^thus ^oes al)ontthe

wise knower; ever happy in the highest bliss**

V{uhachJid&rmii,U

DLXXXIL

^HE ascetic, not straying away from the path of wisdom,

should so conduct himself as men, feeling rOpelled,

should seek not his company.!

HmriL

- DLXXXIIL

ignorant set up this panorama of objects, 1 wipe it

out as often ;
1 have faith in none

;
1 am not affraid of

the last penalty of Yama ;
I hate virtue ;

Self-satisfac-

tion is all I seek ;
the whole of my wonderful life spent

in cheating the world, none can understand.^

Svarajyasiddhi,

Itwi: i

5HI "



DLXXXIV.
'

means self-realization to me, all eternal realization
(from end to end); all duties have been done, all wishes

have been fulfilled, this is the most sure conviction (of my
heart.)*

Pancha^an,

DLXXXV.

J
neither do nor make do, I neither enjoy nor make enjoy,

i neither see nor make see
; I am the sclf-eirulgent Self

unlike every possible name or form.t

Vieekackuddrmni.

DLXXXVI-DLXXXVII.

^IIE knower and the ignorant are both equally snhject

each to his own previous Karma tlie knower, all

patience, know« no sorrow, the ignorant, ever unsteady, con-

tinues to grieve. Of two men passing on the road, both

being equally fatigued and the road before them being equal.

t an nnffirmft

4tfKrf^ ar nr?? i
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i!tsi wfaal^rsflsnrcm n
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he that knows treads jon patiently to the end, the poor

ignorant fool lingers behind bemoaning his lot.*

PanchadaH,

DLXXXVIII—DLXXXIX.

gLISS here attends the extremes of Intellect ;—the highest

which transcends Intellect, and the lowest which is far

below Intellect. The way between these extremes is the

way of worry and evil. A very thin partition divides ecstacy

from madness ;
for, in the former, the mind having lost all

faith is quite clear of every tinge of attachment.!

Bhdgamta; Yogavdsistha,

DXC.

JN all acts whatever, whether of commission or omission

there is nothing, save absence of attachment, to distinguish

the fool from the man of wisdom.!

*

II

t It »Rf: I
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DXCI.

J
loot with equal eye upon a poisonous snake or a garlandof flowers upon a strong enemy or a kind friend, upon acostlyjewel or a lump of earth, a bed of flowers or a slab fsZe!

a group of beautiful women or a eollection of useless straw •-
thus do I spend all my days in some holy solitude, all intent’on
the blissful syllable S'lva, 81va, S'iva.*

Bkartrkari,

DXCII.

j^EITHER action nor inaction are in me, ever one and with-
out parts; how can he act who is all one Self, a com-

pact mass, all-full and all-filling like the i/faw.f

Vmka,chvdmmi,

DXCIII.

^E is never overjoyed though often coming to good things
j

he stands firm as Mem under the direst calamity
; he

•
JTT fft ft ftfr qr

^ luj iTi inr inftR
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walks the world like a god, finding Self in the bliss of Self

in ipvery thing whatever,*

, SvisdjyaMddkC

DXCIV.

Chdnddla^ a twice-born, a S'udra^ an asceMc, a man of

intellect refined by application to gnoaisy the lord of

Yogins ;--thus described at the top of thoughtless prattle by

men conceiving each his own fancy, sages harmonised in

the Self wend their way neither angry nor proud of the

compliments thus bestowed.f

Bhartrharu

DXCV.

^HE knower catches, in the ecstacy of his heart the full

light ofthat Brahman which is indescribable, all thought,

all pure bliss, incomparable, transcending time, ever free,

beyond desire, resemlfling limitless Akasa^ having no parts and

admitting of no idea beside itself.!

Vivekackudamani,

* n nnii *[ii;

t Pwf am:

^ gfetrag’t frPra: u

^twm^er i



m
•DXCVI—DXCVII.

T^OES itmake any difference in this gem of heaven, the snn,

. if he is reflected in the waters of the Ganges or in the

gtream flowing through the scavenger’s street ? Does it make

any difference in .the Ak&sa enclosed in an earthenware or in

a jar of gold ? In that Thing, the inner being of all, the billow-

less ocean of native bliss and light, what means this great

delusion, this nightmare of separateness, creating distinctions

of BrdJtmana and Ghdndala and so on. The self-same consci-

ousness shines plainly in all the three conditions of waking,

dream and sleep ;
it is, moreover, the inner witness of all,—per-

vading even like a thread, all forms whatever from Brahmdi to

the tinniest ant Hewho has the firm conviction ‘ I am this

consciousness’, not the form it takes; let him be a Brdhmamox

a Chdnclala, my mind points to him as the real Master.

S'ankardchdrya,

DXCVIII.

TJASiUet! i* it broken! is it shattered to pieces! is it

dissolved ! is it pounded to dust 1 is it swallowei up

is it suddenly gone to decay !-the mind being put out. i

fernis?*

«

JK
^ 5IiR8Tf^ t

*
‘ .. j>Ki iii iLwnrg .
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do not find even a trace of the universe in the free depths of

my-self, the indescribable ocean of the bliss of Self-realization**

S^drdjyasiddhu

DXCIX,

A LL latent desire having died out, he looks upon the

world as all destroyed, as some unreal nightmare, as a

castle-in-the-air, or even as a painting which is nearly washed

off under a heavy downpour of rain.f

Yogawishtha*

DC,

"ORAHMAN is the dedication and Braj^man the offering
j

Brahman is the fire and Brahman the sacrificer ; it

must find its way to Brahman through this ecstacy of action

which is Brahman.X

BhagvadgitA,

I

jfPi 5tF^ ^ H

mkiwRiRr!.
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i.—Jlvanmiiktl.

DCI—DCV.

fJlHOUGH ever moving about in the world of experience,

the whole of it exists not for him ;—all-pervading ether-

like consciousness alone subsists. Such a one is called Jimn^

mukta. The expression of his countenance neither fluses nor

fades under pleasure or pain, he stands unmoved whatever

may come or go. Such a one is called Jivanmukta, Though

acting after every feeling, such as love, hate, fear and the like»

he who stands unaffected within like the Akdm^ is said to be the

real Jimnmukta (liberated while yet in this life). He whom

the world finds no cause to fear, and who is never afraid of

the world, ever beyond joy, and jealousy, and fear, is said to bo

the real Jimnmukta. With the woes of this world laid

entirely at rest, he who, though full of all learning and art

is yet without any, who, though with miud is without it, is

said to be the real JimnmuhtaJ

Yogavdsishtha.

sTrauTrarfH i

nntwnflHmjCT •

m H 5ftfyjfii II
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]5Wl-4)Oinn/

^REMBLING and othor mgns of fear subside, only by

degrees, even after knowledge of the snake as nothing

but a harmless piece of rope ; the same rope met with in dim

light, even after such knowledge, may yet 'become the same

terrible snake it once was. Thus previous Karma comes gradn-

ally to end by fruition through experience and not all at once by

any obstinate remedy ; nay, it is even possible for the immortal

one to temporarily feel his mortality in moments of such

fruition. This, however, is no flaw in the condition of gnosis

once realized, for, Jimnmukti is no observance, it is being at

harmony with the course of nature,*

Panchadaii,

DCIX-DCX.

LL even in weal or woe 5 all peace ; looking with equal

eye on a lump of earth or a mass of gold
;

unaifected

by likes or dislikes
; unmoved by praise or censure; all patience;

untouchedby respect or contempt
;
even-minded towards friends

or foes ;
initiating no act whatever such a one has really

risen beyond the Gams.^
Bkagamdgita,

fti II

55Bl5BnWt n
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DCXI-DCXII.

all desires infesting the heart are entirely given np,
the mortal becomes immortal and lives in Brahman

even here. The slough cast cfF by the serpent lies dead and
lifeless on the antrhill

; so even lies this body
; and the mortal

who is thus disembodied, while yet here, becomes immortal,

all life, all Brahman, all light.*

Brhadarawjak<ypaniahad,

ECXIII.

rpHE man of spiritual wisdom has acquired the eye which

looks evenly on a Brdhmana full of learning and virtue,

on a cow, on an elephant, on a dog, or on a low out-cast, t

Bhagamdgitdi

DCXIV.

rjiHE highest Self, all endless bliss, unconditioned limitless

consciousness, being realized, whether through the great

textsj or through Yoga, in all experience whatever, let (him)

* at ^ i

m srst ti

!n»ii I

t »rr?i®r nfir iferPr i

gfJr g ii

if.Wfl'flt.

t The great texts are such as ‘Thou art That ’ and the like, teaching unity of

consciousness throushout the world oJE subject and object.
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lose'himself inthe ecstacyof tMce or in deep intercourse

with the world, nay let him freely enjoy every object of

sense he has for ever lost all touch with bondage (of evdry

description)/

S'odirdjyaBiddhi.

DCXV.

j^VEN the body is subject to the law of Karma^ it awaits

the fulfilment of the life it embodies only as long as the

causes of its existence endure. This body along with the

world of experience connected with it, he never minds who

has acquired the condition of ecstatic trance ;
he never thinks

of dream-expeidence who is awakened to the light of Truth.!

• The Bhdgamta.

DCXVI.

content with what gain chance brings to him, ever

beyond all duality, completely free from envy and

hate, equal in snccess or defeat,—lie acts without relating

himself to the act.l

BkagdmdgitA.

Hig: \

# 9Sf<i5WJrf5ifTftiirf^ra1»r:

3*1^ »T5ffr »

w: ^ »r Prvaift ii
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DCXVII.

0LA.p in rich cloth or in the wide expanse of space, having
his skin alone for cover or buried deep in the ample

folds of all-embracing thought,—he wanders the world like a
lUQid man,*—

i|i
child, or even like a ghost,*

Fivekachuddmanif

DCXVIII.

•^I^ITHOUT having in one’s Self the clear light of Self.

experience, no one can appreciate the phenomenal
sublimity of another’s experience in the same line

The Brdhmam cannot understand the sweets of winef.t

Yogavdsishtha,

DCXIX-DOXXa

'pHE knower harmonised in the Essence should never think

he did anything. Whether ho sees, hears, touches, smells,

walks, sleeps, breathes, si)6aks, gives, takes, or even performs

t For he is prohibited from using wiue which Kshatriyas and others

may use*

^ STHTfil fjU: II

tlWRW^.
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such involuntary acts as the closing and opening of the

eyelids,—he should always think of the act as not his, but of

the senses which pass out, of themselves, to their respective

objects.*

EiJiagamdgitL

DCXXI.

A S timber is carried away by the stream to places high

and low, so even is the body led by Fate to whatever

awaits it at its proper time.t

Viveliachuddinmi,

DCXXII.

rpHE traveller with mind firmly fixed only on the goal he is

approaching, never feels the motion of his legs along the

road he treads ; act thus in all you do.|

Yoqav&sishtha.

* ^ f%f^5SRfriftFet gfRl

t ^ Tre Wt f5ralWHFl35lJ^ I

} <Wil: I

fpfj %iig ii
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BCXXIIL

npHE fright caused by the appearance of a thief survives

his capture, the cloth yet leaves the impress of its form

on the ashes to which it is burnt the world reduced of

itself to naught *in the case of the Knower lasts with his

body to bear out such fruition as previous Karmd should

bring.*

Svdrajyasiddhi*

• DGXXIV.

rpHE knower may, oh child ! let hi^ external senses loose in

^ all acts and all conditions whatever as long as his body

lasts ;
bnt he should never let his internal sense go with the

externalt

Yogavdsishtha*

DOXXV.

rpHE Akam may appear in any condition whatever, it is

^
never conditioned ;

the silent one never takes on the

ft

t
\

51 5 5^f^:
II
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properties of whatever accidents njsjf appear to colour his Self;

—he may stand like a fool though all-knowing, he may

act aiter the air ever untainted'*

DCXXVI.

gHARATA and others never stood like wood or stone giving

up food and other necessaries; they were indifferent

being afraid of the possibility of attp,chpient.t

PanckadaaH*

DOXXVIL

rjpHE act never touches me, nor do, I ever desire any result

from the act ;—he who thus reads my secret is never

bound by action,!

Bhagamdgitd,

t H HWrar: ft«RIT! I

t
ST Rt qwrfii r Jl i

^ »rt RtsfJfRTRTftr r ii



DCXXVlfl-BCXXX.

m

rpHE knbwers of the supreme neither avoid nor cotitt

intercourse with the world, they go with whatever

should turn up in ordinary course. Being in all, I am ever

inactive :—he who, with this conviction, acts in accord with

what is brought to him in the course of nature is always

inactive. He is not motionless though standing ;
he does not

walk though going; he is all peace though deep in intercourse;

he is ever inactive though full of activity.*

HCXXXI.

rpHE world follows the lead of great souls in what they do;

whatever they sanction men accept.!

Bhagamdgita.

^ sn#ft ^ *1^^

'

jihwrRwt.

a *f55WI®i
II
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DCXXXIL

kind of apparent ‘ latent desire ’ in those who have

found liberation while living is no desire at all ; it is

that universal sense of deinff which is known as ‘pure

Satm’* '

Yogavasishtha.

DCXXXIII-DCXXXIV.

A S the uninformed aet with attachment, so- should, oh

Bh&ratal the informed act ivithout attachment ;
for, thus

alone could he do good to the world. Do not unsettle the

intellect of the uninformed attached to the course of action ;

the informed going by the light of inner discrimination

should show himself favourable to all acts whatever.f

Bkagamdgita,

• g ar a maar i

t tRKi: i

a 5!^? iRUwaf 1 .

It
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DCXXXV-DCXXXVI.

jj^AVING known It thus, fill thyself with the memory of

pure Unity
; having realized the Unit, walk the world

like a mass of so much (dead) matter. No praise, no salute,

no offerings (even) to the dead, no fixed or unfixed abode,—
the harmonised (soul) should ever live by chance.*

Gmda'p^dAMrya*

DCXXXVII.

^AKE no thought of the result, rest ever content, yoarti not

for any support plunge thyself thus deep in any action

whatever, thou art ever free.f

Bhayavadgitd^

ii.—Videhamukti.

DCXXXVIII-DCXL.

fifteen raysj return into their source, the divine forces

governing the senses find back the universal fountain of

^ ?r: tl

t Will, idea, Md8% Vdyu, TejaSf Jala, Prtht^, (inner and oulwr) senses^

mind; (on the objective plane) fo^, energy; mantras, auaterities; worlds,

inhabitants, names. These sixteen are mentioned in the Pr(Mhv^(MiMhad*

25
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their rise, the reflection in the inner sense—the embodied soul

—together with every action whatever, all become one in the

supreme unchangeable (Essence). As rivers flowing into the

ocean lose tbeir individual name and form, nay thus lose even

themselves, so does the knoiver, freed from all name and all

form, find the highest Being, all light. He who thus hiom

the higliest Brahman^ verily becomes Brahman : none that is

born in his family has his eye closed to Brahman. He sores

above sin and sorrow; freed from the ties of the heart, he

becomes immortal.'^

Mundakcpa^iishad.

DOXLL

^ lyiNGr up the body in some holy place or in the house of

a Ghanddla^ conscious or unconscious, lie finds Kaitahja^

all cause of sorrow being entirely destroyed, and liberation

being found in the very moment of the rise of (jnoshd\

Vartika.

?T^fcr ^ilij n

t qr gf^c?T3T:^|g I
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DCXLri-DOXLlII.

xVTRU is water, whotlier it stands all placid or siiri^es up
ill high billows

; it makes no diftereiice in the ocean.

Embodied or disembodied, there is no diHereiico in the libera-

tion ot the silent; knower. What difference can embodiment

or disembodiment make iu the liberated, all Thought?

Whether iu tempestuous waves or in placid calm, the sameness

of water undergoes no cliange,^

Yogamsishtha,

DOXLIV.

Arjuna ! the worhls even u)) to tlu^ sphere of Bmhnmn
are subject to the la,w of rise and si?t

;
having found Me,

oh Sou of Kunti ! there is no rise anil no scl.f

JJhagtmulgitd,

DCXhV.

has no desire, who is beyond (h^sire, who has all desires

ful/illed in the Hiipremc, wlio has Self as the object

of all and every desire;— his breath rises not beyond him ;

)eing Brahmav, he becomes Bnthwf/n.X

/ > ritaddrangakopa Ishad.

•f
arr ^ i

ttigq?!I if II

•T’lfjOar.

I
sftH^rR 3HcR^rfli i

•T ii^ 5ir^( srnr^rJf ii
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DCXLVL

J
have no Mdyd for my consort, no serpent for my

couch, no discuss for my weapon, no round of incarnations

to go through, nor have I the anxiety of protecting the

world, still I am the Lord Vishiju to' all intent and

purpose.*

Scardjyasiddki,

DOXLVII-^DCLL

rjiHE Videhamuka neither rises nor sets, nay he is never laid

at rest. He is not being nor non^being^ neither near nor

distant, neither I nor thou. He shines as the sun, he protects

the three worlds appearing as Vishnu, as Eudra he destroys

all, he acts the creator in the form of the lotus-born Praj^-

pati. Whatever is, whatever has been, whatever shall be,—

every object in any one of the three forms of Time—he is

that; he is everything. Oh best of knowers I when the Videka-

mukta takes on the form of the three worlds and all they

contain, I believe him to have gone through the act of

creation. If verily the three worlds do exist, let him by all

^ Jr wm-
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means become those words, for in him the words “Three
worlds ” are, in truth, empty of all real content whatever.*

Yogavdsishtha,

DCLII.

rpHEY divert themselves in the native bliss of self-

experience, they enjoy themselves in any manner with

perfect freedom the many-sided, wonderful course the

United pursue, on the inscrutable Path, ever free of attach-

ment, knowing no limit, always tending to tlie good of the

nniverse, is as inscrutable as the course of fishes iu water, tlie

passage of birds in the atmosphere, or the course of wind

throughout space.t

Scdrdjgasiddki,

w 5r?rRT»r ^ wrf nifT %5Tr: ii

irnTfct mfir 5r>rw!iff..l

w- 9?T3t: II

wistgWlf i

(Tf# w II

iiTT au i

^ nat at li

l^gft ^pTgaa attat a^nat^ ^ i

aw ^^aawsaraT a «mai^ wwa n

t taias^ aat ftfwt

ftwifT w PTtaai w sraaf awaiwa^f^ai i

wftaraf w aaat aratftamg%

aWtt a§fk«n gar ftfwwr ai?l: ii

taitraaftr^!.
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DCLIII—DCLIV.

T^HENEVER, oh Bharata I Truth is on the decline, and

Untruth appears to succeed, I create myself to guide

the good, destroy the wicked, and strengthen the foundation

of Truth. Thus do I appear from cycle to c/cle.*

Bhagavadgitd,

VI.—CONCLUSION.

DOLV.

T^OUBT, dispute and explanation, all depend on language

which means duality. In the language of Unity, there

can be no (jnestion and no answcr.f

Vanchadndi.

*
!in ff »iRei i

fUFSScRI^ II

ifWToim uiRwra i

srjjRFiw=ii»f?5r RR^riR 3*1 3>t 11

t ^ fRiRSTt Itmmr 1
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WWl.
is no cVissolntion, no creation, none in bondage, no

pupilage, none desiroiw ot‘ liljcration, none liberated ;

this is the Absolute Truth.*'

Gaiulapadacharya.

miNii.

gow to him who enunciated tliis metliod of liarmony in the

Absolute, conducing to the well-being of all, beneficent,

above all dispute, entirely non-antithetical.t

GaitdapCutdch dr>ja.

DOLVIll.

'l^^ONDERFUL, supremely wonderful—tliis Philosophy!

More wonderful still the IMasters who teach the Truth !

A thousand wonders surroimd the depth of GNOSIS taught I

The bliss of Knowledge is the Silence of indescribable wonder I J:

Panckadadu

t f|d: i

I 3i|t p: i

3T|t irnJTft
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PRINCIPAL POINTS OF THE ABSOLUTE PHILOSOPHY.

Absolutk—

Thi6

'

" 455
5
800 All.

Act—

Acting without the—GIG ;
the

irreBponsible—619-20.

Action—

The Yoga of—395 ;
freedom iu

—397
;

renunciation of—405

;

results of—407 ;
the point of

—

413; nature of—470; freedom

from the results of—569 ;
in-

action in—575; rule of
—

^622;

the secret of—627

•

Advaita--

Naturo of the—50 ;
explana-

tion of the—113 ;
supreme know-

ledge of the—134.

All—

The—18
;
the Absolute—27-28;

becoming the—27-28; unity of

Self with the—52 ;
nature of the

—54; no grief after knowledge

of the—67-69; Self is the—

103-4; Brahtmn is the— 105;

Thou artthe—112; ecstacy in the-

187; kosmos in the—-217; Pmfc/f/.

one with the—235 ;
no distinc-

tion in the—241 ;
illustration to

realize the—442-45.

Anger—

Evils of—359 ;
no cause for—

360
j
real cause of—347-48,

Anxiety

—

No cause of—367 ;
fever of

-559.

Asvirant

—

The—144-45
;
the real—373.

Atheism—

Materialistic—537

,

Attachment

—

Absence of-. 263; fear of—626.

Aum—
Self is—199; the Yoga of—

458
;
I am the—522.

Aviuya—

Nature ol!—135; detinitiun of

— 1 ,37-38
;
doing aw ay with—1 7 5;

how overpower—476 ; sec Illu-

sion, Ignorance.

Being

—

Source of—24 ;
category of—

433-34
;
the one fact of—440-41

;

universal—171; sense of univer-

sal—474
j
form of 498

;
realisa-

tion of univorsal—632.

Belief—

See Faith.

-

Nature of- 30 ;
realization of

—83
;
last measure of—84 ;

who

attains the height of—136; all

experience is—245
;
last extreme

of—505; supreme—514; I am

all—525-27 ;
the sileuc© of—658,
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Body—

The boat this—155 ;
tho city

of eternal consciousness this- -181

;

likes and dislikes bound up with

—190 ;
attachment to—2‘d7

;
all

holy places in the—273 ;
blissful

use of—393
;
duration of—493 ;

concern for—529
;
the liberated

—

611-12
;
period of the—615.

Bondaue—

Dissolution of—18 ;
illusive-

ness of— 100
;
cause of—122-23

;

creation of—242 ;
forms of re-

ligion forge—257
;

definition of

—278
;
mind the source of—287;

action without~397
;
lose touch

with—614.

Books—

Enlightening power of—132 ;

throw off-577.

Bkahmah—

Definition of — 15-16: un-

changeableness of—17; good of

knowing—21 ;
indescribableness

of—22 ;
world of—25-26

;
noga -

tive definition of—29 }
Self is

—

33-35; objects of worship apart

from—44-48; universality of—49

;

transcendent nature of—53; de-

scription of—56-60; power of

—

86
;
the habitat of—87; the neu-

trality of—88; higher and lower

—90; all light dependent on -94
;

individual consciousness one with

—103-4; science of higher and

lower—170; Aum is -171-73; re-

alisation of—174; glory of realis-

ing—187; the immortal A^Mttha

is—220-22; who reaches the state

of—309; who may inquire after

—

373; world analysed into—437;

negative cognition of—438; oa-

tinction in—472-73; heart-expan-

sion leading to—497 ;
distinction

of world and—502; bliss of—514;

greatest kiiower of—517; merit

of becoming—524; study of—561;

]>reath of one who is—645.

BkAHMANA— ‘

The real—187; how to be a

—

338; what makes the—506; the

—

538; the gods know him to be

a—550.

Calamity

—

Use of—562.

Category—

•

I The highesl^' 433-34; form of

the—498.

Causality

—

Tllusiveuess of—80*81
;

utter

absence of—86.

Chid\k.\s'a

—

The- 553-55.

Cognition—

Negative—438.

Compassion

—

Measure of- -361; the liberated

is all—532-33.

Consciousness

—

Unity of—36-38; universality

of—40 ;
Self is—lOG-7-8

;
un-

ification of philosophy and

teachings with the facts of—124;

argue in accord with the facts of

—126-27: the city of eternal- -

181; evolution of—2 1 4- 1 5 ;
all-

embracing nature of—471; ripon-

!
ing of—474; emptying of—486;

the bliss of eternal—525-27
;

tlio

master-key of—572-73; identity

of individual and universal—

596-97.
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CoNTEKTMBNT—

Tli0 bliss of—352; supreme
—477; the pastime of—560.

CoVENTIONS—

Meaning of—436.

Cosmos

—

Self is the—78; the—217;
evolution of the—218—19; the

ring of the—556; destruction of

the—598.
Creator—

The—553-55.

Culture

—

Spiritual—432.

Death—
Nature of—340; spiritual—156;

who is not overpowered by—
464-66.

Desire

—

Abandon latent—284; defini-

tion of ‘ latent—’285; condition

of one who lias given up—374;

destruction of latent—385; the

knower may have—421; apparent

latent—632.

Destruction

—

The way to—347-48; the way

of Self—423.

Devotion

—

Nature and use of—269-70; en-

tire—275.

Distinction

—

Lose—440-41; see Separate-

ness.

Doubt—

Absence of—103-4; destructive

nature of—157; disappearance of

-^504; see ScEPTioisat.

Dream—
Experience likened to— 209;

nature of—210.

28

Duality—

Source of—25-26; fear in—
246; shake off—255; fear rises

from—276; abandon the sense

of— 422.

Duty

—

Perform—263; no call of—
557.

Ecstacy—

Distinction of madness from

—

588-89; see Trance.

Effort—

Strong personal—118; help of

—202*3; free—303; resort to

—

304; freedom comes of—306; va-

lud of—380; true success from

—

419; the real key of-572-73.

Egoism-

Destruction of—435; signs of—
436; break off—504.

Enlightened

—

Mind of the—566.

Essence—

Firm in the—475; enjojment

in the—476; rest in the—482-83.

Eternal

—

Forms of the—14; see Brah-

man, All.

Evil

—

Place of—588-89.

Evolution—

Nature of—211-13; explana-

tion of—241.

Existence—

The aim of—359; identifica-

tion with the idea of ‘non—

’

474.

Experience—

Cause of—204-5; ideal nature

of—206; the essence of—207;

dream-like nature of—209;
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evolution in—211-13; blissfulness

of—246; unity of—-247; produc-

tion of—248; illufliveness of—

249.

Faith—

Want of—157; the source of

all difference from difference in

—

366; source of—449; power

of-450.

Fate—
Action of—621; see Kabma.

Fault-Finding—

Use of the habit of—358.

Fearlessness—

Supreme—512.

Fourth—

Brahman is the—109.

Freedom—

Permanent—637.

Free-will—

The key of—569; see Effort.

Fullness—

Supreme—17; how attain—

454; worship of—570.

Glory-

The word of—see Aum.

Gnosis—

Rest in—146-48; liberation in

-146-48; bondage dissolved by

—257; difference of devotion

fiom—271*72; failure of—288;

use of—307; production of—

312; pathof—378; causes of—385;

Samddhi by—468; real ecstaoy

of—469; fire of—485; flame of—

487; action of—507; experience

through—611; away from—534;

lost to—537; depth of—658; see

Knowlejx^e.

God—
Where is—299; personal—

300-1; love is—564.

Good—
Powers of persons who are—

267; contact with the—268.

Grief-

No room for—341; no cause

for-344.

Gunab—
The Veda is full of the—255;

beyond the—609—10.

Happiness—

See Bliss.

Harmony.

Self—557; state of—560 ;
sages

who are in—594
;
freedom in—

619-20; absolute—657.

Hatha—
See Yoga.

Heart—
God in the—299 ;

spike in the—

346
;

Fo^fa of the—415 ;
fountain

of knowledge in the—440-41
;

faith welling out of the—449

.

conviction of the—489; expan-

sion of—497
;

narrowness of

—

538; wicked—539; surety of—

584.

Heaven—
Mortal nature of—256

;
worth

of—568.

Hell—
The gates of—423; see Self-

Destruction.

Hiranyaoarbha—

Birth of—216.

Hope—
Nature of—328

;
the river of—

349 ;
misery in—350 ;

production

of misery by—351 ;
whirl of—

I 370.
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Veddrda with—539 ; results of

—640
j
nature of—543-44.

Idba—
Force of—265; becoming the

-^200
;
how becctme the—428

;

power of the—429-31
; realisa-

tion of the—432; illustration of

pursuing the—-452
;
peace in the

—524; devotion to the—561.

Idealism

—

Definition of—78 ;
causality

in—80-81
;
explanation of—437

;

truth of—451 ; 475 ; experience

through—569; see All, Brahman,

Self.

Identification—

Power of—454; see Idea,

Self.

Idols—

See WORSHIP.

Ignorance—
Burning up of—487; destruc-

tion of—492; power of—493;

sign of—545 ;
see Illusion.

Illusion

—

Forms of—208 ;
Mdyd is—

223; self-sustaining nature of

—

223
;
power of—236 ;

overpower-

ing force of—238-39
;

intrans-

gressible nature of—244 ;
how

wear off—297 ;
‘ pairs of opposi-

tes * lead to—327 ;
use of—490.

Immortality—

Rest in—102 ;
the bridge to—

184
;
the wise desire—224-25;

when is gaii^ed—310-11; how is

gained—611-12.

Immutable

—

Definition of the—55 ;
immort-

ality of the—64-66
;
see Brah-

man, All,

Incarnation—

Future—220-22
;
process of—

251-52
;
who are led into—253-

54; the principle of—342; passage

through—393
; the ruling law of

-429-31.

Informed

—

The—633-34.

Intellect—

The pure—151 ; forms of the

—

199; difference in worship from

difference in tlie—353; the ex-

tremes of—588-89
;

never un-

settle the—633-34

Intercourse

—

Unaffected though in—558

;

evenness in—567.

JiVA—
Nature of—225-32; see Soul.

JiVANMUKTA—

The—601-5.

JlVANMUKTI—

Nature of—606-8.

KAivalya—
Realisation of—641.

Karma

—

The action of—4-8; inferior

—

253-54; ignorance perpetuated by

—260; every one governed by his

own—262 ;
destruction of all

—

485; extinguishing—504; end of

—606-8; law of—615; the world

bound up with—623.

Knowert—
The silent—179-80; the real—

608-9; the high-minded—556; free-

dom of the—580; state of the wise

—581; the ignorant and the—58ft-

^87; wanderings of the—617; l2e

“of the—624,
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KHOWtEDOB—
The path of—4-8j power of—

13; Self is all—100; the residual

—101; extraordinary nature of—

114; indescribablenesfl of—116;

the Andtman in—119-20
;
passage

through— 192 ;
destruction of

ignorance by—260; absolute

—

439 ;
the fountain of—440-41

;

method of all-from-one—446-48;

real—541; see Gnosis.

Lbarnino—

No use of—129-31; belly, the

end of-139-41; pride of—288;

burden of—364; vanity of—542.

Liberation—

Means of—116-17; nature pf—

122-23; idle gossip about—142-43;

Karma cannot bring about—269

;

definition of—278; relation of

mind with—287; the only means

of—307; where is—372; import

of—377 ;
explanation of—411

;

knowledge of— 494-96; peace

of—510 ;
development leading

to—611 ;
graduating for—549 ;

absence of distinction in—551; no

return after—644.

Liberated

—

Inscrutableness of the—149;

who is—489; the—490; nature of

the—532-33; conviction of the

—

584; equal eye of the—591; in-

action of the—592; bliss of the

—

593; incarnation of the—653-64.

Life—

The true—119-20; love of

—

288 ;
definition of—340 ;

higher

—424-26
;

lower—427 ;
idea

governs—429-31 ;
the peaceful

—535; grade of—580; the in-

scrutable—583,

Logic—

False*—125; uselessness of—
126-27.

Love

—

Self-realisation through—191

;

the temporal objects of-—338;

pain of material—346; measure

of—351 ;
destruction of hate

and—392; the true fountain

of—439; necessity of universal

—472-73; presence of—476; de-

votion of—562; eternal—563;

God is—564,

Master—

The real—596-07.

Materialism

—

Atheistic—537,

Maya—
See Illusion,

Means—
The four—318; the throe—319;

some of the—321-24; impossibi-

lity even of the—325,

Mendicants

—

Forms of—369.

Mind

—

Control of—1 19-20
;

benefit

from control of—279; definition

of—280; forms of—286; bondage

and liberation in—287; illustra-

tion of the action of—289-90;

difficulty of control over—291;

means to control the—293-96;

teach self-restraint to the—320;

misery in the—353; how control

the—382-84; dissolution of—

385; fullness of—406; method of

control over—409-10,

Morality—

The supreme rule of—329; the

standard of—301; the law of

-362,
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Natub^
Spontaneity of-^8; description

of—214-15; trust in the course of

—367; source of action from—470;
liberation in—479; conformity to

the course of—028-30,

Necessity—

Abandon the idea of—300-1;

no room for—302; freedom in

—

305; see Fate,

Object

—

Unity of subject and—110; give

up the—339; action of subject on
—435; forms of—498,

Path

—

The two-fold—166-07; each

one’s faith his—305; the double

-378,

Patience

—

Necessity of—414,

Peace

—

How and who find—417-18
;

want of—432.

Pbplaby

—

Spiritual—508.

Philosophy—

Load of—119-20; unification of

consciousness and teaching with

—

124; description of—160-61; no

peace in—374; subtleties of

—

568; folly and—586-87
;

the

wonder of—658.

Pbaketi—
The highest—^233-34*; identity

of the All and—235; see Nature,

Illusion.

PranayXma—
True—459-61; method of real

-462-03; see Youa, Beflec-

TION,

Pupil—
Unworthy—121

;
proper—152

;

object of becoming—171-73.

Purusha

—

The transcendent nature of

—

61-62; the first great—63; every-

thing is the—182-83; bondage to

the—196-98.

RXja—
See Yoga.

Ratiocination—

Endlessness of—120-27
;

real

use of—128,

Reflection

—

Saving nature of—168; use of

—

202-3; the Thing seen by—258; the

g^od generate—268; gnosis from-

271-72; method of—298; through

—308; gnosis born of—312; form

of—313-15
;

ripening of—316

;

marks of devotion to—317; the

only way is—380 ;
gradual course

of—412.
Re-incarnation—

See Incarnation.

Religion

—

Stays of—194 ;
true—250;

formal—253-54; results of—256;

use of—258; of merit from—268;

unity of all—363; marks of—369;
abandon forms of—416.

Renunciation—

What is—338; pain of—345;

true—398 ;
essence of—405

;

nature of—407.

Requisites—

Self-knowlodge-129-31.

Residuum—
The—457; the one—574; the

philosophic—579.

Resort

—

The-19,
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Sacrifice—

Worth of—263-64; the true

-^00.

SamXdhi—
Deflnitioii of—468; true—469;

tee Trance.

SCEFTIClfiM—

Fate of—167; evils of—889*

freedom from—397; leave off

-422,

Scripture-

How far rely on—^304; load of

—364; see AVord.

Seer—
Night of the silent—531,

Serf—
Salutation to—1; nature of—20;

bliss of—25'26; sphere of—32;

immutableness of—33-35; incom-

prehensibleness of—39; all-per-

vading nature of—41-43; who

can realise the—64-66; gaining

the—72; form of the high'

est—76-77; properties of

—

79; all-supporting—82; identity

of—96 ;
inner—^96 ;

liberated

nature of—97; the residual—98;

proof of—99; Brahman is the—

105; the fourth is the—109; Self

reveals to—129-31; material eye

barred from—160; the foe and

friend of—165; the empire of

—

177; knowledge other than—185;

transcending death after know-

ledge of—189; chariot of—226-32;

attune all thinking to—^282; mea-

sure of love is—361; regaining

the—397; 451; native condition

of—420; life in the higher—424-

26; life in the lower—427; study

the—439; consciousness merged

in—471; contentment in—475;

the hnower of—486; greeting to—

494r96; form of—498; sight of—

604; world dissolved by—518;

true knowledge of—530; I am

the—585; how measure know-

ledge of—618.

Self-destruction—

Who meet with—154; the place

of-156.

Self-realisation—

Those centred in—133; what

prevents—146-48; sole cause of—

164; fruit of—186; illusion lead-

ing to—208; absence of attach-

ment leads to—263; order in the

steps to—277; self the means of

—396.

Self-restraint—

The good of—339.

Senses—

No good in the—9-12; the

transcendant—102; objective ten-

dency of—224-25; indulgence of

the—326; pleasure of the—478;

transcending the—516.

Separateness—

Absence of—73-75; negation

of—80-81; death in—91-92; at-

tachment to—179-80; the night-

mare of—596-97.

Silence—

One who has found—516; life

of one in—625; the bliss of—

658,

Slander—

Care not of—354; impossibility

of preventing—355; the good in

being subject of—356-57.

Soul—

Activity and rest of—93; the

double—196-98; the great—503;

condition of the great—565; the

lead of the great—631,
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Sphbeb—

One’s own—188.

Stbugolk—

*

The cycle of strife and—636.

Study—
See Bbflectiok.

Subject—

Unity of object with—110;

every form in the—214-15;

action of object on—435; form of

the—498.

SUBBEJTDER—

Performance with—195.

Tbachek—
The true—2; use of—153; ne-

cessity of—158-59; how approach

the—162; who should be accept-

ed by— 163; question addressed

to—169; vows enjoined by—193;

initiation in Brakmorvidyd hy^

200-1; subordination of—202-3;

shortness of—268.

Text

—

Amplification of the great

—

111; the great—446-48.

Thinking

—

Evolution from- '281; defini-

tion of—283; suspend—292; put
j

'

* out—474,

Thought—
Bmhmm is—51; eternity of—89.

Time

—

Deception of—370.

Toleration

—

Supreme—363; principle of—

365; aim of—^366,

Trance—
Absolute—284; ecstacy of ab-

solute—488; universal—520; no

place for— 571; see Yoga.

Transcendent—

The—574.

Truth—
The All is the—70-71-72; books

cannot give—132; knowledge of

—368; the Absolute—455; the

—

578; the transcendent—656; the

wonder of—658.

Unconditioned

—

Realisation of tho—30; defini-

tion of the—-31; unity of tho

—112; I am the—528.

United

—

Path of the—652.

Unity- -

Individual and universal—41-

43; tho rule of— 91-92; realisa-

tion of—112; relative difference

in—240; tho one—519; memory

of—635-36; language of—655.

Veda—
Uselessness of—119-20.

Vedanta

—

The whole—3 10-11.

VlDEHAMUKTI—-

The condition of—638-40; re-

lation of body with—642-43; the

condition of one in—647-51.

Vidya

—

Tho—135; definition of—137-

38.

Vishnu—
1 am the Lord—046.

EALTH*—

Nature and effect of—333-34;

misery of—335; no immortality

through—^336.

WISDOM—
The eye of*—613k

Wise—
The— 160-6 1 ;

transcendent

iiatureof the-*l70; freedom of the
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—178 ;
realisation of the—^218-

19; the really~264; life of the

—

482-83; no grief in the—552;

evenness of the—567; the fool

and the—590; ecstatic condition

of the—595.

Witness

—

The—36-38; nature of the—

85.

Woman—
Relation with—330*31; avoid—

332.

Words—
Self-awakening power of—111;

the web of—546-48; delusion of

-576.

World—
Fear of—288; nature of—337

;

meeting of beings in the—371;

analysis of—437 ;
ways of the—

482-83; distinction of Brahman

and—502; dissolution of the—518;

enlightened view of—599; dura-

tion of—623; rise and set of

—

644.

Worship—

Formal—250; forms of—258;

objects of—274; unity of all

—

363; the one aim of all—366; lost

to forms of—537; no place for

—

570.

Yoga—
True—261; physical (Hatha)

—293-96; uselessness of Brand-

ydma and other—308; definition

of—375-76; the path of—378;
statement of—379; the first door

of—381; who succeeds in—386-

87; lost in physical—388; Edja—

389-91; secret of Raja—392; ac-

tion and—394; action through—

395; self-realisation the best-^

396; title to the name of—398; re-

straint of breath by—399; con-

dition of—400; method of—403;

spiritual—408; heart, the place

of—415; the one course of—416;

non-application to—432; realisa-

tion of the Absolute through—

440-41
;
all-from-one-method of—

442-45; illustration of the method

of—446-48; effect of faith on

—

450; re-gaining Self by—451;

another method of-*-456; the

thought-method of—457; the

Pranava-method of—458; inter-

pretation of physical methods of

—459-61; Prdndydma of Rdja--

462-63; mental—467; Samddhi

in—468; real trance of—469; re-

alisation of—472-73; enjoyment

through—477; fall from—480-81;

time-method of—484; results of

—

485; first-fruits of—499-500;

the best—521; the eye of—523;

the highest pitch of—531; the

key of—553-55.

Yogin—

The~401-2; the real—404; de-

gradation of the-480-81 ;
the Raja-

—501; duty of the—534; conduct

of the—582; life of the—583*
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WORDS NOT ENGLISHED IN THE TEXT.

Anatmaa—
Not-Belf

; everything beside

the unit o£ consciousness.

Apana—
One of the live vital breaths

;

its seat is iu the lower regions of

the body.

Arani—
A plant of that name

;
two

pieces of the woixl of this plant

rubbed one against the other pro-

duce fire.

Aisuri/a—
A hell where the sun never

shines ;
spiritually the condition

of supremo ignorance.

AUattha—
The name of a sacred tree ;that

which does not stay till the mor-

row, whence this world, M(hjiK

Atkarca~re(ht—
One of the four Vedas.

Aeidi/d—
That which is opposed to

Vid>jd^ light, gnosis; illusion;

technically, individual ignorance.

AtpakUt—
The material principle in na-

ture, the secotrl prolific member

of the duality from which the SAu-

khya-philosophy explains nature

;

the unmanifest; the unditferenced.

AJaisa—
The first material idea from

Brahtmn
;
the most subtle of the

five elements.

Amifm—
‘ Place

;
position

;
one of the

four periods over which human

activity is distributed by the

Hindu Scriptures.

Brakmd—
The first Logos; creator; so-call-

ed ill the Burdnas.

Jh'(thmoAoha—
The worM of livahtmn.

Hrahtnan—
'rhe absolute Unit; universal

Being
;
the All.

Brahma-culffd—
Science of Brahnuni

;
Gnosis,

Brdkmana-^

One who has realijsed Bmh~

man
;
popularly one belonging to

the highest of the four Vanuis,

Haddhi—
The diserimiiiating sense in

the inner ndnd
;
the first refioe-

tioii of Dmlmaih evolution.
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Chdnddla—
The child begotten by a

upon a Brdhmana woman
;
one of

low class.

CMddMia—

See DLIII—DLV.

Ekarshi—
One of the several fires worship-

ped daily by the householder.

Ghee—

Clarified butter.

Gmdharm—
A class of beings between

gods and men.

GUMb—
Property

;
particularly one of

the three properties—'light, ener-

gy, darkness—of Nature (Fra-

hii.)

Hirnyagarhha—
The cosmic manifestation of

Brahman on the subtile plane.

Jaina—
The philosophy or follow-

er of Jina; a philosophy em-

phasizing the idea of relativity,

preaching universal compassion,

and opposed to the Brdhrnanic

ritual and the Veda.

Jala—
Water

;
the fourth element

from Akdsa.

Jica—
Individualized consciousness

every being whatever
;
individual

manifestation of Brahman on the

material plane
;
soul

Jimn-^mukti—
Liberation while yet living;

realizatiou of Brahimn before

death. .

Kaimlya—
Isolation

;
technically that ideal

condition of one-ness which em-

braces all distinction in itself

;

liberation according to the Ad-

vaita is so-called.

Kartm—{Karmari)

Act
;

technically the theory of

cause and effect, the law of com-

pensation
;
also the formal part

of religion, called Karma-mdrga.

Kes'aea—
The god Krshna.

Kshatriya—
One belonging to the second of

the four Varnas
;
one of the war-

rior class.

Kas'a—
A wild grass held supremely

sacred, used in all religious cere-

monies.

Mahd-rmyd—
The groat power of illusion;

I often personified as a powerful

* Goddess in the Purdms,

Mahat^

The first evolute from the

Frakrii of the S'ankhya-philoso-

phy
;
cosmic mind.
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Mdj/d—
Illusion

;
toohnically the power

of illusion accompanying the

cosmic manifestation of Brahman

on the causal plane.

Meru—
A fabulous mountain of that

name supposed to be in the mid-

dle of the earth) and the abode

of all gods; the iliametre of

the globe of this earth.

Mimdjisd—
One of the six schools of philo-

sophy
;
the exegetic philosophy

of the Veda.

Mlehchha—
One belonging to a class or

country beyond the pale of Ar'^d-

mrta.

Ndehiketa—

The esoteric fire so-called

after Nachicketas to whom

the solar God of death reveal-

ed it.

Pdnchardtra—
An old sect of devotional wor-

ship supposed to be founded by

Ndrada,

Pd'mpata—
The school of that name

;
Pati

—lord—Sdva, is worshipped as

the saviour of all Paihis—animals

in bondage, viz. souls.

Paulkam—
The child begotten by a S'ndra

upon a Kshatriya tfoman; one

of low class.

Pippal^

The sacred tree of that name.

Pitr—
The lunar prototypes of hu-

manity; invoked in all cere-

monies after death of any member
of a family, also on occasions of

every auspicious ceremony.

Purdnas—
Popular books giving the truths

of religion in a form acceptable

to the general masses.

Ptirfisha—
The conscious principle in Nature

according to the S'ankhya-phi-

losophy; It is different with

every being; It may correspond

to soul.

Prajdpati—

See Brahm a.

Prakrti—
The material first cause of

evolution according to the Sdnr

khya.

Pmlaya—
Cosmic dissolution.

Prdndydim—
Control of breath

;
the pro-

cess of inhaling, retaining and ex-

haling the air.

Prasthdna—
Stay; technically one of the

three (Brah,ina-BiitraSyUp<m8had$

,

and BhagvadrGitd) from which

any new teacher must evolve his

philosophy t6 make it acceptable.
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Vrithvi---

The fifth element from Jkdm

;

the earth.

Jtdja-( Voga)—

Union with the Luminions; spi-

ritual yof/rt; the royal road to

Yo(jq,.

Rg~veda—
The Veda consisting of

The most ancient of the four

Vedas.

RK,-
A metro of the name; any line

from the Bgved(h>

Rudra—
The god of that name.

Saim—-

Follower or philosophy of

those who believe in and worship

god S'iva
;

its forms are mainly

Tantric.

Sannydsin--^

One who is in the fourth Akor

ma

;

one who has renounced the

word after the formal manner,

Sattm—
Tlie first of the three proper-

ties of Sdnhjm PrakfU.

SddJiana—
Means; technically the four

means which prepare one to bo

able to apply , himself to the

Vedanta.

Sdma-veda—

One of the four Vedm^

Sdnhhya—
The philosophy of that name

;

It starts with the assumption of

a material (Prahii) and a cons-

cious (Pnrusha

)

principl e in Ka-

ture.

S'dstra—
Religious book; scripture,

technically a system, a philoso-

S'iromita—
An observance well-known in

the followers of the Athavra,'

Veda
;

a peculiar worship of fire.

S'im

—

The God of that name; bliss;

blissful.

Smdrfa—
Depending on or derived from

the ;
forming part of

duties enjoined by the Swf'tia.

Smrti—
The scripture of authority

next to the Veda which is S'rutl

;

duties en joined after the manner

of past teaching.

S'/v/miia—
A Buddhist religions mendi-

cant.

S'ranta—

Depending on or derived from

S'ruti; forming part of the re-

ligion en joined by H'niti.

&mti—
That which is delivered by oral

tradition
;
the Vfda

;
a text from

the
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S'ifd^ndka—
A kind of corn, t.ho grains

being very minutely small and

slippery.

Tfijas—
Light; the third oloment from

Jkdfi'a.

Upasnnd—
Sitting in the act o£ invoca-

tion
;

<levotional worship.

Vadar/mala—
The fire supposed to be at the

bottom of the ocean, and power-

ful to consume the whole uni-

verse,

Vaishnava—
One l)elonging to tJie sect of

that name
;
a follower of god

Vishut,

Varna—
Colour

;
one of the four divi-

sions of ancient Indian society.

] Viya—
Air

;
tlie second oloment from

ylkds'<i.

Veda—

The storehouse of knowledge
;

the holy scripture of India.

Vedanta—
End of the

;
tlie T^pa-

nishadii
;

the idiilosophy of the

Advaita.

Videhauinkii—
Literally liberation after

death; VidyAranya interprets it

to moan liberation from future

ernbojiinent, gained at the very

moment of Gnosis. See -livan-

muktivivcka : also this l)ook

DCXH

] ^tdifd-

Knowledgo, Gnosis
;
opposed to

Aridijd
;
tho true (Science, viz., the

philosojjhy of the Advaita.

Vifdaia—
The god of that name.

Ya/ar-red(t—
I One of the four Vedas,

Yati-^

One wlio lias control over his

mind and senses ; an ascetic.

Toi/a—
Union; technically preventing

transformation of tho tliinking

principle.

yoepn—
One in Yofiaj i- e., one wlm lias

mastered or acfpiired Wx/a.
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WORKS BY THE SAME AUTHOR.

*,* Obtained at the Sudarsana-Office, Nadiad,

Bombay Presidency.

RAJA-YOGA.

(THIRD THOROUGHLY REVISED EDITION, IN PREPARATION,)

( Price Ph. 2. )

Translation of tlie ‘Philosophy of Subject and Object

(Drgdrsyaviveka) of Bhdratitirtha, and of a treatise

on ‘ Direct Cognition’ (Aparokshanubhuti) by S'ankara;

with copious explanatory notes and an introduction

putting the ‘Absolute Philosophy
’
(Advaita) to the

modern reader.

Nor fl(3e8 P<X)na or Bombay contain any Sh&.stree with clearer conclu-

sions on Hindu Theology and Philosophy, better command of lucid

language, or ideas more enlightened and profound.*'—The Daily Tele-

graph, London (Sir E. Arnold).

“ You have produced a very learned and useful little work.”—^Sir M.

William.

“ Anything that emanates from Prof, Dvivedi’s pen is sure of a warm

reception at the hands of our rea<lers.”—Thcosophist.

“It is advisable to recommend most strongly the study of Prof. Dvi^

vedi’s t ranslation and commentaries.”—Lucifer.

TARKA-KAUMUDI.
{Price 12.)

(Copy-right made over to the Government Educational

Department, Bombay.)

A Compendium of Nydya-Vitdeshika—Philosophy

by Laugfikshi Bh&.skara. Edited with Sanskrit Text,

copious Notes, and Introduction.
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“The result of his labours is all that could have been .l«ircd. His
f« l and yet very concise notea shew that he has thoroughly masterd the
Mbjcct, and that he is also able to explain it to others.’’—Indian Antiouai v
(Dr. F. Kielhorn). ' ^

“ Appears to ho a very scholarly ixlition

great want.’'--Dr. R. Rost (India Office).

which is likely to supply a

“ Find it very good.”—Dr. 0. Buhlcr.

“Himself deeply imbued with the system, .and wcll-iml in carnal

e

literature, as also not unfamili.ar with Western Logic, his inlerpreta-
tions arc quite welcome. I recommend the young Sanskrilist to go
through it minutely and repeatedly.”—Vienna Oriental Journal (Dr. II.
Jacobi).

MONISM OR ADVAITISM?
(Price Ms. 2.)

Introduction to the Advaita-Pliilosophy in the light

of Modern Speculation.

Clever and thoughful.”—Sir R. \Ves(.

“I liave examineil your work with much infcrcst.”—B. B. Tylor..

“ A vei7 interoHting conlribiitioii to the History of Indian Philosophy.”

—The Mind, London.

•‘The learned Prof. Dvivedi scorns to a<lmit that the principles of Ad-
vaita Philosophy find a very convenient expre.s3ion in Buropeaii Munisni.”

—Open (Jourt (Dr. P. Cams).

•‘The little work will bean interesting one for studcnlh of the Advaita,”

—Tlicosophist,

•• The book is worth placing on every serious student’s shelves.”—

Lucifer.

THE YOGA-SUTKAS.
(Price Ms. 1-8-0.)

(Copy-l‘ight df tlio first 1 ,000 given to tho Thoosophi^ Publication

Fund, Bombay).

The ajihoriisms of Pataiijali traiinlated into Enolisli

with copious Notes from diftereiit Commentaries.

The best edition yet presented to the Eiiglibh-readiii^ public.”—Lucifei,
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MANDUICYOPANISHAD.

(Price Jis. U8-0.)

li

(Copy-riglit of tho first 1,000 made over to the Tlieosophical

Publication Fund, Bombay).

Tlie Jld/if/dyu translated into Englisli with Gauda-

piida’s Ivarikds and Sankara’s Gloss on both
; prefaced

with an interesting critical Tntroductioii.

“lanniuich d(;li‘‘blcil with the ability and keenness with whieh you

Iruit yonr various «ubje(*ts.”—Dr. 1*. (Jarus.

“ Mr. Dvivodi is a zealous champion of the Advaifa system, and kiiow^

how to connect its tormal teachings with all Uie grave (picstions of Modern

Society.”—The Monbt.

‘•Mr. 1)\ ivedi IS to be congratulated on tiio ability and industry he has

displaycKl.’—Theosophist

.

SAMADHI-S'ATAKA.

(Copy right of the first hOO given to the publisher, Mr. (I. II., Alimedabad.)

Sanskrit text ofatlaina book on tlie Nature aiitl

Study of the Soul, with English translation.

( In PREi’AUATION. )

SYADVADA-MANJARI.

(Copy-right made over to the Governinoiit Educational Dept., Bombay.)

A Manual oi‘ Jaina Philosoph}^ Sanskrit text,

with copious Notes, and Introduction.
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(In I’ENTAEATION,)

STEAY THOUGHTS.
( Comprising ,

)

Hinduism A paper con-

tributed to and read at the

Parliament of Religions; pub-

lished in the first volume of

“ The World’s Parliament of Re-

ligions.”

“A profound Philosopher.”—Chi-

cago Herald.

The Puranas (Published

ill Transactions of the Inter-

national Congress of Orientalists,

held at Stockholm, 1889). The

Puranas explained in the light

of Symbology as against Philo-

logy.

*‘Thc paper Is learned and forcible,

but is even more extraordinary for

the perfection of its English. Such

rich, mellow, varied, delicately- tint-

ed diction might well be the envy

of a cultivated native.”—the Path.

Jainism and Brahma-
nism (A paper read at the

International Congress of Orien-

talists, London, 1891, and awar-

ded a Certificate of Merit)

The Advaita Philoso:

phy of S'ankara (contributed

to the Oriental Journal, Vienna)

Essays and Translations;

Idol-Worship, S'ansk&ras, Oa-

ruda-Purana, etc., and trans-

lations of Yajnavalkya Yoga-

Samhita, S'ruti-Sarasamuddlia-

rana, etc., (contributed to ‘the

Oriental Department' — jV c w
York)

Suggestions ( proposing

changes in the texfc-books of the

Government Educational Depart-

ment)

Letters on Widow Re-
marriage ( Contributed to the

Indian Papers)

Necessity of Spiritual

Culture ( a paper read before

the ‘Young Men’s Association,’

Baroda)

Contributions to the

Theosophist, etc., and other

Miscellaneous writings.

(In TiiJi PiiKSs.)

JIVAN-MUKTI-VIVEKA,
OH

THE PATH OF LIBERATION IN THIS LIFE.

( Copy-right of the fir.st i,000 given to the Theosoiihical Piibli

cation Fund, Bombay. )

TraiiHlatlOU of a Sanskrit work of l luH iiann* into

English. It contains very usehil iiistiaictiou to stu-

dents of spiritual J uyrf.

30
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GUJARATI BOOKS.
S'iksha-S'ataka (poems.)

MAlati - MAdhava ( transla-

tion.)

Uttaiia-RAma-Charita (do.)

KAntA (A play.)

Purva-Dars'ana (a brief out-

line of Indian history.)

NAri-PratikthA (on the posi-

tion of woman.)

pREMA-JlVANA (poClUS.)

SiddhAnta-SAra ( pliiloso-

phy.)

PrAnavinimaya (mesmerism.)

8ANK s rf 1 1'TA-S IIVAky

a

(trans-

lation.)

KAvYA-MAYrKHA ( poctics ).

In preparation.

The Sudars'ana (Periodical

Vol. XL)

BAla-VilAsa (moral essays.)

ParamArcja-Dars'ana (reli-

gious essays.)

OhAritra (character.)

Abhedurmi (poems.)

GunAB-siNffA (novel). In press.

Atmanimaj.iana (poems.)

BrAhMANAS 0 F G U J A R A T

(essay.) .

Tuk Bhagavaj)-GitA (transla-

tion and commentary.)

Criticism (essay.)

pANCUAb'ATi (philosophy.)

Nyaya (Inductive logic). In

preparation

fVbrks undertaken and prepared on ,

behalf of H. It the Maharajah

Gaeknvar of Baroda ;

—

{Translatmia from Sanskrit)

DvyAs'raya (history.)

Bhoja-Prabandha (poetries.)

CHATlJRVINSnATI-PRA CAN D H A

(liistory.)

VlKRAMA-ClIARITA (tales.)

SamAdhi- S'ataka ( philoso-

pliy.)

ANliBHAVA-PRADiriKA (pllilo-

sopliy.)

8'ri'ti-8Ara-Samiiddiiarana

(philosophy.)

Buddui-Saoara (morals.)

Tarka-ParIhhashA (logic.)

Gojiaksha-8'ataka ( Yoga.)

Shad- Dars'ana-Sam[chchaya

(philosophy.)

SAba-Sanoraha ; No. I (abs-

tract of historical works.)

Sara-Sangraha ; No. II (do.)

Pattan BhandAras (catalo-

gue of books.)

VAHTUrARA-OHARITA (biogl’a-

pliy.)

KlimArapAla-Chaiuta (
biu-

graphy.)

8amarAdityCa-harita (relc-

gious history). Incomplete.
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Yoga-bindu {Yoga,)

Anekanta-VAda - P r a V e s' a

(philosophy.)

{Old Gitjrati works exlited.)

PanchopAkhyAna ( transla-

tion.)

{Sanskrit texts edited^

Tauka-Pauibhasha (logic.)

Alamkaua-Chudamani ( rhe-

toric), Incomplete.

JyotishkARANDA (asti’onomy).

Incomplete.

Vrttakatnakaka with new

COMMENTARY (pi’OSody.)

S'iWUI’ALA-VaDHA with new
COM. (poem). Incom2)lete.

S'rngaratij.aka of Ecdra

(jioetry). Incomplete.

Rasamanjari (rhetoric.)

Chhandonus'asana (prosody),

fneomjdete.

Naishadha with new com.

(poem). Incomplete.

ShADDARs'aNA-SaMUCHCH A YA

(philosoidiy.)

fc^YADVADA - UaTNAKARAVATA-

RIKA
( jihilosoidiy ). In-

complete.

Anekantavada-Puaves'a
(2)Iiiloso2)hy.)

Abhinandana-Kavya (poem).

Incomjdete.

Compilations from English

(Jnanamanjnslia-scries.)

Chetana-S'astra (p s y c li o-

logy-)

History op Skut. Liteua-

TUBB. In preparation.
N

( Law Committee ).

Vivada-Tandava (law) In

preparation.

Translatunm undertaken and executed

on behalf of JL fl the Mao

of Kidch.

Rhetoric.

Culture and Self-culture.

Work undertaken on behalf of the

(hijrat Vernacular Hociet\h

A hmedabad.

Nyaya (deductive logic.) In

[ireparation.














